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Abstract
This thesis deals with analysis of scaling in autonomous vehicle platoons in
which vehicles keep xed distance to their neighbors. The vehicles are modelled
as linear single-input single-output systems of arbitrary order. In order to control themselves, the vehicles use information from their nearest neighborstheir
predecessor and successor. The states used for coupling are mainly position and
velocity, but other states are allowed too. The errors to neighbors in these states
can be weighted dierently, hence the control law is asymmetric. Using the tools
from distributed control, properties of platoons are analyzed. A comprehensive
overview of the properties of platoons when identical asymmetry in all states is
given. With the help of a newly derived product form of a transfer function in a
network system, the steady-state gain, stability, string stability and particularly

H∞

norms are analyzed. The most important aspect specifying the scaling rate

is the number of integrators in the open loop. For one integrator in the open
loop the scaling of the

H∞

norm is quadratic for symmetric control and linear

for asymmetric control. For two and more integrators the scaling is cubical for
symmetric control and exponential for asymmetric. Since there is no good control for two integrators in the open loop with identical asymmetry, symmetric
coupling in position and asymmetric in velocity is proposed.

Such control is,

at least for the cases analyzed in the thesis, superior to both completely symmetric and completely asymmetric control. It has similar convergence time as
asymmetric control but it still keeps the bounded control eort as the symmetric
control does.

Key words:

vehicle platoons, distributed control, scaling, asymmetry, dierent

asymmetries
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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá ²kálováním v distribuovaném °ízení kolon vozidel. Vozidla
jsou modelována jako lineární systémy libovolného °ádu s jedním vstupem a jedním výstupem a mají za úkol drºet konstantní vzdálenost ke svým soused·m.
Vozidla pro své °ízení vyuºívají informace od svých nejbliº²ích soused·  od
vozidla vep°edu a vzadu. Nej£ast¥ji jsou t¥mito informacemi poloha a rychlost
sousedních vozidel, ale je moºné pouºít i dal²í stavy. Protoºe mohou být rozdíly
v t¥chto stavech mezi sousedy váºeny r·zn¥, °ízení se nazývá asymetrické. Práce
analyzuje asymetrické kolony vozidel pomocí nástroj· z teorie distribuovaného
°ízení a podává ucelený p°ehled vlastností t¥chto kolon. To platí hlavn¥ pro situaci, kdy je asymetrie stejná pro v²echny stavy. Na základ¥ uºite£né sou£inové
formy pro libovolný p°enos v kolon¥ je odvozeno chování ustálených hodnot,
stabilita, °et¥zová stabilita a zejména ²kálování

H∞

normy. Nejd·leºit¥j²ím roz-

li²ovacím znakem je po£et integrátor· v otev°ené smy£ce vozidla. V p°ípad¥, ºe
má otev°ená smy£ka jen jeden integrátor, ²kálování

H∞ normy je kvadratické pro

symetrické °ízení a lineární pro asymetrické. Pro dva a více integrátor· se ²kálování zhor²í na kubické pro symetrické °ízení a exponenciální pro asymetrické.
Jelikoº není moºné dosáhnout dobrého chování se dv¥ma integrátory s identickou
asymetrií, je navrºeno °ízení se symetrickou vazbou v pozici a asymetrickou v
rychlosti. Pro modely analyzované v této práci se chování takového °ízení jeví
jako kvalitativn¥ nejlep²í. Má podobný £as ustálení jako asymetrické °ízení, ale
zachovává si omezený ak£ní zásah jako °ízení symetrické.

Klí£ová slova:

kolony vozidel, distribuované °ízení, ²kálování, asymetrie, roz-

dílné asymetrie
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Goals of the thesis
The thesis is dedicated to investigation of properties of vehicle platoons which use
local nearest-neighbor interactions. The goal is to concentrate on scenarios which
have very limited requirements for communication, in particular asymmetric
bidirectional control. The thesis has the following goals:
1. Study transfer functions in distributed control.

The transfer functions

might allow easy frequency-response analysis.
2. Analyse properties of asymmetric bidirectional control using the tools of
distributed control theory.
3. Find conditions under which asymmetry/symmetry is benecial and when
not.
4. Derive scaling of the

H∞

norm as the number of vehicles in the platoon

grows. Consider various transfer functions and general open-loop models.
5. Find conditions of string stability of platoons and requirements on the
controller.
6. Investigate various asymmetries for dierent states and discuss its properties.

ix

Notation
In general we denote matrices with capital letters and a particular element in a
matrix

A

is denoted as

aij . AT

stands for a transposition of a matrix.

All vectors are column vectors and are denoted with lowercase letters; the
element of a vector

n×n

v

is

vi .

ith

Scalars are denoted by Greek letters. Identity matrix

n is often omitted if the matrix
ith column in the identity matrix is the
T
canonical-basis vector ēi = [0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0]
with 1 on the ith position. 1 is a
vector of all ones. The symbol s used in transfer functions denotes the Laplace
variable. Polynomials are denoted by lowercase letters and gi is the coecient at
si in the polynomial g(s) (the argument s is usually displayed for polynomials).
of size

is denoted as

In

(the subscript

size is clear from the context).

The

Often we will be interested in how some function depends asymptotically on

N.

We use the following symbols for asymptotic bounds.

•

f (N ) = O(g(N )) if there exist k > 0 and N0 > 1 such
f (N ) ≤ k|g(N )| for all N ≥ N0 .
• The function f (N ) = Θ(g(N )) if there exist 0 < k1 < k2 and N0 > 1
that k1 |g(N )| ≤ f (N ) ≤ k2 |g(N )| for all N ≥ N0 .
• The function f (N ) = Ω(g(N )) if there exist k > 0 and N0 > 1 such
f (N ) ≥ k|g(N )| for all N ≥ N0 .
The function

that
such
that

O states that f (N )
f (N ) is bounded above
Ω states that f (N ) is bounded

The meaning is the following (up to the constant factor):
is bounded above by

g(N )
g(N ).

and below by
below by

g(N ), Θ

means that the function

(it is of the same order) and

xi

Uppercase latin letters
A

state matrix or adjacency matrix, depending on the context

B

input matrix

C

output matrix

C

set of complex numbers

D

feed-through matrix or generally a diagonal matrix, depending on the context

E

total measured transient error

Fi (s)

transfer function of the form

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λi b(s)q(s) .

Appears

after block diagonalization.

Fki→j

a set of spanning forests with
tree diverging from

i

k

arcs. In this set there is a

j

and containing

G(s)

transfer function of the vehicle or plant

G

graph

I

identity matrix

={a}

Imaginary part of a complex number

K

state-feedback matrix

L

Laplacian matrix

L̄ij

reduced Laplacian where the rows and columns corresponding to the vertices on the path from

Lp

i

a

to

j

were removed

pinned Laplacian or Laplacian in which the row corresponding to the leader was removed

L̂

Laplacian of a circular graph

Ly , Lv

Laplacians of a coupling in position and velocity

M (s)

open-loop transfer function of an individual agent

Ms (s)

partial open-loop transfer function of an individual agent

N

number of agents

P

matrix solution of the Riccati equation in LQR control

Q

matrix weighting the state error in the Riccati equation

Qk

matrix of diverging forests with

R

matrix weighting the control eort in LQR

R(s)

controller transfer function

R

set of real numbers

xii

k

arcs

<{a}

real part of a complex number

Sij (s)

a network part of the transfer function in the graph

T (s)

a transfer function, often a complementary sensitivity

a

transfer function

Ti (s)
Tij (s)

transfer

function

λi M (s)
1+λi M (s)

of a feedback
λi b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λi b(s)q(s)

=

system

Ti (s)

=

transfer function in the network system between the input of the controller of agent

i

and output of the agent

j
Tmin (s), Tmax (s)

Ti (s)

transfer function

where

λi = λmin

and

λi = λmax ,

respectively

T(s)

transfer function matrix

V

matrix of eigenvectors of matrix

Zij (s)

a biproper transfer function with a form

L

or

Lp
1+γi M (s)
1+λj M (s)

=

a(s)p(s)+γi b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λi b(s)q(s)

List of lowercase letters
a(s)

denominator polynomial of the plant (vehicle)

b(s)

numerator polynomial of the plant (vehicle)

c

the index of the control node

din

disturbance acting at the input of the plant

dout

disturbance acting at the output of the plant

e

input of the controller or the input to the open-loop model

ēi

vector in a canonical basis
at

ith

ē = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T

with 1

position

g(s)

denominator polynomial in single-integrator dynamics

h(s)

numerator polynomial in single-integrator dynamics



imaginary unit,

n

degree of the open-loop denominator, order of the open loop

=

√

−1

of the agent

o

the index of the output node

p(s)

denominator of the controller transfer function
xiii

q(s)

numerator of the controller transfer function

r

external signal for the regulation

s

Laplace variable

t

time

v

eigenvector of the matrix

v

velocity of a vehicle

w

general input of interest

x

state variable

x̃

local neighborhood error in states

y

position or the output used for coupling

ỹ

local neighborhood error in outputs

z

output of interest

z

error in spacing in platoons

List of Greek uppercase letters
∆ref

reference distance

Θ(N )

scaling of a given order

Λ

Jordan form of a matrix, usually of

L

or

Lp

List of Greek lowercase letters
α

real part of the frequency response

β

imaginary part of the frequency response

γ

root of single-integrator numerator polynomial, eigenvalue
of the reduced Laplacian

L̄

δij

graph distance of the nodes

i, j



the level of asymmetry in proportional asymmetry = constant of bidirectionality

max

the upper bound on the level of asymmetry

η

number of integrators in the open loop

θ

spatial frequency, frequency in the Fourier matrix

xiv

ϑ(F)
0

weight of the set of spanning forests

G

0

F
G

ϑ(G )

weight of the subset

ϑij

weight of the path in the graph between the nodes

λ

eigenvalue of the Laplacian or pinned Laplacian

λmin , λmax

lower (upper) bound on eigenvalues of the Laplacian or

of the graph

i

and

j

pinned Laplacian

ν

eigenvalue of the overall network-control system

ρ

asymmetry when multiple Laplacians are used

σ

singular value

υ

order of the numerator of the open loop transfer function

χ

relative order of a transfer function

ψy , ψv

ψy = 1 − 2ρy , ψv = 1 − 2ρv

ω

angular frequency

Abbreviations
ACC

Adaptive cruise control

APAV

asymmetric coupling in position, asymmetric in velocity

APSV

asymmetric coupling in position, symmetric in velocity

CACC

Cooperative adaptive cruise control

CRHP

closed right-half plane

ORHP

open right-half plane

PF

predecessor following

SPSV

symmetric coupling in position, symmetric in velocity

SPAV

symmetric coupling in position, asymmetric in velocity

TF

transfer function

TFM

transfer function matrix
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1 Introduction
It is well known that automatic cars are already driving in some countries.
Although they are still in experimental use, there is no doubt that they will,
sooner or later, replace human drivers on the roads. Now the autonomous car
has to behave as if it was a human driver, e.g., it should keep the same safety
distance from the car ahead as the human driver would do.

However, when

there will be more automatic cars on the road, all equipped with many sensors,
a completely new driving behavior is achievable. Before we allow it, we rst have
to answer several questions. How should these cars interact? How should they
react to the actions of nearby cars? What data the cars have to share among
each other in order to guarantee safety and riding comfort?
Nowadays, dense trac, especially around metropolitan areas, causes large trafc jams.

So there is a great need to increase the road capacity.

this is done by constructing new roads with more lanes.

Commonly

But there is a great

promise with the advent of autonomous cars: the cars can travel together in
chains with tight spacing. These chains are called vehicle platoons. Instead of
driving with large safety distances between the cars required for human drivers,
automatic control could (maybe?) allow very tight spacing, which would increase
the capacity even qualitatively. In addition, the tight spacing also reduces a fuel
consumption (this is achieved due to reduced drag coecient). Hence, platooning is a very promising idea.
Although the automatic cars might appear in real-life trac in far future, even
the o-the-shelf driver assistance systems react to the state of the trac and
of the road. We have an emergency braking when an obstacle is detected, an
adaptive cruise control is implemented not only in high-class vehicles and a
lane-keeping assistant is also available. Imagine the following situation. A car
equipped with the adaptive-cruise control and the emergency braking system is

1
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travelling on a highway and the driver does not pay attention to the trac. Suddenly, the car ahead of this car stops. How strong should the driver-assistance
system brake? When should it brake? Is it even possible to avoid a crash? For
one vehicle, this is probably guaranteed by the systems. But what happens when
there are three such cars in a row? Is it still safe for the third one to rely on
these systems? What if there are ten cars of this type?
All these examples should illustrate the following fact:

it is not sucient to

design the control logic for a single car alone. It is the interaction among vehicles
that must be taken into account. Then, the vehicles on the road become one
large-scale dynamic system.

The action of one car aects all the cars behind

it and, possibly, also in front of it. In order to design a proper controller, the
properties of this large dynamic system have to be analyzed and understood.

(a) Ideal response

(b) Real response

Figure 1.1: Possible responses of a platoon.

The goal of platooning is that the whole platoon travels as one rigid body. An
ideal response of a platoon is shown in Fig. 1.1a. All cars exactly copied the
movement of the platoon leader (the vehicle in front of a platoon) and kept the
safety distance from the car ahead. However, a real" response of the simplest
control algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.1b. This algorithm was designed to keep
the desired distance (2m) to the car aheadthis strategy is called predecessor
following. As can be seen, the cars crashed (the curves for positions of vehicles
crossed each other).

Note that the real response did not have any noise or

other imperfections, the bad behavior results only from the dynamics of the
cars. Roughly speaking, the cars were not able to accelerate and brake at the
right time and with the right magnitude to keep the distance. The question now
is: is this due to bad controller design or is there some limitation imposed by
the dynamics of the cars? This thesis aims to answer this and similar questions.
The controller for each vehicle in a platoon should be designed to achieve the
desired spacing of whole platoon as fast as possible but still having transient
behavior convenient for the passengers. Since the platoons could be large, having a lot of vehicles, we are interested how the transient parameters change
2
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v0 (t)

0

v1 (t)
∆1 (t)

1

y0 (t)

Figure 1.2:

vN (t)

v2 (t)
∆2 (t)

...

2

y1 (t)

∆N (t)

N

y2 (t)

A schematic of the platoon.

Index

yN (t)

0

corresponds to the leader,

movement of which the platoon should track.

when more cars are added. Then, scalability becomes subject of investigation.
A good scalability means that when more cars are added to the platoon, its
performance (transient time, safety) is not deteriorated, or not that much. The
scaling properties of the platoons will be the main topic of the thesis.

1.1 Thesis in a nutshell
In this section we will introduce the models and summarize the main results of
the thesis. Note that the description here is just to get an overview of the content
of the thesis, full details are given in the appropriate chapter of the thesis.

1.1.1 Platoon modelling
N + 1 vehicles travelling
i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N . The most important
yi , velocity vi and distance to the prede-

The platoon model is presented in its simplest form: as
in a line. The vehicles are indexed by
states of each vehicle are its position
cessor

∆i = yi−1 − yi .
∆ref ,

reference distance

The vehicles should keep the distances equal to some
such that

∆i → ∆ref

for all i. Assume also that there is

a (virtual) independent leader travelling ahead of the platoon, having index

0.

The leader serves as a reference for the platoonthe platoon should eventually
travel with the speed of the leader. The platoon should also react to all changes
of speed and position the leader. Such a platoon is depicted in Fig 1.2.
However, there might also be other states in the vehicle model. Those might be
the vehicle's acceleration or additional states of the dynamic controller. The dynamic controller is designed to improve transient properties. Then, each vehicle
is modelled as a linear, time invariant dynamic system of the

nth

order, given

by its open-loop transfer function

M (s) = R(s)G(s) =

b(s)q(s)
,
a(s)p(s)

(1.1)

3
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ri

yi−1 − yi − ∆ref
yi − yi+1 − ∆ref



+
−

+

ei

R(s)

G(s)

vehicle model

yi

M (s)

Figure 1.3: A schematic of the control loop. The model (1.1) is in grey rectangle,
the control law

ei

is from (1.2). In blue are the states of vehicle i, in red are the

states of other vehicles, used for control.

where

q(s)
b(s)
p(s) and G(s) = a(s) are models of the controller and vehicle,
Usually, the output is vehicle's position yi and its derivative is

R(s) =

respectively.
velocity

vi .

Such a model is shown in Fig. 1.3. The number

transfer function

M (s)

η

of poles of the

at the origin is called the number of integrators in the

open loop. At least one integrator is necessary to allow the vehicles to travel
with the leader's speed, hence

η ≥ 1.

Having the model, the goal of the designer is to design a controller for each
vehicle.

First, the set of states used for control has to be selected.

It is de-

nitely benecial to decrease the communication burden by minimizing the global
information needed. Thus, the cars use mainly the data measured by onboard
sensorsthe distances to the neighbors with indices

i−1

and

i + 1.

In the

research, the following nearest-neighbor control law was used

ei = (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) − (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref ) +ri ,
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
front dist. err.

(1.2)

rear dist. err.

ri is an external input to the vehicle (for instance, a measurement noise).
 the constant of bidirectionality (or constant of asymmetry ).  weights
the relative contribution of front spacing error (yi−1 −yi −∆ref ) and rear spacing
error (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref ). Note that due to dynamic controller, any derivative of
the output yi can be used for control. For example, relative velocity vi−1 − vi is
where

We call

also allowed.
The thesis is devoted to investigation of the scaling eects in platoons.

That

is, we quantify what happens with the performance when more vehicles are
added to the platoon. The more vehicles in the platoon, the more eective the
platooning is.

Since the control theory allows to change the system order to

almost any number by implementing a dynamic controller, the goal is to obtain
a scaling characteristics which are independent of the model of individual vehicle.
Similarly to computer science, which evaluates the complexity of algorithm as a
function of the number of elements, here we derive the scaling rules as a function
4
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of the number of vehicles

N.

1.1.2 Proportional asymmetry
Since the vehicles use the measurements or estimations of their own states and
the states of their neighbors, the suitable tools used for analysis are those of
distributed control. Distributed-control theory has ourished in past years and
we have many useful results both for analysis and controller design (see an
overview in Chapter 2).
The majority of the results in this eld rely on the fact that there is only one
coupling rule for all derivatives of the output
that



yi : yi , vi , v̇i , . . ..

Here it means

is used for all states and we call it a proportional asymmetry.

Then,

a convenient block-diagonalization is possible and the network properties and
vehicle model can be easily decoupled. There are three possible combinations:

•  = 1:

this is called symmetric bidirectional control, as the vehicle pays the

same attention to the front and rear spacing errors.

•  = 0:

this is so called predecessor following the vehicle only looks ahead.

This is the strategy simplest to implement, since there is no need for backward
sensors.

• 0 <  < 1:

this is so called asymmetric bidirectional control. The vehicle pays

more attention to the front spacing errors. This should mimic a human driver,
who also from time to time looks to the rear mirror, but watches more the
situation ahead.
We used the

H∞ norm to measure
T(s) is dened as

the scaling.

The

H∞

norm of a transfer

function matrix

kT(s)k∞ = sup σmax (T(ω)).

(1.3)

ω∈R
where

σmax (·)

is the maximal singular value. The

H∞

norm captures the worst-

case amplication of the input signal. The greater the norm, the worse is the
transient and the vehicles might crash. Hence, the norm should be as low as possible. In order to use this norm, it is necessary that the system is asymptotically
stable, which is easy to achieve for proportional asymmetry.
For proportional asymmetry, a complete picture of scaling is obtained in this
thesis. The scaling is summarized in Table 1.1. The table captures the scaling
of the

H∞

norm of the whole platoon.

number of integrators

η

The main distinguishing factor is the

in the open loop.

In order to track the leader and

keep the desired spacing (xed-distance policy), it is required that

η ≥ 2.

If

the leader's velocity measurement is available to each vehicle, it suces to have
5
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Control law

Number of integrators

η=1
Symmetric,

=1

Asymmetric,
Table 1.1: Scaling of the
metry. The constant

η = 1.

c

H∞

η≥2

N2

N3

N

cN

0≤<1

norm for control law (1.2) with proportional asym-

is greater than one.

The same holds when time-headway policy is used.

the case with

η ≥2

As can be seen,

has much worse scaling. The best scaling is achieved for

asymmetric control with

η = 1.

On the other hand, when the leader's velocity

is not available or xed distance is used, the scaling for asymmetric control
is the worst-possibleexponential in
catastrophic for large

N.

N.

The response in this case would be

Symmetric control achieves polynomial scaling in both

cases.
The most important fact is that the results hold for arbitrary vehicle model,
hence the scaling presented is generic. The results emphasize the best achievable
scaling given the communication topology. For instance, when

η=2

(required

for tracking if xed-distance is used and leader's velocity is not available), then
there is no linear controller which would prevent exponential scaling with

 < 1.

0≤

Thus, the table shows also inherent limitations of the platoon control. It

can also be proved that with asymmetry, the transient time is much better than
in symmetric bidirectional control. When there is one integrator, the response
is good, while for two or more integrators the response might be very bad, so
the cars might possibly crash.
For the controller design, a sucient condition for systems with

η = 1 to achieve

linear scaling (asymmetric control) or quadratic (symmetric control), was obtained. The condition requires only single-vehicle model and the result holds for
any

N.

Moreover, under some mild assumptions, we guarantee that it is possible

to satisfy this condition and even the extreme case of asymmetric controlthe
predecessor followingcan easily be used.
Proportional asymmetry is thoroughly analyzed in Chapter 4.
6
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1.1.3 Dierent asymmetries for each state
From the discussion above it follows that there is no good fully distributed
control when asymmetry in all states is identical.

However, allowing dierent

asymmetries for each state complicates the analysis a lot, since the matrices capturing the interconnection are not simultaneously diagonalizable. Then, overall
platoon must be analyzed as one big system. That is why the results obtained
are not general; they hold for one model only.
One of the rst works in this eld is our joint paper with prof.

J.J.P. Veer-

man from Portland State University, USA. We considered a second-order vehicle
model equipped with a PI controller, therefore the open loop was of the third
order. Its model was

ẏi = vi ,
with

a > 0

v̇i = ci ,

and

ci

ċi = −aci + ei

being the controller state.

(1.4)
The input to the controller is

dened as



ei = gy (1 − ρy ) (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) −ρy (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref )
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
front dist. err.
rear dist. err.


+gv (1 − ρv ) (vi−1 − vi ) −ρv (vi − vi+1 ) ,
| {z }
| {z }
front vel. err.

(1.5)

rear vel. err.

ρy , ρv > 0 are asymmetries used for coupling in position and velocity
= 0.5 is symmetric coupling). The vehicles used only coupling in position
and velocity. Note that a dierent asymmetry (ρ) was used than in proportional
asymmetry ()symmetry was achieved with  = 1, while for ρ it is for ρ = 0.5.

where
(ρy

It was shown that in order to have a good scaling, the coupling in position
must be symmetric (ρy

= 0.5).

Our system therefore had symmetric coupling

in position, but to shorten the transient, we introduced asymmetry in velocity

ρv < 0.5.

Our results provide not only formulas describing the transients, but

also a nonlinear optimization procedure for controller parameters tuning. This
procedure is independent of the number of vehicles. The most distinctive feature,
unlike many papers in distributed control, is that the procedure optimized not
only the controller parameters, but also the asymmetry

ρv (ρy

was xed to

0.5).

Analysis of this third-order system is described in Chapter 5.

7
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1.1.4 Practical applicability
Although the motivation for this thesis is a platoon of vehicles, honestly, I do
not believe that the proposed xed-distance methods are easily applicable in
practice. The wave behavior (discussed later in the thesis) of any bidirectional
string is such a limiting factor that the driver (or the passengers in automatic
cars) will never accept permanent acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle.
Moreover, the transients are too long. Only when the leader's velocity is available
or time-headway strategy is used, the performance is satisfactory.
Hence, I believe that xed-distance policy without communication can be used
only as a backup solution when communication fails. In this case bidirectional
control with symmetry in position and asymmetry in velocity should be used.
Otherwise, at least the velocity of the leader should be communicated to every
vehicle to achieve good performance.
I suggest that the results presented in the thesis should not be evaluated in terms
of their immediate practical applicability, but rather as a theoretical research
showing achievable limits for distributed control. I show what can happen when
the system gets larger and larger, not how to design a particular controller for a
real car.

1.2 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 deals with necessary mathematical preliminaries, especially the graph
theory and the basics of distributed control. The main goals, models and approaches of distributed control are listed.
In Chapter 3 we derive a convenient product form of transfer functions in the
consensus systems. This product form combines the graph properties and singleagent models in an explicit way.
The fourth chapter is devoted to platooning algorithms with nearest-neighbor
interactions with proportional (or identical) asymmetry. Various types of scaling
are derived. If there is one integrator in the open loop, a good scaling might be
achieved, while for two integrators it becomes very dicult.
Since the results in Chapter 4 show that proportional asymmetry is bad for systems which have two integrators in the open loop, partial asymmetry is proposed
in Chapter 5there are dierent Laplacians for each state used for coupling. We
discuss the necessity of symmetric coupling in the output state. In cooperation
with prof. Peter Veerman, we analyze transients in the third-order system  a
double integrator with a viscous friction controlled by a PI controller.
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As we discussed in the introduction, results from distributed control are very
useful in deriving scaling properties in platoons. In this chapter we will describe
the current state of the art in distributed control. We will discuss the basic goals
of distributed control and the ways how to achieve them.
First we show some mathematical preliminaries in graph theory which we will
use throughout the thesis. Then we introduce the distributed control, the role
of agents and their models. Stability, tracking and performance in distributed
control is discussed. The eects of graph topology are highlighted.
Note that the list given here is neither intended to be complete, nor do we
state all the technical details of the results presented. We just show it here in
order to provide the results we will later rely on. A proper reference is always
stated. Much more can be found in books dedicated to distributed control, such
as [Lewis et al., 2014; Mesbahi and Egerstedt, 2010; Ren and Beard, 2008; Qu,
2009]

2.1 Graph theory
Only the basics of the graph theory necessary for the further development in the
thesis will be described here. A thorough overview can be found in many books,
for instance [Biggs, 1974; Godsil and Royle, 2001]. We will mainly concentrate on
algebraic graph theory, which relates graph properties to properties of matrices
associated with the graph.
The network-system interconnection (sharing of information) can be viewed as
a directed graph (or digraph). The graph

G

has a vertex set

V(G)

and an arc

9
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set

E(G).

(νj , νi ) is oriented, which means that the ith agent
j th agent. A directed path πij from i to j of length
vertices and arcs ν1 , 1 , ν2 , 2 , . . . νl+1 , where each vertex

The arc (or edge)

receives information from the

l(πij )

is a sequence of

and arc can be used only once. The length (number of arcs) of the shortest path
between

i

and

j

is called the distance

δij

of vertices. A cycle is a path with the

rst and last vertices identical.
An adjacency matrix
arc from

νj

to

νi

A is a matrix whose entries aij

is said to be undirected if for each

i, j

the pair of vertices

j

to

i

are either zero if there is no

or a positive number called weight if the arc is present. A graph

aij

there is

aji

aij = aji . That is,
i to j and the arc from

such that

is connected by both the arc from

and the arcs have the same weight. In this case the adjacency matrix is

symmetric. A graph is said to be a directed graph (a digraph) otherwise.
An undirected graph is said to be connected if there is a path from each vertex
to any other vertex. A directed graph is said to be strongly connected if there
is a directed path from each vertex to any other vertex. It is weakly connected
if between all pairs

i, j

means that the vertex

of vertices there is path from

i

can be accessible from

j

i

to

j

or from

j

to

i.

This

but the converse does not have

to be true. A directed graph contains a directed spanning tree if there is a vertex
(called a root) from which there is a directed path to every other vertex (there
does not have to be a path from other vertices to the root).
We dene the weight of the path as

ϑ(πij ) =

Q

(k,m)∈πij

akm .

It is the product

of weights of all arcs in the path. Similarly, we dene the weight of a subset
of a graph
0

G

G

0

as

ϑ(G ) =

Y

akm .

(2.1)

0

(k,m)∈E(G )

A directed tree is a subset of a graph without directed cycles.

A diverging

directed tree always has a path from one particular node called the root to each
node in the tree. There is no directed path from the nodes in the diverging tree
to the root and all the nodes except for the root have in-degree one. A forest

F̄

is a set of mutually disjoint trees. A spanning forest is a forest on all vertices
of the graph (see [Chebotarev and Agaev, 2014] for an overview of directed
trees). A diverging forest (out-forest) is a forest of diverging trees. Following

Fki→j the set of all
i→j
forest F̄k
in this set
node j . The weight of

the notation of [Chebotarev and Agaev, 2002] we denote

spanning diverging forests with

k

must contain a tree with the root

10
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1

1

4

1

4

0.6
2

5

5

0.4
3

6

2

5

3

6

0.4
3

(a) Orig. graph

0.8

0.6
2

4

1.5

6

(b) First forest

(c) Second forest

F31→3 of all spanning forests with three arcs
with a tree diverging from the node 1 and containing 3. The weights of the two
1→3
spanning forests are: (a) ϑ(F̄3
)1 = 0.6 · 0.4 · 1.5 = 0.36 and (b) ϑ(F̄31→3 )2 =
0.6 · 0.4 · 0.8 = 0.192. The weight of the set is ϑ(F31→3 ) = 0.192 + 0.36 = 0.552.
Figure 2.1:

Example of the set

this set is

X

ϑ(Fki→j ) =

ϑ(F̄ki→j ),

(2.2)

F̄ki→j ∈Fki→j
with the sum taken over all spanning forests

F̄ki→j

in the set

Fki→j .

This is

illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Let

Qk

be a matrix of spanning out-forests of

element

(q k )ij

of

Qk

G

which have

k

arcs. The

(q k )ij = ϑ(Fkj→i ).

(2.3)

It is the weight of the set of all spanning out-forests

i

(i, j)th

is given as

and diverging from the root

Fkj→i

with

k

arcs containing

j.

2.1.1 Graph Laplacian
Let us denote



D = diag deg(νi )

the arcs incident to the vertex
matrix

L ∈ RN ×N

L = D − A.

i

the diagonal matrix of the sums of weights of

where deg(νi )

=

PN

j=1

aij .

Then the Laplacian

of a directed graph is dened as
(2.4)

Often we will refer to the so called reduced Laplacian (or grounded Laplacian
[Pirani and Sundaram, 2014]), which is obtained from the original Laplacian
11
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by deleting rows and columns corresponding to some vertices.

The reduced

Laplacian obtained by deleting rows and columns with indices in the set
denoted by

S

is

L̄S .

For instance, for a directed graph with 5 nodes, we delete the third and the
fourth rows and columns of



2


−1

L=
0

0

−1

L

L̄ = L3,4 as

−1



2
0




0  =⇒ L3,4 = −1

−1
−0

2

to get

−1

0

0

3

−1

−1

−1

2

−1

0

−1

1

0

0

−1

We denote the eigenvalues of the Laplacian as

Lemma 2.1.

The Laplacian

L

−1
3
0


−1

0
.

(2.5)

2

λi , i = 1, . . . , N .

in (2.4) has the following properties:

1. The Laplacian is a singular M-Matrix. [Horn and Johnson, 1999].
2. All the eigenvalues have non-negative real part, i.e.

<{λi } ≥ 0, ∀i.

max {deg (νi )} and has a
This follows from Gershgorin theorem [Horn and

3. All the eigenvalues lie in the circle centered at
radius

max {deg (νi )}.

Johnson, 1990]

λ1 = 0 with the
This is a consequence

4. There is always a zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian, i.e.,
corresponding eigenvector

1 of all ones, i.e., L1 = 0.

of the construction of the Laplacian (zero sum in the row).

We will list separately additional properties of the Laplacian for directed and
undirected graphs.

Undirected graphs
The Laplacian of the undirected graph has the following properties:

1. It is a symmetric matrix, i.e.,

L = LT .

2. It has only real eigenvalues. We order them as

λ1 = 0.
12
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3. The second smallest eigenvalue

The second smallest eigenvalue

λ2

λ2 > 0 if and only if the graph is connected.

has a special meaning. It captures so called

algebraic connectivity of the graph. The larger this eigenvalue is, the larger
is the connectivity (roughly speaking the more paths there are among vertices)
of the graph. This property was discovered by a Czech mathematician Miroslav
Fiedler [Fiedler, 1973] and hence the eigenvalue

λ2 is called a Fiedler eigenvalue.

The eigenvalues of the reduced Laplacian interlace those of the original Laplacian.

Lemma 2.2

([Horn and Johnson, 1990, Thm. 4.3.15]). Let L̄ be a principal
r × r, 0 < r < n submatrix of L (L = LT ) and µ1 ≤ µ2 ≤ . . . ≤ µr be the
eigenvalues of L̄. Then for each 1 ≤ k ≤ r we have

λk < µk ≤ λk+n−r .

(2.6)

This result is known as the Cauchy Interlacing Theorem.

Directed graphs
The Laplacian of the directed graph has these properties:

1. The zero eigenvalue is simple (i.e,

<{λi } > 0)

if and only if the graph

contains a directed spanning tree [Lewis et al., 2014, Thm. 2.1].

The location of the eigenvalues is in [Agaev and Chebotarev, 2005] given more
precisely than just by Gershgorin's disks. For other properties of the Laplacians
we refer the reader to the books [Mesbahi and Egerstedt, 2010; Qu, 2009; Lewis
et al., 2014].

Pinned Laplacian
Often the multi-agent system is required to track some reference and this reference agent is not considered to be part of the graph, but the system interacts
with it. Let

G

be a diagonal matrix consisting of the weights of the coupling

with the reference, i.e.,

G=

ρi

diag[ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρN ]. Then the pinned Laplacian is

given as follows

Lp = L + G.

(2.7)
13
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As the following two lemmas indicate, using pinning, we can get rid of the
eigenvalue at zero.

Lemma 2.3

.

([Li et al., 2010, Lem. 5])

r

a directed spanning tree with the root

ρr 6=
real part.

i.e.,

0.

Then all eigenvalues

Lemma 2.4

λi

([Qu, 2009, Cor. 4.33])

.

Suppose that the directed graph

of the pinned Laplacian

Let

G

Lp

L+G

has

have positive

be a diagonal matrix with all ele-

ments non-negative and at least one positive element. Then if
matrix, then

G

and the root has access to the reference,

L

is irreducible

is non-singular.

Irreducible Laplacian corresponds to a strongly connected graph.

Other useful results
In the thesis we will use a version of Lemma 3.1 in [Briegel et al., 2011]. Here
we provide a dierent proof, as the original proof is valid only for commuting
matrices and unweighted graphs.

Lemma 2.5.

For the elements of the powers of Laplacian holds

(−Lm )ij =



0,

ϑ(F j→i )
m

for

m < δji ,

for

m = δji .

(2.8)

Proof. We will use the result [Chebotarev and Agaev, 2002, Proposition 8], which
shows

(−L)m =

m
X

αk Qm−k ,

(2.9)

k=0
j→i
Fm−k
, the minimal
number of arcs for any forest in the set to exist is the distance δji from the node
i to the node i. Hence, for m < δji , (i, j)th element of all Qm−k is zero and
m
m
therefore (−L )ij is also zero. For m = δji the element (−L )ij is the sum of
with

αk ∈ R being a constant.

Since

the weights of all shortest paths.
14
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2.2 Distributed control
The description of distributed control in this chapter is by no means complete
and it is not intended to be complete. We just want to provide the necessary
basics which will be referred to later in the thesis.
The majority of practically important network systems are nonlinear systems
(oscillators, robot formations, etc.). Moreover, the controller is usually implemented on a computer, so it operates in discrete time. However, in whole thesis
we work only with linear continuous-time models. We decided to take this limitation because scaling is a dicult problem even for such simplied models. And
many nonlinear systems can be exactly linearized using a feedback linearization.
Moreover, to keep the analysis simple, we will work only with homogeneous systems, i.e., systems, in which all the agents are identical (have identical models).
Whenever heterogeneity is allowed, it will be stated explicitly.

2.2.1 Consensus
A typical task solved in distributed control is to synchronize the agents or to
reach a consensus on some value. The main approach how to reach it is that
the agent tries to minimize the error between its own value and the values of its
neighbors. Let us consider the consensus rst. Suppose that the agent has only
one state

xi ∈ R

with dynamics

ẋi = ei .

(2.10)

We will refer to this model as a single-integrator system. We have a set of

N

agents, each having some (dierent) initial value. The agents should nally agree
on some value. Dene the local neighborhood error of one agent to its neighbors
as

x̃i =

X

aij (xj − xi ),

(2.11)

j∈Ni
where

j
of

to

N

i.

Ni

is a set of the neighbors of agent

i and aij

This error is the input to the agent, that is,

is the weight of the arc from

ei = x̃i .

The overall system

agents coupled together can be written using the Laplacian

ẋ = −Lx,
where

L

in (2.4) as
(2.12)

x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ]T ∈ RN .

Since the Laplacian has nonnegative eigen-

values, the system (2.12) is stable. If there is a directed spanning tree, the agents
will, as the time

t → ∞,

reach consensus, i.e.,

x1 = x2 = . . . = xN = x̄.

The

15
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properties of the nal value

x̄ as a function of the graph properties are discussed

in [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007].
Even when there is not a directed spanning tree, the parts in the graph will
synchronize. This is captured by the term Forest consensus in [Chebotarev and
Agaev, 2014].
There can be also an exogenous input to each agent to drive the consensus system
to some desired state. Then, the control input of an agent has a form
with

ri

ei = x̃i +ri

being some exogenous input. This input can be for instance a desired

value, a noise or another controller input. The overall system then is

ẋ = −Lx + r
with

(2.13)

r = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ]T ∈ RN .

For the case when the external input is a white noise we have a lot of results on
the eect of the topology, e.g., [Zelazo and Mesbahi, 2011].

2.2.2 Synchronization (or higher-order consensus)
Another typical task is a synchronization of agents or any other physical devices.
Typical examples are synchronization of pendulums, oscillators or generators in
electric power grids.

Keeping a specied shape in formation of mobile robots

also needs some kind of synchronization. Unlike in a simple consensus, here the
agents converge to some trajectory, not to a single value.
Usually, in this case the model of an agent is of higher order with a state vector

xi ∈ R n ,

input

e i ∈ Rm

and output

yi ∈ Rp .

The model is

ẋi = Axi + Bei

(2.14)

yi = Cx,
where

A ∈ Rn×n , B ∈ Rn×m

and

C ∈ Rp×n .

We do not allow a direct feed-

through of the input to the output, since this would cause problems when connecting agents together. We call the model (2.14) open-loop model of the agent.
The input to this open-loop model is again given as a local neighborhood error
in states plus some external input

ei = K x̃i + ri ,
where the matrix

16
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(2.15)
is a feedback gain matrix. The local neighborhood
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error is dened as

X

x̃i =

aij (xj − xi ),

(2.16)

j∈Ni
where

aij

is the weight of the arc from

j

to

i.

Using such inputs, the overall

network system can be written

ẋ = (IN ⊗ A)x − (L ⊗ BK)x + (IN ⊗ B)r

(2.17)

y = (IN ⊗ C)x.
The overall state vector is

T T
r = [r1T , r2T , . . . , rN
]

T
T T
x = [xT
1 , x2 , . . . , xN ] , the external input vector is
T T
y = [y1T , y2T , . . . , yN
] . ⊗ denotes

and the output vector is

the Kronecker product.

We will refer to (2.17) as the overall network system

model.
The goal of the synchronization is to make all the states converge to the same
trajectory (usually nonzero), that is, as time goes to innity (t

x2 (t) = . . . = xN (t).

→ ∞), x1 (t) =

For instance, all agents will eventually be travelling with

the same velocity or all oscillators will have the same phase and frequency.
In many cases only the outputs are used for synchronization. Then, instead of
the matrix

K

in (2.17) we have a matrix

C,

so the system has a form

ẋ = (IN ⊗ A)x − (L ⊗ BC)x + (IN ⊗ B)r

(2.18)

y = (IN ⊗ C)x.

2.2.3 More general model
The model (2.17) is a standard model used in the literature, see [Zhang et al.,
2011; Fax and Murray, 2004; Olfati-Saber et al., 2007; Hengster-Movric and
Lewis, 2014] and many, many more.

The information about the states of the

neighbors is usually obtained by communication or a direct measurement of the
states relative to the neighbors.

Once the agent obtains the states from its

neighbors, it can weight each state dierently.
(2.16) in the

x̃i,k =

k th
X

The local neighborhood error

state then might be

aij,k (xj,k − xi,k ),

(2.19)

j∈Ni

i and aij,k is the
k . The total local neighborhood error
T
of the ith agent is then given as x̃i = [x̃i,1 , x̃i,2 , . . . x̃i,n ] . Such a local error then
where

xi,k

is the

k th

element in the state vector of the agent

weight of the arc from

j

to

i

for the state

17
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yields an overall network model

ẋ = (IN ⊗ A)x −


n 
X
(Lk ⊗ B(g ēT
))x
+ (IN ⊗ B)r
k

(2.20)

k=1

y = (IN ⊗ C)x.
g = [g1 , g2 , . . . , gm ]T ∈ Rm is a weighting vector and ēk is the k th canonical
vector (k th column in identity matrix In ). Note that from implementation point
where

of view this control input is not more dicult than (2.17). The only dierence is
that instead of using one Laplacian for all states, in this case each state can have
its own Laplacian.

k2 , . . . , k n ,

When

L1 = k2 L2 = . . . = kn Ln

with some real constants

the system (2.20) simplies to (2.17).

Nevertheless, there is a major drawback. It is very hard to analyze the system
(2.20).

Such a system has to be analyzed as a whole, the analysis cannot be

split into part for local dynamics and part coming from interconnection (see
next subsections). In the following two chapters of the thesis, we will work with
identical Laplacians for all states. Only in the Chapter 5 dierent Laplacians
will be allowed. The price is that the analysis can be done for a particular system
only. No results for a class of systems are available so far.

Example
As an example, take a double integrator with a model

 
˙
x̂i 

=

 
1 x̂i 


0
0

0

xi

A

where

x̂i

+

vi
| {z } | {z }

v̇i

is position and

vi

 
0
1
|{z}

ei ,

 
h
i x̂
yi = 1 0  i  .
| {z } vi

(2.21)

C

B

is velocity of the

ith

agent.

The Laplacians for

position and velocity are given as follows



2



 0
Lx = 
−0.2

0

−1.5

0

1

−1

0

0.2

−2

0



−0.5
1.1




0 
 0
 , Lv = 

−0.2
0 

2

0

−1

0

0.5

−0.5

0

0.2

−1

0


−0.1


0 
.
0 


(2.22)

1

Note that both Laplacians used the same set of neighbors (although the information about the velocity of the fourth agent is almost ignored by the rst agent),
just the weights are dierent.
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Figure 2.2: Example of Laplacians for coupling in (a) position and (b) velocity.

velocity are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The overall formation model is

T
ẋ = (IN ⊗ A)x − (Lx ⊗ Bgx ēT
1 )x − (Lv ⊗ Bgv ē2 )x + (IN ⊗ B)r

(2.23)

y = (IN ⊗ C)x.

2.2.4 Pinning control
It is often a task for a distributed system to synchronize to some given value or
for a formation to reach some given position. In this case a (virtual) leader has
to be present in the system. Such a leader serves as a reference value for the
rest of the network system. The local neighborhood error for the
the

ith

k th

state of

agent is

x̃i,k =

X

aij,k (xj,k − xi,k ) + ρi,k (x0,k − xj,k ),

(2.24)

j∈Ni

ρi,k is the weight of the coupling between the leader and the ith agent, x0,k
k th state of the leader having index 0. That is, the agent synchronizes not
to its neighbors, but also to the leader. The weight ρi,k is usually nonzero

where
is the
only

only for a small number of agentsthe agents which are neighbors of the leader.
The states of the leader evolve independently of the network. We say that the
leader pins to the

ith

agent if

ρi,k 6= 0.

In vector form, the local neighborhood error for synchronization of the

k th state

reads

x̃a,k = −Lk xa,k − Gk xa,k + Gk x0,k
with

Gk = diag[ρ1,k , ρ2,k , . . . , ρN,k ]

and

xa,k = [x1,k , x2,k , . . . , xN,k ]T .

(2.25)
When the

leader is assumed as an external input and not part of the network system, it
19
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cannot inuence its stability. Then, assuming that

x0,k = 0

for all

k,

x̃a,k = −(Lk + Gk )xa,k = −Lp xa,k .

(2.26)

Lp = Lk + Gk and called it a pinned Laplacian. As follows from Lemma 2.3, if the graph corresponding to L has directed

We will denote the coupling matrix

spanning tree and the leader pins to the root of this tree, then

Lp

is a non-

singular matrix. We will use the pinning control scheme whenever we want to
analyze a performance of the network with respect to external inputs.

It is

benecial because the pinned network does not have an eigenvalue at zero.
Whenever the result holds both for pinned Laplacian and for a standard singular
Laplacian, we will, with a slight abuse of notation, use the notation

L

for both

of them.

2.3 Stability
For a single-integrator system stability is very easythe state matrix is just

−L,

which is a semi-stable matrix (it has an eigenvalue at zero and other eigenvalues
have positive real part).
When a more complicated model of an agent is used, stability as a necessary
condition of synchronization becomes an issue.

A major step in the stability

analysis of a homogeneous system was done in [Fax and Murray, 2004, Thm.
1] or even earlier in [Wu and Chua, 1995].

We will here repeat the analysis,

because we will later need some of the results.
Consider the system (2.17), which uses only one Laplacian. Instead of the Schur
decomposition used in [Fax and Murray, 2004], we will use the Jordan form
of

L,

since it reveals better the internal structure of the system.

The state

transformation is

x = (V ⊗ IN )x̂,
where

Λ = V −1 LV

(2.27)
is the Jordan form of

is formed by (generalized) eigenvectors of
vector

vi .

L

L.

The system (2.17) using the new states

x̂˙ = [IN ⊗ A − Λ ⊗ BK] x̂ + (V −1 ⊗ B)r,
y = (V ⊗ C)x̂.

V = [v1 , . . . , vN ]
j th element of the

The matrix

and

vji is
x̂ has

the

a block diagonal form

(2.28)

Consider a block in this block diagonal form (2.28). If this block is of size one,
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it has the form

−1
x̂˙ i = [A − λi BK] x̂i + BēT
r,
i V

ŷi = C x̂i .

(2.29)

This equation can be viewed as an output feedback system with a feedback gain

λi

and output

ŷi .

A more thorough discussion of the structure of the diagonal

block is shown in the next chapter.
In this section we are interested in stability of the system (2.17), which is equivalent to the stability of (2.28). Since this is a block diagonal system, we require
that each diagonal block in (2.28) is stable.

Lemma 2.6

.

([Fax and Murray, 2004])

The overall network system (2.17) is

stable if and only if the matrix

A − λi BK

(2.30)

is stable for all eigenvalues

λi

of the Laplacian

L.

This Lemma allows us to analyse the stability of multiple single-agent closed
loops (2.30) (A

− λi BK

is a matrix of a closed loop of an agent) in order to

assess stability of the overall network model (2.17). Note that the eigenvalues

λi

can be complex, hence we analyze stability of complex matrices.

Remark 2.7.

If pinning control is not used, there is always a zero eigenvalue

A − λ1 BK = A and there is always a block in
(2.28) corresponding to the open-loop model. Thus, if the open-loop of an agent

λ1

of the Laplacian matrix. Then

is unstable or has eigenvalues on the stability boundary, the overall system will be
unstable or on the stability boundary, respectively. This corresponds to the rigid
drift of the systemthe agents might synchronize, but together their states will
change their values (oscillate, etc.).

Sometimes the fact the that the agents

synchronize, but together they drift somewhere, is called cooperative stability.

2.3.1 Synchronization region
There are many convenient approaches how to stabilize the system (2.17) using
the property in Lemma 2.6. One of those very easy to implement and design
is a so-called synchronization region approach described in [Li et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2011] for continuous-time systems, [Hengster-Movric et al., 2012] for
discrete-time systems and later extended to time-delay systems [Hengster-Movric
et al., 2015b] and output feedback [Hengster-Movric et al., 2015a]. The approach
is based on rst designing the matrix

K

using LQR (or LMI) approach (as for

a single agent) and then setting the coupling gain suciently high. This moves
all the eigenvalues of the overall system to the left-half plane. Synchronization
21
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region approach was later proved as inversely optimal [Hengster-Movric and
Lewis, 2014], provided the Laplacian is not a defective matrix.
The basic idea is the following (taken from [Zhang et al., 2011]).
uses a relative state feedback with a feedback matrix

K.

Each agent

The control input is

given as

ei = cK

X

aij (xj − xi ),

(2.31)

j∈Ni
which is very similar to (2.15) with external signal

r = 0 ∀i

and weighted error

as in (2.16). The only dierence is the presence of the coupling gain
The main idea is to design the matrix

K

c > 0.

using an LQR design for individual

agent, hence

K = R−1 B T P,
where the matrix

(2.32)

P = P T > 0, P ∈ Rn×n

satises the Riccati equation

0 = AT P + P A + Q − P BR−1 B T P,

(2.33)

Q = QT ≥ 0, Q ∈ Rn×n is a matrix weighting the error
R = RT > 0, R ∈ Rm×m is the matrix weighting the control

where

in the state

and

input in the

standard LQR control design (see [Lewis and Syrmos, 1995]). We restate here
the main result of the paper [Zhang et al., 2011].

Lemma 2.8

([Zhang et al., 2011, Thm. 1])

.

Let the matrix

K

be designed as

in (2.32), satisfying (2.33). Then the control (2.31) cooperatively stabilizes the
system (2.17) if the coupling gain satises

c≥
where

λi

1
,
2 mini <{λi }

(2.34)

is a nonzero eigenvalue of

L

or

Lp .

Similar ideas were used in the works of [Li et al., 2010], where an LMI criterion
was used to design the controller. Later even some performance measures were
introduced in [Li et al., 2011].

Another LMI criterion was used for an easy

controller design in [Massioni and Verhaegen, 2009].
An approach based on passiability of agents was proposed in [Fradkov and
Junussov, 2011]. Although completely dierent from the LQR design, the ideas
and results as well are very similar.

Again, only the gain (the same for each

agent) has to be adjusted when the communication topology changes.

This

adjustment is inversely proportional to the real part of the smallest eigenvalue of
22
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the Laplacian. The papers [Fradkov and Junussov, 2011] and [Zhang et al., 2011]
both achieve unbounded synchronization region, though by dierent approaches.
The relation between these two approaches remains an open question.

Adaptive control approaches
In the synchronization region approach, the network designer had to set the
coupling gain

c

suciently large.

However, this required to know the graph

topology beforehand and as such it was a centralized information. That is why
a number of completely decentralized approaches were proposed.
Usually, the coupling gains

ci

of individual agents are dierent.

They should

grow until the system reaches synchrony. This is an approach used in the work
[Li et al., 2013a] for consensus in undirected graphs and in [Li et al., 2013b]
for tracking a leader in undirected graphs. In directed graphs consensus can be
reached adaptively [Li et al., 2015] using a similar controller. A neural network
controller was used in [Zhang et al., 2012]. An adaptive control for passiable
system is presented in [Junussov, 2014].
The main drawback of the controllers is that the coupling gain can only grow.
Hence, when the system is subject to a noise, the gains will grow without a
bound.

2.3.2 Passivity
Passivity is a property of many real physical systems. Such systems can only
store or dissipate energy. Electrical circuits without sources, mechanical systems
(such as mass-spring models) or hydraulic systems are all passive systems.
Passivity often allows to consider heterogeneous networks. For instance, a synchronization of passive agents is proved in [Chopra and Spong, 2006].

The

synchronization is realized using the outputs, to which the agents are passive.
This, for instance, disapproves its use to mass-spring-damper models, where the
coupling is using distances, but the system is not passive when positions are the
output.
An important paper dealing with synchronization of passive systems is [Arcak,
2007].

In this paper a consensus of systems being passive from the input to

the derivative of the output (velocity) is considered. Hence, the system does
not have to be passive from the input to the output, but the output state is
still used for synchronization. A simple mechanical example of such a system is
a mass-spring-damper network. Each mass is a passive system from the input
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force to its velocity (not to position  there is no energy stored in the position
of the mass), but the coupling between masses is not only realized by relative
velocities (dampers among masses), but also through relative positions (springs).
Still, since this system has no energy sources, it must be passive.

2.4 Performance and controller design
So far we spoke only about stability, which is just a necessary condition for a reasonable performance. However, it is often only stability which can be guaranteed
by current state-of-the-art approaches.

2.4.1 Inverse optimality
LQR control usually leads to a centralized controller [Bamieh et al., 2002; Jovanovic, 2010]. For a class of distributed control problems inverse optimality was
proved [Hengster-Movric and Lewis, 2014]. Inverse optimality in the LQ sense
means that the designed control law is optimal to some LQ criterion. That is,
the optimality can be checked after the controller is designed. The main condition of [Hengster-Movric and Lewis, 2014] is that the local controller (2.32) was
designed according to Lemma 2.8. Since we will use this result, we state here.

Lemma 2.9 ([Hengster-Movric and Lewis, 2014, Thm.
exist matrices

P1 = P1T ≥ 0

and

P2 = P2T > 0

2])

.

Suppose that there

such that

P1 = cR1 L,
T

A P2 + P2 A + Q2 −

(2.35)

P2 BR2−1 B T P2

= 0,

(2.36)

R1 = R1T > 0, R2 = R2T > 0, Q2 = QT
2 > 0 and a coupling gain c > 0.
−1 T
Dene the feedback matrix K2 = R2 B P2 . Then the control u = −cL ⊗ K2 is
R∞ T
T
optimal with respect to the cost function 0 x Qx + u Ru dt with matrices
for some

Q = c2 (L ⊗ K2 )T (R1 ⊗ R2 )(L ⊗ K2 ) − cR1 L ⊗ (AT P2 + P2 A),

(2.37)

R = R1 ⊗ R2 .

(2.38)

The coupling gain

c

must be selected such that

Q > 0.

The condition (2.35) can be satised when the Laplacian

L

is not a defective

1

matrix [Hengster-Movric and Lewis, 2014, Thm. 4] and has real eigenvalues.
We will present a simplifying result, which gives a design condition on

c,

which

1 Defective matrix is a matrix which has eigenvalues with dierent algebraic and geometric
multiplicity [Horn and Johnson, 1990, Def. 1.4.4].
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we will use later in the thesis. Note that this result appears for the rst time in
this thesis (was submitted as [Herman, 2016a]). It holds for a pinned Laplacian.

Theorem 2.10.

Lp is non-singular, non-defective
LV = V Λ, Λ is real and diagonal and Λ−1
exists. Let λmin > 0 be the smallest eigenvalue of Lp , i.e., λmin ≤ λi ∀i. Then
1
is the optimal
the local static-state feedback control law u = −cLp ⊗ K2 , c ≥ λ
min
Assume that the Laplacian

and has only real eigenvalues, i.e.,

control law with respect to the performance criterion
∞

Z

xT Qx + uT Ru dt

J(x, u) =

(2.39)

0

with

Q = c2 (Lp ⊗ K2 )T (R1 ⊗ R2 )(Lp ⊗ K2 )−cR1 Lp ⊗ (AT P2 +P2 AT ), (2.40)
R = R1 ⊗ R2 ,
R1 = (V
for some

−1 T

) V

(2.41)

−1

,

(2.42)

R2 = R2T > 0, Q2 ≥ 0

and

K2 = R2−1 B T P2

with

P2 > 0

satisfying

(2.36).

Proof. We need to satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2.9. First we show that the
matrix

P1 = cR1 Lp in Lemma 2.9 is
R1 equation (2.42), we get

symmetric and positive denite. When we

plug for

P1 = cR1 Lp = c(V −1 )T V −1 Lp = c(V −1 )T ΛV −1 .
Since

Λ>0

(the eigenvalues of

are positive), it follows that

P1 = P1T > 0.
c.

Rewrite it



T
T
T
Q = c cLT
p R1 Lp ⊗ K2 R2 K2 − R1 Lp ⊗ (A P2 + P2 A )


T
T
= c cLT
p R1 Lp ⊗ K2 R2 K2 + R1 Lp ⊗ (Q2 − K2 R2 K2 )



T
= c cLT
p − I R1 Lp ⊗ K2 R2 K2 + R1 Lp ⊗ Q2

(2.44)

Next we show that

Q

Lp

(2.43)

in (2.40) is positive semi-denite for a xed

as

R1 Lp ⊗ Q2 ≥ 0 since Q2 ≥ 0 and R1 Lp > 0, as follows from (2.43).
K2T R2 K2 ≥ 0. It follows that if cLT
p − I R1 Lp > 0, then Q ≥ 0.

T
Consider the matrix H = V
cLT
p − I R1 Lp V . Since V is non-singular, it
follows from [Horn and Johnson, 1990, Obsv. 7.1.6] that if H > 0, then H̃ =


−1
(V −1 )T V T cLT
= cLT
p − I R1 Lp V V
p − I R1 Lp > 0. Thus, we will test
Note that

Also
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positive deniteness of the matrix


H = V T cLT
p − I R1 Lp V .

So we have:

T T
T
H = V T cLT
p − I R1 Lp V = cV Lp R1 Lp V − V R1 Lp V



−1 T −1
= cV T LT
) V Lp V − V T (V −1 )T V −1 Lp V
p (V

= c(V −1 Lp V )T V −1 Lp V − (V −1 V )T V −1 Lp V
= cΛ2 − Λ = Λ(cΛ − I).

(2.45)

Λ = diag[λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN ] and recall that 0 < λmin ≤ λi , ∀i. It follows
1
to guarantee
Λ > 0 and if (cΛ − I) > 0, then also Q ≥ 0. We take c = λmin
Q ≥ 0.

The matrix
that
that

We have satised all requirements of Lemma 2.9, hence our control law

−cLp ⊗ K2

u =

is optimal with respect to (2.39).

Comparing this result with the results on synchronization region (Lemma 2.8),

1
1
2λmin in (2.34) we have now λmin .
But by this restriction we guarantee optimal performance.
we see that the condition is stricter: instead of

Using a synchronization region,

H2

and

H∞

optimal controller can be designed

[Li et al., 2011]. For path graphs inverse optimality was derived in [Jovanovic,
2010] and [Jovanovi¢ et al., 2008].

2.4.2 Tracking
One of the requirements, especially in formation control, is the ability of all
agents to track some reference signal. This reference signal comes often in a form
of a leader, which should drive the formation to a given state. For instance, in
vehicular platoons the cars should eventually travel with the same speed as the
leader does and keep desired spacing.
The papers [Wieland et al., 2011] and [Lunze, 2012] state that the necessary
condition for synchronization of agents to a given trajectory is that all agents
satisfy the Internal Model Principle. Both papers consider heterogeneous agents.
Our description will follow that of [Lunze, 2012].
The model of the reference signal can be dened as an output of the (virtual)
system


Σs :
Let
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Σ1 , Σ2

ẋs = As xs

(2.46)

ys = Cs xs
be models of two agents. Their intersection

Σ1 ∩ Σ2

is a system

Σ∩

2.5. Eects of a graph topology
such that for both systems there exists a transformation

Ti−1 Ai Ti =

The matrix


A∩
0

Ti

achieving


0 
,
Api

Ci Ti = (C∩

Cpi ).

(2.47)

A∩ must be the same for both systems. Hence, the intersection of
Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = Σ∩ . For linear agents the Internal Model Principle

the models is

might be restated as follows.

Lemma 2.11 ([Lunze, 2012, Thm.

.

If the agents synchronize, then
0. If they synchronize to the leader, then ∩N
i=1 Σi = Σs .
2])

∩N
i=1 Σi 6=

Note that the description here is not complete and for brevity it does not show
all the assumptions and technical details, which can be found in [Lunze, 2012].

2.5 Eects of a graph topology
A very important research eld is the eect of the graph topology on various
performance measures.

The speed of the consensus algorithms was shown to

be related to the second smallest eigenvalue

λ2

of the Laplacianthe Fiedler

eigenvalue and hence to the algebraic connectivity [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007].
When an external input is considered, the authors investigate, for instance, the
eect of the location of the input node on the speed of convergence.

It was

shown in [Shi et al., 2014] that the the synchronization is the faster the shorter
is the maximum distance to some other node from the input nodes. A selection
of the best input node is described in [Fitch and Leonard, 2013]. The best nodes
are quantied based on information centrality.
The eect of noise acting at various nodes is also subject of research. This is

H2 norm of the system. The paper [Zelazo and Mesbahi,
H2 norm of the system does not depend on the choice of
(but the H∞ norm does). The eect of the network size on

usually captured using
2011] shows that the
the spanning trees

the LQ-like performance was analyzed in [Lovisari et al., 2013]. This paper used
the eect of noise in analysis.

Coherence
The eect of noise on the rigidity of the formation as a function of graph dimension was analyzed in [Bamieh et al., 2012]. The term coherence was used
to capture that the formation moves as a rigid body. It was shownboth for
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single and double integrator modelsthat the eect of noise in linear communication structure grows polynomially in

N,

it is better for 2D lattices and the

best for a 3D graph. The coherence is improved when some absolute state feedback is used (for instance, absolute friction or absolute position measurement).
In one-dimensional formation an accordion-like motion was observed.
For double integrator models the eect of noise is bounded for formation of
arbitrary size if the graph has-three dimensional topology for absolute velocity
and relative position feedback.

For relative position and velocity feedback it

requires ve dimensions. In general, the graph dimension to bound the eect of
noise is

2η + 1, where η

is the number of integrators in the agent model [Bamieh,

2014].
Later on, some of the results were generalized to fractal graphs [Patterson and
Bamieh, 2014]. The authors concluded that fractal dimension does not capture
the dimension of the graph and the measure of the dimension of a general graph
is still unknown.
The most important fact is that for low-dimensional graphs, a local relative
feedback cannot suppress large-scale disturbances. It is the graph topology which
imposes a limitation on the achievable performance.

2.6 Wave-based description
So far we discussed approaches for analysis which described the system as a
whole.

This is done using state-space methods or in the frequency domain.

However, in such description the global performance measure can be good, while
locally the system does not exhibit satisfactory behavior. As an example, consider a large graph where only a few agents amplify the signal.

Locally, at

these agents, the behavior is badthey amplify the disturbance as it propagates
through them. This amplication does not play any important role in the

H2

norm of overall system. Hence, from the system perspective, the performance
is satisfactory, while locally it is not. Local description also plays an important
role in understanding how an agent inuences its neighbors.
The local description shown here follows the so called wave-based approach. The
application of wave-based approach to distributed control was a work of my
colleague Dan Martinec, so many details about it (except for the publications
cited here) can be found in his dissertation.
The concept of travelling waves in lumped systems was originated in the work
of William O'Connor [O'Connor, 2007], where wave-absorber was designed for
one-dimensional mass-spring system.
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The author continued in his research in

2.6. Wave-based description
−G2
Yref
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Figure 2.3: Schematics of waves
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in a path graph

[O'Connor and McKeown, 2008; O'Connor, 2011]. Similar ideas are known in
the control of PDEs with the name Absolute Vibration Suppression [Sirota and
Halevi, 2014] or [Sirota and Halevi, 2015].

The work [Martinec et al., 2014]

generalized the travelling-wave concept to homogeneous agents with arbitrary
models connected a path graph-topology. The motivation was to shorten transients in long vehicular platoons. Heterogeneity was allowed in [Martinec et al.,
2016a] and general graphs were considered in [Martinec et al., 2015].
The description shown here is valid only for homogeneous path graph.
details can be found in [Martinec et al., 2014, 2016a].

wave approach is to separate the (Laplace transform of the) output
the position) of the ith agent into two parts:

The

The main idea of the

Ai (s) and Bi (s),

Yi (s)

(e.g.,

which correspond

to wave travelling from the left and from the right, respectively (see Fig. 2.3).
The wave propagates from

function

G

G(s) =
with

Ai (s)

to the agent

Ai+1

through the wave transfer

having a form

Ai+1 (s)
α 1p 2
= −
α −4
Ai (s)
2
2

α = 2+

1
M (s) with

M (s)

(2.48)

being the open-loop of an agent.

The transfer

Bi (s)
function from agent i + 1 to agent i is again
Bi+1 (s) = G(s). It is clear that
G(s) is an irrational transfer function. The transfer function (2.48) holds in this
simple form only in a homogeneous path graph.
The transfer function
2016a]:

G(s)

has several interesting properties [Martinec et al.,

it is a stable transfer function if and only if the innitely long path

H∞ norm is equal to one, i.e., kG(s)k∞ = 1;
|G(0)| = 1; and it has neither poles nor zeros.

graph is stable; its
gain is one, i.e.,
Knowledge of

G(s)

its steady-state

allows us to describe the reection on the terminal nodes of

the graph. There is no reection when the wave propagates between identical
agents, it reects only at the graph ends. Once the reection is known, we can
design a wave-absorber to cancel the reection. This qualitatively improves the
transient speed [Martinec et al., 2014]the settling time scales linearly in

N.
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In heterogeneous path-graph systems there are reections even between agents
those that do not have the same models [Martinec et al., 2016a]. As with the
reection at the ends of the path graph, we can design a wave absorber at the
boundary between agents, such that nothing reects back. The investigation of
the wave transfer function and the reection at the boundaries gives us local
behavior of the system.
In general graphs a wave reection occurs at any agent, unless the agent has
only two neighbors [Martinec et al., 2015].

2.6.1 Impedance matching
Zden¥k Hurák has been working on the interpretation of the wave phenomena in
chains of dynamical systems within the framework of impedance matching and
scattering description [Hurák, 2015]. These powerful concepts are well mastered
in electrical engineering for characterization of interconnected systems, namely
two-port networks. Exploiting analogy among physical domains, some insight
can also be obtained for vehicular platooning. In particular, he shows that the
wave absorbing controller attached to the rst or the last vehicle in a symmetric
platoon can be actually viewed as a reectionless impedance matching, which
for LCR ladder circuits also leads to an irrational impedance. Moreover, he discusses that extensions to chains (platoons) with asymmetric coupling are only
possible due to presence of active elements. Since this multiport framework exhibits a genuine focus on power interactions among neighbors, the methodology
has a close connections with

H∞ -optimal

control and, even more appropriately,

integral quadratic constraints (IQC) popular in control theory.
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3 Transfer functions
in network systems
In this chapter we deal with transfer functions between any input in the network
system and any state in the system, taken as an output. We present a convenient
product form a transfer function, which reveals the structure of poles and zeros.
Our results in this chapter hold for a system of identical SISO systems with
higher order dynamics, where agents use output feedback. The content of this
chapter is submitted as [Herman et al., 2016c] and preliminary results were
presented as [Herman et al., 2014b].
Unlike path graphs in the subsequent two chapters, in this chapter we consider
arbitrary graphs. Thus, the results here are not limited to platoons and hold for
arbitrary distributed system of identical agents.

3.1 Related work
The research in the eld of the structure of the transfer functions in consensus
systems was originated by the work [Briegel et al., 2011], which considered undirected networks and single-integrator agents. Some basic relations between the
structure of the network and the location of transfer-function zeros were stated
in the paper. Some of the results of [Briegel et al., 2011] were extended and rediscovered in [Abad Torres and Roy, 2013, 2014]. In these papers some results
on the relation of zeros of single-integrator dynamics and paths in the graph
were discovered. The paper [Abad Torres and Roy, 2014] and its journal version [Abad Torres and Roy, 2015] discovered that even stable single-integrator
networks can have CRHP (closed right half-plane) zeros, if the path between
vertices satises some properties. Zeros of the overall transfer function matrix
of discrete-time systems are analyzed in [Zamani et al., 2015].
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3.2 Agent and network model
We consider a network system consisting of

N

identical agents which exchange in-

formation about their outputs (either using a communication or measurements).
All are modelled as SISO systems, where dynamic controllers are used.

Each

agent is governed locally, therefore no central controller is used.
The plant model

G(s)

(the model of an agent without the controller) is given as

a transfer function of an arbitrary order

G(s) =

b(s)
.
a(s)

The output of the

(3.1)

ith

plant is denoted as

output of the dynamic controller

R(s).

yi .

The plant model is driven by the

The controller is generally given as a

transfer function

R(s) =

q(s)
.
p(s)

(3.2)

The input to the controller is denoted as

ei

and is given in (3.5). As the plant

and the controller are connected in series, the agent model is described by the

scalar open-loop transfer function of order

M (s) = G(s)R(s) =

n

b(s)q(s)
.
a(s)p(s)

(3.3)

The relative degree (the dierence between the degree
the degree

υ

of the numerator) of

Denition 3.1

M (s)

is denoted as

n of the denominator and
χ = n − υ.

(Number of integrators in the open loop)

model be factored as

M (s) = 1/sη Ms (s)

with

Ms (0) < ∞.

.

Let the open-loop

Then

η ∈ N0

is the

number of integrators in the open loop.

The number

η

is also known as a type number of the system and it is also the

A at the origin. For instance,
1
is a system with one integrator in the open loop and
s(s+a)

number of eigenvalues of the feedback matrix
the model

M (s) =

s+1
s2 (s+b) has η = 2. We call the well-known cases with Ms (s) = 1 a
single-integrator system (M (s) = 1/s) for η = 1 and a double-integrator system
2
(M (s) = 1/s ) for η = 2, respectively.

M (s) =

The neighbor of an agent

i

is dened as an agent

obtain information about its output
weight
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aij

in the graph

G.

yj ,

j

i can
(νj , νi ) with
the ith agent is

from which the agent

that is, there exists an arc

The local neighborhood error of

3.2. Agent and network model
y1 − yi

wi

ai1

y2 − yi

ai2
.
.
.

yN − yi

zi

ri
+

ỹi

ei

+

R(s)

aiN

G(s)

yi

Network

M (s)

Figure 3.1: Agent interconnection. The input

wi

and the output

zi

are general

signals discussed in Sec. 3.4

dened as

X

ỹi =

aij (yj − yi ),

(3.4)

j∈N (i)
where

N (i)

denotes the set of neighbors of the

ith

agent.

Unlike (2.16), here

only the agents' outputs are used.
Apart from the local neighborhood error

ỹi , an exogenous input ri

can be acting

at the input of the controller. The total input to the controller thus is

ei = ỹi + ri =

 X


aij (yj − yi ) + ri .

(3.5)

j∈N (i)
The input

ri

can be, for instance, the sum of reference values or some other

external signal such as error in measurement, disturbance etc. We treat

ri

as a

general signal. The interconnection is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

3.2.1 Problem statement
The stacked vector of all inputs to the open loops is

e(s) = −Ly(s) + r(s),
with

L

(3.6)

e = [e1 , . . . , eN ]T , y = [y1 , . . . , yN ]T

and

r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]T .

The matrix

1

is the graph Laplacian in (2.4) . Now we can write the model of the overall

1 In this section we assume that the zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian is always present
(λ1 = 0). Pinning control is discussed in Sec. 3.4.
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Network dynamics
1 - Control node

R(s)

2

y3

G(s)

y2

3

y4
y1
R(s)
rc = r1

R(s)

y1

G(s)

G(s)

R(s)

G(s)

G(s)

y4

y3
y5

4

R(s)

5 - Output node

y5 = yo

Tco (s)
Figure 3.2: A set of agents sharing information about their outputs (arrows). We

c (in this case c = 1) aects the
o = 5). This is captured
y5 (s)
in this case is = T15 (s) =
r1 (s) .

are interested how an external input at the agent
output of some other vehicle with index
by the transfer function

Tco (s) =

o

(in this case

yo (s)
rc (s) , which

network system as

y(s) = M (s)e(s) = M (s) [−Ly(s) + r(s)] .

(3.7)

We are interested in how an exogenous input acting at one selected agent aects
the output of another agent. We assume that there is only one input
at the input of the agent with index

c.

[0, . . . , 0, rc , 0, . . . , 0]T = ēc rc , where ēc
the agent with index c a control agent.

rc ,

acting

That is, the input vector equals

is the

cth

r =

canonical vector. We will call

yo of the agent with index o, i.e., the output
y = [0, . . . , 0, yo , 0, . . . , 0]T = ēo yo . We call the agent with index o an
output agent. The indices c and o can be arbitrary. We will use the statement
from c to o with the meaning of from the input rc acting at the agent c to the
output yo of the agent o. The setup is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.2.

The output of interest is the output
vector is

Dene a transfer function

Tco (s) =

Tco (s)

yo (s)
.
rc (s)

(3.8)

Consider the transfer function
by a directed graph.
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as

Tco (s)

for a network of SISO agents connected

We study the structure of

Tco (s)

and analyze how does

3.2. Agent and network model
Tco (s)

depend on the open loop model

the interconnection Laplacian

M (s),

c

the choice of agents

and

o

and

L.

3.2.2 Block diagonalization
As was shown in the introduction to distributed control in Sec. 2.3, the system
with one Laplacian can be easily block diagonalized using the eigenvectors of the
Laplacian. We will show here how to do it using polynomial description for SISO
systems.

We can block diagonalize the system (3.7) using the transformation

y = V ŷ .

The matrix

Laplacian, i. e.

V = [vij ] is a
LV = V Λ with Λ

matrix of (generalized) eigenvectors of the
being the Jordan form of

L.

With such a

transform, the model has a form

V ŷ(s) = M (s) [−LV ŷ(s) + r(s)] .
M (s) is
Λ = V −1 LV

Note that

a scalar transfer function. Separating

using

yields

(3.9)

ŷ

on the left-hand side

[I + ΛM (s)] ŷ(s) = M (s)V −1 r(s).
We can dene the transformed input to the system

(3.10)

r̂(s) = V −1 r(s).

Since

M (s)

is a scalar transfer function, (3.10) is a block diagonal system, where each block
has a size of a Jordan block corresponding to the eigenvalue
Jordan block for the eigenvalue

λi

λi

of

L.

If the

has a size 1, then it can be written using a

transfer function

Fi (s) =
Fi (s)

M (s)
b(s)q(s)
ŷi (s)
=
=
.
r̂i (s) 1 + λi M (s) a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)

(3.11)

λi . We will also later
λi b(s)q(s)
use a system Ti (s) = λi Fi (s) =
a(s)p(s)+λi b(s)q(s) . Such a transfer function is
a complementary sensitivity function for an open loop λi M (s). Although these
is an output feedback system with a feedback gain

two transfer functions

Ti (s) and Fi (s) are very similar to each other,

we decided

to introduce dierent notation since they will be used many times throughout
the thesis.
If, on the other hand, the block in (3.10) corresponds to a Jordan block of size
2, then its output can be written as the output of a series connection of identical
blocks, such as



M (s)
M (s)
r̂i (s) +
r̂i+1 (s)
1 + λi M (s)
1 + λi M (s)


= Fi (s) r̂i (s) + Fi (s)r̂i+1 (s) = Fi (s)r̂i (s) + Fi2 (s)r̂i+1 (s).

ŷi (s) =

(3.12)
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rc
ξi+1

ξi

r̂i+1
R(s)

+

G(s)

ŷi+1

−

r̂i
+

R(s)

G(s)

ŷi

−
λi

λi
vo,i

vo,i+1

yo

+

vo,1 ŷ1 + . . . + vo,N ŷN
Figure 3.3:
eigenvalue

One diagonal block for the case of Jordan block of size 2.

λi

The

acts as a gain in the feedback. Only one closed loop is present if

the Jordan block has a size one.

This easily generalizes to larger Jordan blocks. The structure is shown in Fig.
3.3.
For simplicity, the derivations throughout this section will be shown only for the
case where all Jordan block in

Λ

are simplethe eigenvalues

λi

have the same

algebraic and geometric multiplicity. All the proofs can be conducted the same
way for blocks of larger size and all the results remain valid.
If the eigenvalue λi is simple, the input to the ith diagonal block in (3.10) is the
ith element of r̂ and equals r̂i = ēTi V −1 ēc rc = ξi rc with ξi = ēTi V −1 ēc = (V −1 )ic .
Thus, the input rc enters the block Fi (s) through the gain ξi and from (3.11)
ŷi (s) = Fi (s)ξi rc (s). The output of the ith agent can be obtained using the
PN
outputs of the blocks as yi (s) =
j=1 vij ŷj (s). By setting ŷj (s) = Fi (s)ξi rc (s)
in the previous equation, the output of the output node is

yo (s) =

"N
X

#
voi ξi Fi (s) rc (s) = Tco (s)rc (s).

i=1
This also expresses the transfer function
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in (3.8).

(3.13)

3.3. Transfer functions in graphs

3.3 Transfer functions in graphs
In this section we derive the structure of the transfer function
the input

rc

of the control node and output of the output node

Tco (s)
yo .

between

3.3.1 Single integrator dynamics
Before investigating the general case with higher-order dynamics, let us discuss
a standard single-integrator case.

We will later relate it to the higher-order

dynamics. For the single single-integrator case

M (s) =

1
s and the state-space

description of the network system is

ẋ = −Lx + ēc rc ,

yo = ēT
o x.

(3.14)

Let the single-integrator transfer function from

rc

to

yo

be a fraction of two

polynomials as

Tco (s) =

yo (s)
h(s)
=
.
rc (s)
g(s)

(3.15)

From the state-space description, the transfer function can be obtained as

−1
ēT
ēc .
o (sI + L)

g(s)

The denominator polynomial

Tco (s) =

is given as

g(s) = det(sIN + L) = sN +gN −1 sN −1 +. . .+g1 s+g0 .

(3.16)

g(s) is a characteristic polynomial of −L. The roots of g (i. e., the poles of Tco (s)
for single-integrator dynamics) are −λi , the eigenvalues of −L. The coecient
g0 = 0 because there is always a zero eigenvalue of −L. If the zero eigenvalue is
simple, it is known that the coecients are

gN −1 =

N
X

λi , gN −2 =

i=1
The other terms

N
X

λi λj , . . . ,

g1 =

are sums of all products of

λi .

(3.17)

i=2

i=1,j=1,i6=j

gk

N
Y

k

eigenvalues.

h(s) = hNn sNn + . . . + h1 s + h0 . It was
shown in [Briegel et al., 2011; Abad Torres and Roy, 2013] that Nn = N −δco −1
with δco being the distance of nodes c, o. We denote the roots of h(s) as −γi , so
The numerator polynomial is given as

h(s) = hNn (s + γ1 )(s + γ2 ) . . . (s + γNn ).
The coecients of

g(s)

and

h(s)

(3.18)

have a graph-theoretic representation. For the
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g(s) they are given by [Chebotarev and Agaev, 2002,
gi = ϑ (FN −i ), which is the weight of the set of all diverging
2
forests in the graph with N − i arcs . This also explains why g0 = 0  there is
no spanning forest with N arcs (there has to be a cycle in N arcs).

denominator polynomial
Proposition 2] as

The numerator polynomial can be calculated as

h(s) = ēT
o adj(sI + L) ēc ,
o, cth

which is the

cofactor of

(3.19)

(sI + L).

It is shown in [Chebotarev and Agaev,

2002, Proposition 3] that

adj(sI

+ L) =

N
X

Qi sN −i−1 .

(3.20)

i=0

Lemma 3.2.

The coecients

Proof. The polynomial
i
coecient at

i.e.,

s

in

N −i−1
.
hi = qoc

h(s)

h(s)

hi

are given as

equals the

o, c

c→o
hi = ϑ(FN
−i−1 ).

element of adj(sI

is by (3.20) equal to the

o, c

+ L)

(3.19). The

QN −i−1 ,
c→o
ϑ(FN
−i−1 ).

element of matrix

By (2.3) this element also must be equal to

hi are given as the weights of the set of all
N − i − 1 arcs which contain o and diverge from

This indicates that the coecients
spanning diverging forests with

c.

In the case of unweighted graph the weight reduces to the number of such

out-forests.
While the coecients in the denominator polynomial correspond to all diverging
forests with the given number of arcs, the numerator polynomial takes only those
spanning out-forests containing the control and the output nodes.

3.3.2 Higher order dynamics
Now let us go back to higher-order systems. We have the denition of
the roots of

h(s)

relates the single-integrator systems to the higher-order dynamics.

2 Please
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−γi

as

in (3.18), so we can state the main theorem of this chapter. It

see Section 2.1 for the notation in graph theory

3.3. Transfer functions in graphs
Theorem 3.3.

The transfer function

Tco (s)

[b(s)q(s)]1+δco
Tco (s) =

yo (s)
= ϑco
rc(s)

can be written as

N −1−δ
Y co 


a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)

i=1
N 
Y

,

(3.21)


a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)

i=1

ϑco = hN −δco −1 is the sum of weights of all shortest paths from c to o, δco
is the distance from c to o and the gains −γi dened in (3.18) are the roots of

where

h(s).

−γi of the numerah(s) in single-integrator dynamics have the same role as the roots
−λi of the denominator polynomial g(s). As can be seen, the structure of the
terms in the numerator and the denominator of (3.21) is a(s)p(s) + k b(s)q(s),
where k = λi in the denominator and k = γi in the numerator. In addition,
The proof can be found in Sec. 3.8.1. It is clear that the roots

tor polynomial

such structure is the same as the structure of the characteristic polynomial of
an output-feedback system with the open loop

k = λi
If both

or

M (s) = k

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s) with the gain

k = γi .

γi

and

λi

are real, the poles and zeros of (3.21) lie on the root-locus

curve (see Fig. 3.7 for an example).

Denition 3.4 (Root-locus curve).
of roots of

a(s)p(s) + k b(s)q(s)

The root-locus curve is dened as a location

as a function of

k ∈ (0, ∞).

Note that both the terms in the numerator and denominator of (3.21) have the
form of the root-locus curve.
A particular case of the product form (3.21) was shown in [Lin et al., 2012a,
Prop.

3], where the authors considered single integrators (M (s)

= 1/s)

and

unidirectional interaction.
The product form in (3.21) can be written also as

Tco (s) = ϑco

N −δ
co −1
Y
i=1

Zii (s)

N
Y
j=N −δco

1
λj

N
Y

Tj (s),

(3.22)

j=N −δco
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rc

ϑco

Q

1
λi

...

Z1 (s)

ZN −δco −1 (s)

TN −δco (s)

...

TN (s)

yo

Tco (s)

Figure 3.4: Series form of the transfer function

Tco (s).

N
Y

The product is

i=N −δco
and we used shorthand notation

1
λi

Zi (s) = Zii (s).

with

a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)
,
a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)
λj b(s)q(s)
Tj (s) =
.
a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s)
Zii (s) =

λi must be
δco + 1 to Tj (s).

All eigenvalues
remaining

used, so

N − δco − 1

(3.23)

(3.24)

of them go to

The transfer functions

Zii (s)

Zii (s)

numerator diers from the denominator only in the multiplication factor
transfer functions

Tj (s)

and the

are biproper and the

γi .

The

are standard output feedback systems in (3.11).

The network system (3.7) of identical agents with arbitrary interconnection was
transformed in equation (3.22) to a series connection (product of transfer functions) of non-identical (but structured) subsystems. In many cases, such as in
determining a frequency response, the series connection is much easier to analyze, see Chapter 4. The series connection is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
As the numerator of the open loop

b(s)q(s)

is present for

δco + 1

times in (3.21),

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.5.

The transfer function Tco (s) has δco + 1 multiple zeros at the
locations of the zeros of the open loop, i. e. roots of b(s)q(s) = 0.

These zeros can be partly chosen by the designer of the network, since he can
choose the controller numerator

q(s)

freely. On the contrary, the zeros of

Zii (s)

are given by the interconnection matrix in the same way as the poles are.
A relative degree comes immediately from Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 3.6.
χco

of

Tco (s)

is

Proof. There is
40

Let χ be the relative
χco = (δco + 1)χ.

N − δco − 1

degree of

blocks of type

M (s).

Zii (s)

Then the relative degree

in (3.21), which have relative

3.3. Transfer functions in graphs
degree 0. Then there is

δco + 1

terms

Ti (s)

which have relative degree

χ.

Hence,

χco = (δco + 1)χ.

Zii (s)
δco + 1 terms

The relative degree strongly aects the transients. The transfer functions
have relative order 0, so the input gets directly to the output. The

Tj (s) slow down the transient.

Quite clearly, the further the control and observer

nodes are from each other, the slower the transient will be.
Another immediate result is the steady-state value.

Corollary 3.7.

For at least one integrator in the open loop (η

≥ 1),

the steady-

state gain of any transfer function in the network system is

QN −1−δco
Tco (0) = ϑco

i=1
QN
i=1

γi

λi

.

(3.25)

Proof. For at least one integrator in the open loop,

a(0)p(0) = 0.

After plugging

this to (3.21), the result follows.

At least one integrator in the open loop is a common requirement to allow an
uncontrolled network system to have a nonzero equilibrium.
The most important fact following from the Corollary 3.7 is that the steadystate gain does not depend on the open-loop model, as long as there is at least
one integrator in

M (s).

To change the steady-state value, the interconnection

structure must be modied.

γi 6= 0, ∀i. Then the eigenvalue
λ1 = 0 of the Laplacian in the denominator makes the steady-state gain innite.

We will discuss two cases. First, assume that

This happens when there is no independent leader in the network system and it
is a result of the rigid drift of the network system.

λ1 = 0

will be

cancelled. As a result, the steady-state value is bounded. The presence of

γ1 = 0

If, on the other hand, there is

γ1 = 0,

the eigenvalue at the origin

is usually caused by the presence of an independent leader in the system. Such a
leader cannot be controlled from the network system, hence the zero eigenvalue
will be uncontrollable, causing the pole-zero cancellation. If pinning control is
used, the steady-state gain is again nite, because the Laplacian is non-singular
(see Sec. 3.4.1)
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3.4 General transfer functions
In the previous section we analyzed properties of a transfer function from the
input of the controller of agent

c to the output of the agent o.

However, we might

also be interested in a transfer function from a general input
node to a general output

zo

wc

at the control

of the output node. In this section we show that the

general transfer function has two parts: an open-loop part and a network part.

L,
a(s)p(s) + λ1 b(s)q(s) = a(s)p(s), which is the denominator of
the open loop M (s). Also at least one numerator polynomial of the open loop
b(s)q(s) is present in Tco (s) in (3.21). Then the transfer function in (3.21) can
If pinning control is not used, there is always at least one zero eigenvalue of

therefore in (3.21)

be written as

δco Q


Nn
b(s)q(s)
j=1 a(s)p(s) + γj b(s)q(s)

Tco (s) = ϑco M (s)
QN 
i=2 a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)


= M (s)Sco (s),

(3.26)

where


Sco (s) = ϑco

δco Q


Nn
b(s)q(s)
j=1 a(s)p(s) + γj b(s)q(s)

QN 
a(s)p(s)
+
λ
b(s)q(s)
i
i=2
Tco (s)

is the network part of

and

M (s)

(3.27)

is the open-loop.

Motivated by this factorization, we will now show a general transfer function.

Ms (s) be the transfer function in open loop
wi (e. g. a reference or a disturbance) to
agent, i. e., Ms (s) = zi (s)/wi (s).
Let

of one agent from the desired

input

the desired output

Theorem 3.8.
agent

wc

of same

Twz,co (s) from the input of the control
of the output agent is given as

The transfer function

to the output

Twz,co (s) =

zi

zo

zo (s)
= Ms (s) Sco (s).
wc (s)

(3.28)

Proof. Consider rst that the control and the output nodes are collocated (c

o).

Then by changing the input from

rc

to

wc

and the output from

just change the direct branch of the transfer function
then
42

Ms (s)

instead of

M (s).

yo

to

zo

=

we

Tcc (s). The direct branch is
Scc in (3.27) remains

The network (feedback) part

3.4. General transfer functions
unchanged. That is,

zc (s)
= Ms (s)Scc (s).
wc (s)
Consider now that

c

and

o

(3.29)

are not collocated. Dene two transfer functions of

a single agent:

M1 (s) =
Note that

yi (s)
,
wi (s)

M1 (s)M2 (s)
M (s)

M2 (s) =
=

zi (s)
.
ri (s)

(3.30)

[yi (s)/wi (s)] [zi (s)/ri (s)]
yi (s)/ri (s)

The transfer function from

yc (s)

to

yo (s)

= Ms (s).

using the input

rc (s)

is

rc (s)M (s)Sco (s)
Sco (s)
yo (s)
=
=
.
yc (s)
rc (s)M (s)Scc (s)
Scc (s)
From (3.29) we get

yo (s) =

(3.31)

yc (s) = M1 (s)Scc wc (s).

Plugging this to (3.31) gives

Sco (s)
M1 (s)Scc (s)wc (s) = M1 (s)Sco (s)wc (s).
Scc (s)

Similarly, the transfer function from

zo (s)

to

yo (s)

is

yo (s)
ro (s)M (s)Soo (s)
M (s)
=
=
,
zo (s)
ro (s)M2 (s)Soo (s)
M2 (s)
therefore

yo (s) = M (s)/M2 (s)zo (s).

(3.32)

(3.33)

Plugging this to (3.32) and separating

zo (s)

yields

zo (s) =

M1 (s)M2 (s)
Sco (s)wc (s) = Ms (s)Sco (s)wc (s).
M (s)

The transfer function

Twz,co (s)

(3.34)

follows.

The general structure is shown in Fig. 3.5. It follows that each transfer function
in the network system is given by two parts:

1. the network part
the same

c

and

o

Sco (s),

which is the same for all transfer functions with

nodes and is given by the interconnection,

2. the open-loop part

Ms (s),

which depends on the inputs and outputs of

interest.
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wc

Ms (s)

zo

Sco (s)

M (s)
Figure 3.5: Two parts of transfer functions between

c

and

o

for general input

and output.

3.4.1 Pinning control
The results in previous section holds for the case when

λ1 = 0 .

When pinning

control scheme is used, we get rid of this eigenvalue. Assume that the original
system with pinning had

N −1

agents. In order to use the result of Theorem

3.8, we have to incorporate the leader into the network system by modifying the
Laplacian with pinning as follows


L=

0
v

where


0
,
Lp

v = [ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρN −1 ]T

(3.35)

captures the interconnection with the leader. It

is shown in Lemma 4.6 that the nonzero eigenvalues of

L

and

Lp

are the same.

Since the leader is independent of the network system, it is also not controllable
from the system.

Therefore, the zero gain

numerator and in the denominator.

λ 1 = γ1 = 0

will be both in the

The transfer function with Laplacian in

(3.35) is

Tco (s) = Ms (s)Sco (s)

QN −δ −1 
a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)
[b(s)q(s)]δco i=1 co

= Ms (s)
QN 
a(s)p(s)
+
λ
b(s)q(s)
j
j=2

QN −δco −1 
δco
[b(s)q(s)]
a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)
i=2

= Ms (s)a(s)p(s)
QN 
j=2 a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s)
= Ms (s)a(s)p(s)Sco (s),
where

Sco (s)

is feedback part of the transfer function when

pinning control, the equation (3.28) changes to (3.36).
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(3.36)

L

is used. Thus, in
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3.4.2 Disturbances
First we analyze an input disturbance

din c ,

The modied open-loop transfer function is

acting at the input of the plant.

Ms (s) = G(s).

Then the transfer

function is

Tin,co (s) =

It is clear that

yo (s)
= G(s)Sco (s).
din c (s)

(3.37)

Tco (s) and Tin,co (s) dier only in the presence of transfer function
Tco (s) = R(s)Tin,co (s).

of the controller and

dout changes the output of the plant of the j th agent as
yj = ȳj + dout j , where ȳi is the output of the agent without disturbance. In this
case Ms (s) = 1, so the transfer function for output disturbance is
The output disturbance

Tout,co (s) =

yo (s)
= Sco (s).
dout c (s)

(3.38)

3.4.3 State-space model
So far we have discussed the situation when the vehicle and controller model are
given as SISO transfer functions. However, the output-feedback control is less
common in the distributed control literature than static-state feedback based on
the relative error to the neighbors (see Section 2.2.2). Let us now convert the
state-space description to transfer functions, using the fact that agents under
consideration are SISO systems.
network system

rc

Assume that there is only one input to the

and one output

yo .

The closed-loop system then using the

model in (2.17) is

ẋ = (I ⊗ A − L ⊗ BK)x + (ēc ⊗ B)rc

(3.39)

yo = (ēo ⊗ C)x.

Corollary 3.9.

The transfer function from the input

rc (s)

to the output

yo (s)

in the system (3.39) is

δco

[b(s)]
Tco (s) = ϑco Ms (s)

N −1−δ
Y co 

a(s) + γi b(s)

i=1


N 
Y
a(s) + λi b(s)


,

(3.40)

i=2

where the transfer function

Ms =

c(s)
a(s)

= C(sI − A)−1 B

and the polynomials
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a(s), b(s)

are dened as

M (s) =

b(s)
a(s)

= K(sI − A)−1 B .

R(s) = 1 or that the controller model is already included in
A, B, C, K . Then for a SISO agent model the transfer function in

Proof. Assume that
the matrices
the system

ẋ = (I ⊗ A − L ⊗ BK)x + (ēc ⊗ B)rc

(3.41)

yo = (ēo ⊗ K)x.

is given by (3.21), because it has the same form as (2.18) for which the product
form was derived.

Notice that the system (3.41) diers from the system of

interest (2.17) only in the output equation. Hence, the poles of the open-loop
will not change. This means that we can use Theorem 3.8.

3.5 Relations to a single-integrator case
In this section we provide some results for the single-integrator case. They easily
generalize to higher-order dynamics, because of the fact that

γi ,

the gain in the

closed loop in (3.21), is the same as the zero in the single-integrator dynamics.
Let us denote

L̄ki:j

as a matrix which is obtained from

and columns corresponding to the vertices on the

k th

L

by deleting the rows

path from vertex

i

to

j.

The simplest case is when the controller node and observer nodes are collocated,
i.e.

c = o.

Then, as shown in [Briegel et al., 2011; Abad Torres and Roy,

2014; Herman et al., 2014b], the zeros are given as eigenvalues of

L̄1c:c

and the

numerator polynomial is

h(s) = det(sI + L̄1c:c ).

(3.42)

The spectrum of this reduced Laplacian (also known as a grounded Laplacian)
is discussed in [Pirani and Sundaram, 2014, 2015].
The next theorem was independently discovered in [Abad Torres and Roy, 2013]
using purely algebraic techniques.

Here we provide a graph-theoretic proof,

shown in Sec. 3.8.2.

Theorem 3.10.

If there is only one path between the control node and the output

node, then


h(s) = ϑco det sI + L̄1c:o .
The roots
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−γi

of

h(s)

are the eigenvalues of

−L̄1c:o .

(3.43)

3.5. Relations to a single-integrator case
The theorem allows to nd
The real part of

γi

γi

directly from the submatrix of the Laplacian.

is positive, since the matrix

and Johnson, 1999]. In addition, if
in Theorem 3.10 hold, then

γi

L

L̄1c:o

is still an M-matrix [Horn

is a symmetric matrix and the conditions

interlace with

λi

due to the Cauchy interlacing

theorem (Lem. 2.2).
The second theorem is an extension of the previous one.

Theorem 3.11.

Let p(G)c,o be the number of paths from the node c to the node o.
Then the numerator polynomial h(s) in (3.15) is given as a sum of characteristic
i
i
polynomials of L̄c:o corresponding to the individual paths πco , i. e.
p(G)c,o

h(s) =

X

i
ϑ(πco
) det(sI + L̄ic:o ),

(3.44)

i=1

Proof. Since there are

p(G)c,o paths between the nodes, there are also p(G)c,o
c and containing o (they can have dierent lengths).

basic trees diverging from

For each of the paths Theorem 3.10 must hold.
spanning forests with

k
δco

as

hki .

Let us denote the weight of

k
−1−i arcs corresponding to the path k with length
N −δco

Since the paths are distinct, also the spanning forests corresponding

to the paths will be distinct and the total weight of the set

Fki→j

is the sum of

the weights of the individual forests, corresponding to each of the path. Then
each coecient in

h(s) is a sum of the weights of the trees corresponding to each

path, i. e.

p(G)c,o

hi =

X

hki .

(3.45)

k=1
Equation (3.44) then follows from (3.45) using Theorem 3.10.

3.5.1 Multiple control nodes
Instead of one control node

c

we can have a set

Sc = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cNc }

of

Nc

control nodes to which the same signal is fed (for instance, the leader connected
to more agents). Then the numerator polynomial is simply given as a sum of
polynomials for individual control nodes.

LemmaP3.12.

The polynomial h(s) for the set of control nodes Sc is equal to
Nc
h(s) = i=1 hi (s), where hi (s) is the polynomial when the input is fed only to
the ith agent.
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Table 3.1: Controllable subspaces for some typical undirected graphs with

N

vertices.

Graph

c

Star graph

central

Path graph

end node

Path graph

central node

node

maxi dci

Dim. of ctrb. subs.

1

2

N −1

N

N/2

N/2 + 1

Proof. The proof can be obtained using the same arguments of mutually exclusive forests as in the proof for Theorem 3.11.

Suppose that

cn ∈ Sc

is the node in

Sc

with the shortest distance to the output

Tco (s) between Sc and
χco = (δcn o + 1)χ. This follows

node. Then the relative degree of the transfer function

o

with agents having higher order-dynamics is

since the degree of the sum of polynomials is the degree of the polynomial of the
highest degree.

3.5.2 Minimal dimension of a controllable subspace
From equation (3.21) it follows that if the single-integrator case is uncontrollable,
so are all the systems with higher order dynamics (we use an output feedback).
The following result is an extension of [Zhang et al., 2014, Thm. 2] to directed
graphs.

Theorem 3.13.

maxi dci be the maximal distance to some of the other nodes
c. Then for the dimension of the controllable subspace
integrator dynamics holds rank(C) ≥ maxi dci + 1.

Let

from the control node

rank(C)

of single

Proof. Let us denote the furthest node from c as f and the distance of f from
c as df = maxi dci . Let Lic denote the cth column in Li . Let the vertices on

c

the shortest path from
from

c

as

δi .

f

be labeled as

νi th
d
Therefore, Lc i

j ≥ di .
di = 0, . . . , df . Consequently,

is nonzero for
and

to

By Lemma 2.5 the

ν0 , . . . , ν d f
Ljc is

element in

is linearly independent of

all columns

νi
j < di and
Ljc for j < di

and the distance of
zero for all

d

[L0c , L1c , . . . , Lc f ]

must be linearly

independent.

C = [L0c , L1c , . . . , LN
c ]. By predf
0
Lc , . . . Lc are linearly independent,

The controllability criterion matrix is dened as
vious development we know that at least
hence rank(C)
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≥ df + 1.

3.6. Illustrative example
4

1

0.3
2

3

1.5
5
Figure 3.6: Directed graph used in the example. Control node is
node is

o = 3.

c = 1,

output

The arcs without a weight shown have a weight one.

Of course, the controllable subspace can be much greater than indicated by this
theorem and our result can be very conservative. The bound is achieved for some
graphs and control nodes, as shown in Table 3.1. Some further discussion of the
tightness of the bound is in [Zhang et al., 2014, Remark 2]. Theorem 3.13 gives
a strong structural controllability, since it does not depend on the weights of the
arcs.

By any choice of the nonzero weights of arcs, the controllable subspace

cannot have smaller dimension than

maxi dci + 1.

Structural controllability is

described, e.g., in [Chapman and Mesbahi, 2013; Clark et al., 2014].
Surprisingly, the more distant node exists in a graph, the greater the guaranteed
dimension of the controllable subspace.

On the other hand, it was shown in

[Shi et al., 2014] that the transient time grows with the maximal distance from
the control node. Similarly, at least for a path graph it follows from [Fitch and
Leonard, 2013] that the external input should be applied to the agent where it
minimizes the maximal distance. This is also conrmed by the relative degree
in Corollary 3.6the higher the degree, the slower is the information propagation. However, in this case the node has the smallest guaranteed dimension of
the controllable subspace. An optimization procedure for the trade-o between
performance and controllability is presented in [Clark et al., 2014].

3.6 Illustrative example
Consider a directed and weighted graph with ve nodes shown in Fig. 3.6. The
plant is

G(s) = 1/s,

R(s) = (s + 1)/s (a PI controller applied
M (s) = s+1
s2 . Let us choose the
node o = 3. The transfer function is

the controller is

to a single integrator). The open-loop model is
control node

c=1

and the output

(s + 1)3
T13 (s) = 0.3
Q5

Q2

2
i=1 (s + γi s +
2
i=1 (s + λi s + λi )

γi )

.

(3.46)
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with

λ = {0, 0.39, 2, 2.72, 3.69}

and

γ = {0.5, 3}.

As indicated by (3.21), the

terms in the numerator and the denominator products have the structure of

a(s)p(s) + kb(s)q(s). Moreover, since the distance between the nodes 1 and 3 is
(s + 1)2+1 in the numerator, as follows from Corollary 3.5. The
weight of the path from the node 1 to 3 is 0.3 (the product of the weights of the
arcs). The gains λi can be obtained as the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix
2, there is also



1



−1

L=
0

0

0

The gains

γi

o,

0

0

2

−1

0

−0.3

2.3

−1

0

0

1

0

−1.5

−1

0





0


−1 .

−1


(3.47)

2.5

in the numerator can be obtained as the negatives of the roots of

the polynomial
and

−1

h(s) = s2 + 3.5s + 1.5.

Since there is only one path between

h(s). It equals
from L by deleting

we can use Theorem 3.10 to calculate the polynomial

characteristic polynomial of a matrix
rows and columns with indices

1, 2, 3

L̄1(1:3) ,

obtained

c

the
the

of the vertices on the path from 1 to 3.

The polynomial is given as



1
h(s) = det sI2 + 
−1
As both

γi

and

λi





−1

= s2 + 3.5s + 1.5.

(3.48)

2.5

are real in this example, the poles and zeros must lie on

the root-locus curve for

M (s) = (s + 1)/s2 ,

as shown in Fig. 3.7. The minimal

dimension of the controllable subspace is by Theorem 3.13 equal to ve (δ14 +1

4 + 1),

The transfer function
output

y3

Twz,13 (s) from the input disturbance din 1

Q2
1 (s + 1)2 i=1 (s2 + γi s + γi )
y3 (s)
= 0.3
.
Q5
2
din 1 (s)
s
i=2 (s + λi s + λi )

The structure is the same as predicted in Theorem 3.8, since
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of agent 1 to the

is

Tin,13 (s) =

1/s.

=

hence, the system is controllable from the node 1.

The network part remains unchanged.

(3.49)

Ms (s) = G(s) =

3.7. Conclusion
1

Imag Axis

0.5
0

−0.5
−1
−2.5

−2

−1.5 −1 −0.5
Real Axis

Figure 3.7: Poles (crosses) and zeros (circles) of
The root-locus curve for

M = (s + 1)/s2

0

T13 (s)

in the graph in Fig. 3.6.

is dashed.

3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we considered transfer functions between two nodes in an arbitrary network system of identical SISO agents with an output coupling. Using
the algebraic properties of forests in the graph, both numerator and denominator
of the transfer function were derived in a simple form of a product of closed-loop
polynomials with non-unit feedback gain. The transfer function for general input and output consists of two parts: the feedback part (xed for a given pair
of nodes) and the open-loop part.
The gains in the denominator and numerator polynomials are the roots of polynomials in the single-integrator system. If there is only one path between the
control and output nodes, the numerator gains are given as eigenvalues of the
principal submatrix of the Laplacian. Finally, it is shown that the minimal dimension of the controllable subspace grows with the maximal distance from the
control node.
Although it is hard to tell any transient properties from the location of poles and
zeros  there are simply too many of them  still the product form can serve
as an analytical tool. For instance, it may help in the analysis of the scaling in
distributed control designs, as will be illustrated in the next chapter.

3.8 Appendix
3.8.1 Proof of Theorem 3.3
Before the proof, we need the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 3.14.
N
X

Let

(Lk )oc

be the

o, c

element of

Lk .

Then

ξi voi λki = (Lk )oc ,

(3.50)

i=1

Proof. Since

ξi = ēTi V −1 ēc
N
X

and

vo,i λki ξi =

i=1

voi = ēTo V ēi ,

N
X

we get

ēTo V ēi λki ēTi V −1 ēc

i=1

=

N
X

ēTo V

!
ēi λki ēTi

V −1 ēc = ēTo V Λk V −1 ēc

i=1

= ēTo Lk ēc = (Lk )oc .
This holds also for Jordan blocks in

Λ

(3.51)
larger than one.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let us denote the numerator of the open loop in (3.3)
as

φ(s) = b(s)q(s)

and the denominator as

ψ(s) = a(s)p(s).

Note that the

development here shows the case with simple Jordan blocks, although the proof
remains valid for the case with larger blocks. The transfer function

Tco (s)

can

be obtained from (3.13) by using a common denominator as

N

n(s) X
b(s)q(s)
=
ξi voi
d(s)
a(s)p(s)
+ λi b(s)q(s)

 i=1
PN
QN
i=1 ξi voi φ(s)
j=1,j6=i [ψ(s) + λj φ(s)]
=
QN
i=1 [ψ(s) + λi φ(s)]
PN
ξi voi τi (s)
= QN i=1
,
i=1 [ψ(s) + λi φ(s)]

Tco (s) =

with

τi (s) = φ(s)

QN

n(s), d(s).

[ψ(s) + λj φ(s)].
h(s), g(s), while

j=1,j6=i

integrator dynamics are

(3.53)

Note that the polynomials in singlein higher-order dynamics they are

The denominator of (3.53) is the denominator in Theorem 3.3.

Having the denominator, we have to nd the numerator
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(3.52)

n(s).

The polynomial

3.8. Appendix
τi (s)

in (3.53) can be expanded in terms of powers of

N
Y

τi (s)= φ(s)

φ(s)

and

ψ(s)

as

[ψ(s) + λj φ(s)] = ψ N −1 (s)φ(s)

j=1,j6=i


+ψ N −2 (s)φ2 (s) 



N
X



λj  + ψ N −3 (s)φ3 (s) 

j=1,j6=i


1

+ . . . + ψ (s)φ

N −1

(s) 

λj λk (3.54)

j=1,k=1,k6=i6=j



N
X



N
Y

λk  + φ (s) 

k=1,k6=i6=j

Let us denote the the coecients at the terms
are given as a sum of all products of


N



j=1,j6=i

τi (s)



N
X

N
Y


λj  .

j=1,j6=i

ψ j (s)φN −j (s) in τi (s) as τ̄ij .

N − j − 1 eigenvalues.

They

Then the polynomial

can be written as

τi (s) = ψ N −1 (s)φ(s) + τ̄iN −2 ψ N −2 (s)φ2 (s) + . . . + τ̄i1 ψ(s)φN −1 (s) + τ̄i0 φN (s).
(3.55)

τ̄ij

The coecients

τ̄iN −2 =

can be simplied. Let us start with

N
X

λj = gN −1 − λi ,

(3.56)

j=1,j6=i
since the coecient

gN −1

of

g(s)

is by (3.17)

gN −1 =

PN

i=1

λi .

Similarly, the

second coecient is using (3.17)

N
X
N −3
τ̄i
=
λj λk
j=1,k=1,k6=i6=j

= gN −2 − λi (gN −1 − λi ).

(3.57)

For the last coecient we get

τ̄i0 =

N
Y

λj = g1 − λi (g2 − λi (g3 − λi (. . .))).

(3.58)

j=1,j6=i
Knowing the coecients

τ̄ji ,

the numerator polynomial

n(s)

can be using (3.53)
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written as

n(s) =

N
X

N
X

ξi voi τi (s) = ψ N −1 φ

i=1

+ψ

!
ξi voi

i=1
N
X

N −2 2

φ

+ ψφN −1

!
ξi voi τ̄iN −2

i=1
N
X

+ ...

!

ξi voi τ̄i1

The coecients

h̄i

+ φN

h̄N −1 =
h̄N −2 =

i=1
N
X

ξi voi τ̄i0

.

i=1

of individual powers of

N
X

!

N
X

i=1

Lemma 3.14 and the formulas for

(3.59)

τ̄ji

ψ i φN −i

in

n(s) can be simplied using

(3.56-3.58). The rst two read

ξi voi = (L0 )oc ,
ξi voi τ̄iN −2

(3.60)

= gN −1

i=1

N
X

!
ξi voi

−

N
X

ξi voi λi

i=1

i=1

= gN −1 (L0 )oc − (L1 )oc .
Using the same ideas, the other coecients

(3.61)

h̄i

are

h̄N −3 = gN −2 (L0 )oc − gN −1 (L1 )oc + (L2 )oc ,

(3.62)

.
.
.

h̄0 = g1 (L0 )oc − g2 (L1 )oc + . . . + (LN −1 )oc .

(3.63)

The general form is now apparent,

h̄i =

NX
−i−1

gi+j+1 (−L)joc .

(3.64)

j=0

Using the coecients

h̄i

in (3.60)-(3.63), the numerator

n(s)

in (3.59) equals

n(s) = φ(s) h̄N −1 ψ(s)N −1 + h̄N −2 ψ N −2 (s)φ(s)
!
+h̄N −3 ψ
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N −3

2

(s)φ (s) + . . . + h̄0 φ

N −1

(s) .

(3.65)

3.8. Appendix
h̄i in (3.65) are equal to the coecients hi of
h(s) in the single integrator dynamics, i.e., h̄i = hi , ∀ i.

Now we show that the coecients
the numerator polynomial

To see this, Corollary 4 in [Chebotarev and Agaev, 2002] gives us a relation

adj(sI

+ L) =

N
−1
X







gi sN −j−1  (−Lk /sk ).

NX
−k−1

The coecient matrix

Γi =

NX
−i−1

(3.66)

j=0

k=0

Γi

at

si

in (3.66) is then dened as

gi+j+1 (−L)j .

(3.67)

j=0

o, cth element in adj(sI +L), we see by (3.64)
+ L)oc is equal
single-integrator dynamics, we get hi = h̄i , ∀i.

Taking as an element of interest the
that the coecients

(Γi )oc = h̄i .

to the numerator polynomial in

Moreover, since by (3.19) adj(sI

hi are functions of the powers of the Laplacian. Using Lemma
hi = 0 for i > N − δco , since all (Lj )oc for j = 0, 1, . . . , δco − 1
in (3.18), Nn = N − δco − 1 also for directed weighted graphs.

All the coecients

2.5, it is clear that
are zeros. Then

This result allows us to rewrite (3.65) as


n(s) = φ1+δco (s) hN −δco −1 ψ N −1−δco (s)

(3.68)


+hN −δco −2 ψ N −2−δco (s)φ(s) + . . . + h0 φN −1−δco (s) .

Previous equation can be factored into a product

N −1−δ
Y co

n(s) = hN −δco −1 φ1+δco (s)


ψ(s) + γi φ(s) ,

(3.69)

i=1
where the scalars

−γi are the roots of the polynomial h(s) dened in (3.18).

They

are thus the zeros of the transfer function for the single integrator dynamics.
Note that

h̄N −δco −1 = hN −δco −1 = ϑco

by Lemma 3.2. Then we get the numer-

ator as

n(s) = ϑco φ

1+δco

N −1−δ
Y co

(s)


a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s) .

(3.70)

i=1
Now in (3.70) and (3.53) we have both the numerator

n(s) and the denominator
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8

1

2

6

4

3

7

9

3

d(s)

output node is

7

9

(b) After reduction

Figure 3.8: Graph reduction without changing

2,

6

2'

5

(a) Before reduction
node

8

1

h(s).

The control node is the

5.

of (3.21), which concludes the proof.

3.8.2 Proof of Theorem 3.10
h(s) equals (o, c) cofactor of (sI + L). By Lemma
h(s) are the weights of the set of all spanning diverging
forests with the root c and containing o having N − i − 1 arcs, therefore hi = 0
for i ≥ N − δco . In addition, the path from c to o must be present in every
spanning forest with more than δco arcs.

Proof. Recall that by (3.19)
3.2 coecients

hi

of

The proof will be shown in several steps of modifying the original graph
constructing a new one

G

0

with the preserved polynomial

1. Remove all the arcs converging to the path
be part of any forest diverging from

c

πco

from

and containing

c to o.
o.

2. Since by the assumption there is only one path between

πco

c

is present in each forest in Lemma 3.2 and the weight

the path must be present in all coecients

hi .

G

and

h(s).
They cannot

o, the path
ϑco = ϑ(πco ) of

and

We can write



h(s) = ϑco h̄(s) = ϑco sN −1−δco

(3.71)



+ µN −2−δco sN −2−δco + . . . + µ0 .
This factoring acts as removing the arcs on the path from the graph.
3. Now we want to nd a matrix of which

h̄(s) is a characteristic polynomial.

By factoring the weight of the path, we identied (created one from many)

c0 . All arcs connected
0
vertex c . The control and

the vertices on the path into only one new vertex
to the path are now connected to the new
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output nodes were collocated.
number of vertices

Denote such a new graph as

N (G 0 ) = N − δco .

G

0

with the

The process of such graph reduction

is illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
4. The coecients

µi

in (3.71) are the weights of the set of all spanning

forests in the reduced graph

G

0

, diverging from

Then, by (3.19-3.20), the polynomial

(sIN −δco + L̄1c:o−1 ).
the modied graph

h̄(s)

c0

N (G 0 ) − i − 1 arcs.
0 0
the (c , c ) cofactor of

with

equals

Since the output and control nodes are collocated in

G0,

we can use (3.42) to remove also the node

c0

from

the graph.

In step 3 we deleted all nodes on the path except for the node

c.

In the last step

we were also able to eliminate the control node, so the polynomial

h(s)

can be

calculated as

h(s) = ϑco det(sI + L̄1c:o ).

(3.72)
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4 Vehicle platoons with
proportional asymmetry
In this chapter we give a comprehensive overview of achievable limits and scaling
in vehicle platoons described by one special type of bidirectional control lawso
called proportional asymmetry.

We analyze both symmetric and asymmetric

interactions between vehicles, but we restrict ourselves to identical asymmetry
used for coupling in all states. It follows from the discussion that for at least
two integrators in the open loop this type of asymmetry is not a good solution
for platoons. On the other hand, with one integrator the system is very scalable
and fast. The ndings of this chapter are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. We
show the table also here for convenience.

Property

Symmetric

Asymmetric,

<1

η=1

η=2

η=1

η≥2

Steady-state gain of TF

N

N

bounded

bounded

H∞

norm of TF

N

N2

bounded

ζN

H∞

norm of TFM

N2

N3

N

ζN

Table 4.1: Basic properties of various control laws with proportional asymmetry.
TF stands for transfer function between the input of one vehicle and output of
another, TFM is a transfer function matrix of the overall platoon.
number of integrators in the open loop and



η

is the

is the level of asymmetry

<1

means stronger weight towards the vehicle's predecessor. In symmetric control
for more than two integrators the platoon becomes asymptotically unstable.

The most important fact is that the scaling results presented in this chapter are
generic, that is, they do not (except for some very mild assumptions) depend
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on the particular model of the vehicle.

The main distinguishing factor is the

number of integrators in the open loop. Thus, the results here show the basic
properties imposed by the communication topologythe inherent limitations of
the topology.
The results of this chapter were published as [Herman et al., 2015b], [Herman
et al., 2016b] (conditionally accepted), preliminary results were presented in
[Herman et al., 2014a] and some of the result are submitted as [Herman, 2016a,b].
The chapter is structured as follows.

First we provide some introduction to

vehicle platoons and state the goals of platooning (Sec.

4.1).

Afterwards in

Section 4.3, the model and the basic quantities for bidirectional control are
derived. Then we show results for symmetric bidirectional control (Sec. 4.4) and
in the next section asymmetric control is discussed (Sec. 4.5). Subsequently, in
Section 4.6, we discuss when and under what conditions it is possible to design a
string-stable controller. The transients of individual architectures are compared
in Section 4.7. In Section 4.8 we discuss some properties of time-headway spacing
policy. Open problems are briey mentioned in Section 4.9. At the end of the
chapter we provide proofs for some results (Sec. 4.11).

4.1 Introduction to platooning
Vehicle platoons are chains of automatically controlled vehicles which travel with
a tight spacing. As discussed in the introduction, they are supposed to be the
future of the highway trac. There are still many practical challenges related to
the application in everyday trac, but several successful tests have been already
conducted.
Vehicle platoons are just a part of Automated Highway Systems (AHS), which
include also intelligent highway infrastructure, communication between vehicles
and infrastructure and among vehicles, trac planning, routing etc [Horowitz
and Varaiya, 2000]. The goal of AHS is to increase capacity of the highways and
safety of trac at the same time. One of the assumptions is that the cars will
drive automatically on highways.
There are two types of roles in the platoon:
leader and the others are just followers.

one vehicle serves as a platoon

The leader should command the

platoon because it sees (or can measure) what happens ahead of the platoon.
If there is any obstacle, it should either go around (avoid it) or stop, if there is
another platoon ahead, it should slow down etc. The goal of the other vehicles
is just to keep the prescribed distances or time gaps to some selected vehicles.
There are several possible choices of the vehicles used for control:
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v0 (t)

0

v1 (t)
∆1 (t)

1

y0 (t)

v2 (t)
∆2 (t)
y1 (t)

vN (t)

v3 (t)
∆3 (t)

2

. . . ∆N (t)

3

y2 (t)

N

y3 (t)

yN (t)

0 denotes the leader, movement of which
ith vehicle, vi is its velocity and
i − 1 and i.

Figure 4.1: A schematic of the platoon.
the platoon should track.

∆i

•
•

yi

is position of the

is the distance between vehicle

Just the car ahead. This is called predecessor following.
The nearest cars ahead and behind.

This is known as bidirectional control

with nearest-neighbor interaction.

•

Several cars ahead and behind. This is known as k-nearest neighbor interac-

tion.

•

The leader (or possible also some neighbors). We will call it leader following.

Also any combination of these choices is possible. A schematic of a platoon is
shown in Fig. 4.1.
There are several aspects of platoon control, each of which must be solved before
platooning can be applied in real trac:

•

Joining the platoon. This involves questions such as when should a car join
a travelling platoon, where should it join and how this action aects the
performance of the platoon.

•

Longitudinal control. Since the vehicles are supposed be travelling with very
tight spacing (up to 2 meters [Horowitz and Varaiya, 2000]), the control of
the inter-vehicle distance must be very precise and must guarantee safety.
Moreover, since every vehicle is subject to noise (e.g., measurement errors,
disturbances caused by road surface etc.), the control algorithm must guarantee that these disturbances would not be amplied in the platoon.

•

Lateral control. Each car must be able to stay within a lane and also follow
the lane changing manoeuvre (or obstacle avoidance) of the leading vehicle.
As with the longitudinal control, disturbances must be attenuated, while the
leader's movement must be followed.

•

Leaving the platoon.

If the car wants to take an exit from the highway, it

must leave the platoon. The platoon must be able to ll the gap caused by
the leaving vehicle and again, it should do it in a smooth way.

From all these aspects we will in this thesis describe only the longitudinal control.
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4.1.1 Experimental platoons
Before giving details of the particular algorithms used for platooning, we describe real experimental platforms. One the world's rst experimental platoons
appeared as a result of the Californian PATH project (Partnership for Advanced Transportation Technology).

The rst results were published in early

90's [Chang et al., 1991b,a] for a platoon with two cars. Control challenges and
opportunities were stated in [Varaiya, 1993; Hedrick et al., 1994]. Experiments
done for a general public with a platoon of 8 cars were described in [Rajamani
et al., 2000]. Comparison of theoretical achievable performance with a practical
implementation are discussed in [Rajamani and Shladover, 2001]. It was shown
that with the o-the-shelf technologies at that time the minimum achievable
gap between autonomously controlled vehicles is 1 second (corresponding to a
spacing of 30 m). Nevertheless, when a high degree of cooperation is used, the
achievable distance is

6.5

m with high accuracy.

Recent experimental results

for a platoon of 4 vehicles using communication are presented in [Milanés et al.,
2014].
The European counterpart of the PATH project is the project SARTRE (Safe
Road Trains for the Environment) which was realized by a consortium of international academic institutions and industrial companies. They developed a
platoon of cars and trucks which achieved tight spacing. The experiments using 5 standard cars equipped with standard sensors proved that tight spacing is
achievable [Chan et al., 2012] and was kept even for changes in leader's acceleration. A trac-ow improvement was proved by simulations [Kotte et al., 2012].
Good behavior was again achieved thanks to inter-vehicle communication. Some
other description is available at [Coelingh and Solyom, 2012].
There are also other groups at companies or in academia which have their own
platoons. We can name TU Eindhoven's platoon [Naus et al., 2010b] or Scania
autonomous cooperative trucks in cooperation with KTH in Stockholm [Alam
et al., 2015]. Saving of fuel due to platooning was experimentally proved in [Alam
et al., 2010]. For an overview of platooning projects see [Bergenhem et al., 2012].
Several truck manufacturers (DAF, Daimler, Iveco, MAN, Scania and Volvo)
participated recently in the European Truck Platooning Challenge [ETPC, 2016].
The six platoons arrived successfully to Netherlands from dierent locations.
However, each manufacturer used its own communication system and its own
control policy, so there is still a long journey to a practical use.
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4.2 Platoon control algorithms
We decided to discuss practical platoon experiments before stating the control
algorithms to motivate the following classication:

•
•

algorithms without communication,
algorithms with communication.

As follows from [Rajamani and Shladover, 2001], when there is no communication, the performance will be lower compared to cooperative control.

On the

other hand, if everything needed for control is measured using on-board sensors,
the vehicle does not have to rely on the communication infrastructure.

The

communication can have time delays, can be disturbed or even denied by an
intruder. In the worst-case, algorithms without communication can be applied
as a backup solution when communication fails.

4.2.1 String stability
There is one important requirement which every strategy has to satisfy.

It is

called string stability. Loosely speaking, it means that when there is a disturbance acting at a vehicle, this disturbance should not amplify as it propagates
along the platoon.

There are several denitions in the literature and several

criteria to evaluate it.
One of the denitions is based on lp norm [Swaroop and Hedrick, 1996], which
works even for nonlinear system. Other one is based on l1 norm which captures
that the peak in the amplitude should not grow in the platoon. In general, this
norm is hard to calculate.

However, if the system is linear and has positive

impulse response, its l1 norm is equal to its

H∞

norm [Eyre et al., 1998]. This

motivates one of the most commonly used string stability denition.

Denition 4.1

.

(H∞ string stability) Let Tij (s) be a transfer function in the
formation from disturbance at vehicle i to the position of vehicle j The platoon

is

H∞ -string

stable if

kTij (s)k∞ ≤ 1.

Note that this denition guarantees attenuation of the disturbance only if

Tij (s)

has positive impulse response. Nevertheless, it is often used even without guaranteeing this (see for instance [Milanés et al., 2014]).
A thorough list of denitions is presented in [Ploeg et al., 2014].

A weaker

criterion of string stability is used in [Knorn et al., 2015]. Since it might be hard
to achieve bounded change in the position of the vehicles, we might want to relax
it to bounded inter-vehicular distance. This was named weak string stability.
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4.2.2 Algorithms with communication
Almost all platoon control approaches realized in practice rely on communication. There is a good reason for it. With no-communication scenarios it seems
that there is no string-stable strategy with a good performance.
The most commonly implemented is so called Cooperative Automatic Cruise

Control (CACC). In this scenario the vehicle communicates its own control eort
to its follower. The follower then adds it to its own control eort calculated from
the predecessor-following strategy in a feed-forward manner. Then the follower
sends this summed eort to its own follower.

This repeats till the end of the

platoon. If the communication is fast enough, CACC allows the platoon to move
as a rigid block. The communication range does not have to be limited to only
one nearest vehicle. The distance to the predecessor does not have to be constant,
in order to achieve string stability a small time headway can be added [Öncü
et al., 2012; Ploeg et al., 2015]. This strategy was used in PATH project [Milanés
et al., 2014], SARTRE [Coelingh and Solyom, 2012], in Eindhoven [Naus et al.,
2010a] and by Scania [Alam et al., 2015]. The eects of communication delay
was analyzed in [Öncü et al., 2012] and graceful degradation to ACC when there
are communication problems was proposed in [Ploeg et al., 2015].
Another common control law is based on the information from the platoon leader.
In its simplest form the leader shares its velocity with all the other vehicles.
They use this velocity as their desired velocity and try to keep it. Sometimes
this communicated velocity is called a desired velocity. Such control was used in
[Barooah et al., 2009; Hao and Barooah, 2012; Lin et al., 2012b]. Since keeping
the leader's velocity is achieved using local controller, two integrators are no
longer necessary and one integrator will suce to keep both distance and velocity
(see Section 4.6). As we will see, allowing for only one integrator improves the
transient a lot.

This strategy requires only broadcasting the leader's velocity,

which is much easier than complete inter-vehicular communication.
In some papers also sharing of the leader's position is considered [Sebek and
Hurak, 2011; Hedrick et al., 1994].
Eect of the communication delay is considered in [Peters et al., 2013].

[Jia

and Ngoduy, 2016] analyses even inter-platoon communication and the proves
stability for the case when information about the leader is delayed due to the
communication network. The proposed IEEE 802.11p was considered as a communication medium.
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4.2.3 Algorithms without communication
The current technology allows the vehicle to measure its own acceleration (accelerometer), velocity (tachometer), distance to the car ahead (lidar or radar)
and possibly distance to the car behind. Also relative velocity measurement can
be included (again using radar). Having these measurement, several algorithms
can be implemented:

•
•
•
•

time-headway spacing policy.
predecessor following,
symmetric bidirectional control,
asymmetric bidirectional control,

The control laws for particular strategies will be illustrated using a standard
double-integrator model

ẏi = vi ,

(4.1)

v̇i = ei ,
where

yi

is position of the

ith

vehicle,

vi

is velocity of the

ith

vehicle and

ei

is the input based on the particular control strategy. This model captures the
open loop of the systemthe controller is assumed to be just

R(s) = 1.

Double

integrator captures the essence of the dynamics of a vehicle and thanks to its
simplicity it is also the most widely studied model.

Time headway
Time headway spacing policy increases distance to the car ahead with increasing
speed of the vehicle. Hence, the platoon length increases as well. On the other
hand, string stability can be achieved for suciently large time gap [Middleton
and Braslavsky, 2010] and this is the strategy used by human drivers.

It is

included in almost every microscopic trac-ow models [Treiber and Kesting,
2013]. In fact, the current Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) devices in cars use
time-headway policy [Treiber and Kesting, 2013]. These systems might overcome
the limitations of human drivers, but since the distance between vehicles grows
with velocity, its eect on the road capacity is lower than what might be achievable for xed-distance policy.

The simplest control law for double-integrator

model (4.1) is

ei = yi−1 − yi − ( ∆min + Th vi ),
{z
}
|

(4.2)

desired distance

where

Th

is the desired time gap to the preceding vehicle. The desired distance

is therefore a function of the self-velocity

vi .

The model (4.1) can be rewritten
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as

ẏi = vi

(4.3)

v̇i = −Th vi + εi ,
with

εi = yi−1 − yi − ∆min

is the spacing error to the predecessor. The open-

1
s(s+Th ) , which
has only one integrator in the open loop (see Def. 3.1). For this simple model

loop model (4.3) is in transfer-function form given as

M (s) =

the time-headway policy removes one integrator from the open loop.

As we

will see, systems with only one integrator in the open loop can behave well. Of
course, in real systems the control law might be more complicated. As discussed
before, a small time headway is often added to CACC control to guarantee string
stability. In this thesis we mainly deal with xed-distance spacing policy, but a
short discussion of time headway is in Section 4.8.

Predecessor following
Predecessor following (PF) is the easiest strategy to implement.

The vehicle

measures the distance (and possibly relative velocity) only to the car ahead.
Then the model of the double integrator with the control law becomes,

ẏi = vi

(4.4)

v̇i = ky (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) + kv (vi−1 − vi ),
with gains

ky > 0, kv ≥ 0

weighting the distance and relative velocity to the

predecessor. In general, there might be nonlinear functions of the distance and
relative velocity (and possibly other states). Unlike in time-headway policy, the
desired distance

∆ref

is xed for any velocity of the vehicle.

Before designing a controller for the predecessor following strategy, we rst have
to know the model structure. One of the required properties of a platoon is that
all vehicles are able to track the movement of the leader. Assume that the leader
starts from zero velocity and after a while it travels with a constant velocity

v0

(for instance, it is travelling on a free highway). For the rest of the platoon this
causes a ramp (linearly growing) input which they have to track (the position
of the leader grows linearly with the slope

v0 ).

That is, all vehicles have to be

able to track a linearly growing signal.

Lemma 4.2.

In order to track the leader moving with a constant velocity v0 , in
every xed-distance spacing policy each car has to have at least two integrators
in the open-loop, i.e,

η ≥ 2.

This follows from the internal model principleLemma 2.11, since the model of
the reference signal is
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Velocity loop

∆ref
yi−1

− e
i
+
−

R∆ (s)

vref

+
−

Figure 4.2: A cascade controller structure.

V (s)

G0 (s)

vi

1
s

yi

G0 (s) is an arbitrary transfer function

from the velocity error to velocity. It might be for instance a velocity controller
combined with the vehicle model with velocity as the output.

proved in [Barooah and Hespanha, 2005], [Yadlapalli et al., 2006]. The result
does not hold only for predecessor following, but for any xed-distance scenario.
Except for the internal model principle, the necessity of having two integrators
in the open loop can be intuitively explained using the diagram in Fig. 4.2. It
shows a standard cascade control, which might be implemented in an adaptive

R∆ (s) produces a reference
vref for the velocity control loop V (s). The velocity vi is then integrated
to position yi . The input to the distance controller is the standard spacing error
ei = yi−1 − yi − ∆ref . We want the vehicle to travel with the leader's velocity,
hence in the steady state it should hold vref = v0 . If there is no integrator in
the controller R∆ (s), then in the steady state the controller acts just as a gain.
Hence, vref = R∆ (0)e and in order to make the vehicle travel with the leader's
velocity, we require that the there is some nonzero spacing error e. The vehicle
then cannot keep the reference distance ∆ref to the car ahead. The spacing error
cruise control (ACC) system. The distance controller
velocity

even grows with the leader's velocity and the control strategy behaves as a time
headway. On the other hand, if the controller contains an integrator, then to
keep

vref

constant, it requires that

e = 0 and the spacing error is zero.

Therefore,

the desired distance is kept. In this case there are two integrators in the open
loop (one in the controller and one from velocity to position).
The following result disapproves string stability of predecessor following.

Lemma 4.3

. Let η be the number of integrators
M (s) = s1η M 0 (s) with M 0 (0) < ∞. Then
T (s) = M (s)/(1 + M (s)) holds: if η ≥ 2, then kT (s)k∞ > 1.

([Seiler et al., 2004, Thm. 1])

in the open-loop of a single agent, i.e.,
for the closed loop

The transfer function in predecessor following between two neighboring vehicles

yi+k (s)
yi+1 (s)
k
yi (s) = T (s). The cars are connected in series, hence yi (s) = T (s). Since
the open loops must contain two integrators to track the leader, kT (s)k∞ ≥ 1,

is

making the platoon string unstable. In fact, the norm grows exponentially in
the graph distance.
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Bidirectional control
In bidirectional control the distance (and possibly other states, typically velocity) to the car ahead and to the car behind are used.

Although this is more

complicated than to implement predecessor following strategy, it oers a couple of advantages from the practical point of view.

The car can detect that

a misbehaving vehicle is approaching it from behind and accelerate to avoid a
crash. Moreover, bidirectional strategy mimics a real driver, who also looks to
the rear-view mirror from time to time. The input generally is

ei = f (xi−1 − xi , xi − xi+1 ),
where

f

(4.5)

is some (possibly nonlinear) function and

vehicle; typically at least position

y

and velocity

xi is the state vector of the ith
v is considered. Nevertheless,

bidirectional control is much harder to analyze, since instead of a single vehicle
(in PF), whole platoon must be taken in consideration for analysis and design.
We can distinguish between symmetric and asymmetric bidirectional control law.
In symmetric bidirectional control, the same weight is given to the front spacing
error (and, possibly, error in other states, e.g., velocity) as it is to the rear one.
Hence, the input to the model (4.1) has a form

ei = ky (yi−1 −yi −∆ref )−ky (yi −yi+1 −∆ref )+kv (vi−1 −vi )−kv (vi −vi−1 ),
where

kp , kv

(4.6)

∆ref is the reference distance. Hence, the
(yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) has the same weight kp as the rear spacing
− ∆ref ). The same symmetry holds for velocity (and possibly

are some constants and

front spacing error
error

(yi − yi+1

other states used for coupling).
Symmetric control was often analyzed in the literature. For instance, [Veerman
et al., 2007; Hao and Barooah, 2013] proved linear scaling of the norm of the
movement of the the last vehicle as a result of the movement of the leader.
Eect of noise and the number of integrators was investigated in [Barooah and
Hespanha, 2005]. Weak string stability of the model having integral action was
proved in [Knorn et al., 2014]. The eect of measurement noise was considered
in [Knorn et al., 2015]. The main disadvantage of symmetric control is a very
long transient.
In asymmetric bidirectional control, the front and rear spacing errors are processed dierently, hence the input to the model (4.1) is

ei = f1 (yi−1 − yi ) − f2 (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref ) + g1 (vi−1 − vi ) − g2 (vi − vi−1 ),
f1 , f2

are functions of distance and

g2 , g3

(4.7)

are functions of velocity. They might

be nonlinear functions but the important fact is that front and rear errors are
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processed dierently. Note that the predecessor following is a special (extreme)
case of asymmetric bidirectional control where

f2 = 0, g2 = 0.

Asymmetric control was rst proposed to shorten the transients in the platoon
in [Barooah et al., 2009], later generalized to higher-order lattices in [Hao et al.,
2011]. Uniform bound on eigenvalues was shown in [Hao and Barooah, 2012].
The fact that for the double-integrator model the
in

N

H∞

norm scales exponentially

was emphasized in [Tangerman et al., 2012].

Another type of asymmetry is when there is dierent coupling in relative position and in relative velocity.

Analysis of this kind of systems is even more

complicated, since the system is not block diagonalizable using the approach in
Lemma 2.6. It was rst numerically shown in [Hao et al., 2012] that when the
platoon uses symmetric coupling in position and asymmetric in velocity, scaling
can be improved. The paper [Cantos and Veerman, 2014] shows faster transients
in platoons with that type of asymmetry. The derivations are based on the analogy between circular and path systems. Wave properties of the circular system
were analyzed in [Cantos et al., 2014]. Both [Hao et al., 2012] and [Cantos and
Veerman, 2014] considered double-integrator systems.
For double-integrator systems (4.1), the model for asymmetric control can have
a form

ẏi = vi
v̇i = ky (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) − ky y (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref )

(4.8)

+kv (vi−1 − vi ) − kv v (vi − vi+1 ),
where

y > 0, v > 0

are the constants of asymmetry. Such a model was con-

sidered in [Tangerman et al., 2012] with
2014] for

y = v

and in [Cantos and Veerman,

y 6= v .

In papers [Barooah et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2012b], a modied version of the
control law (4.8) appeared. It used the desired velocity

vref ,

to which each car

regulates its own velocity. The overall double-integrator model is

ẏi = vi
v̇i = ky (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) − ky y (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref ) + b(vref − vi ),
where

bvref

(4.9)

b > 0. The derivative of velocity can be also formulated as v̇i = −bvi +εi +
ε = ky (yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) − ky y (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref ) is external (coupling)

where

input. Again, as was the case with time-headway policy, the open loop model

1
s(s+b) and it has only one integrator in the open loop. The self-velocity
feedback removed one integrator from the open loop. The reference velocity is
is

M=

usually the velocity with which the platoon should travel. Hence, it is the leader's
velocity (vref

= v0 )

and this solution requires permanent communication. The
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formation topology then changed to partially centralized. Nevertheless, having
only one integrator in the open loop is very plausible from the transient point
of view.
For the case with

k -nearest

neighbor interaction we do not have that many re-

sults. [Middleton and Braslavsky, 2010] shows that having more neighbors does
not qualitatively improve performance for symmetric interactions, but quantitatively it can. When symmetric interaction in position and asymmetric in velocity
is used, several interesting phenomena can be observed [Herbrych et al., 2015].
For instance, a reectionless wave can emerge as a result of partial asymmetry.
In this thesis nearest-neighbor bidirectional control will be the main subject of
interest. We will generalize some of the results discussed above.

4.3 Vehicle and platoon modelling for bidirectional
control with proportional asymmetry
As was mentioned before, we will describe the platoons with bidirectional control.
We will only use linear models and linear control laws. Moreover, in this section
we will restrict ourselves to what we call proportional asymmetry (see below).
Consider

N +1

identical vehicles indexed as

i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N ,

with

i=0

corre-

sponding to the platoon leader. As stated above, the leader drives independently
of the platoon and its behavior is not aected by the rest of the platoon. The
vehicles have identical transfer functions

G(s) =

b(s)
a(s)

(4.10)

of an arbitrary type and order with positions

yi

as the outputs. The vehicles

are supposed to travel in one lane on the highway, so the output is just onedimensionalthe coordinate of their position.
The input to the vehicle is produced by a dynamic controller

R(s) =

q(s)
.
p(s)

(4.11)

Again, we do not impose any limitation on the transfer function. The vehicle
model and the controller are connected in series, so the

nth

order open-loop

model is

M (s) = R(s)G(s) =
70

b(s)q(s)
.
a(s)p(s)

(4.12)
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yi−1 − yi
yi − yi+1

M (s) =

ri
1
−

i

+

+

ei

R(s) =

q(s)
p(s)

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)

G(s) =

b(s)
a(s)

yi

Vehicle i
Figure 4.3: Vehicle interconnection in a platoon using (4.13).

We require that the open loop is a proper transfer function.
integrators in the open loop is again denoted as

η

The number of

(see Def. 3.1).

The input to the open loop is a weighted combination of the front spacing error

yi−1 − yi ,

rear spacing error

yi − yi+1

and external reference

ei = (yi−1 − yi ) − i (yi − yi+1 ) + ri .

ri

as
(4.13)

i of the rear spacing error the constant of
bidirectionality (in our papers it was also called the constant of asymmetry ). If
We call the non-negative weight

i = 1 for all i ≥ 1, the control law becomes symmetric bidirectional control. If
i = 0, we have predecessor following. The control law is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
The general external input ri can represent, for instance, a disturbance acting at
the input of the controller or a reference such as the reference distance ∆ref , in
which case ri = −∆ref + i ∆ref and the distances yi−1 − yi are regulated to ∆ref .
The leader's control input is just r0 and the controller of the trailing vehicle has
the input eN = (yN −1 − yN ) + rN .

Remark 4.4.

Note that although the regulation error (4.13) is a combination of

just the spacing errors, the control law can also use the relative velocity or other
derivatives of the spacing errors. The reason is that any dynamic controller is

R(s) = kv s + kp , it
kp (yi−1 − yi ) − kp i (yi − yi+1 ) + kv (vi−1 − vi ) − i (vi −

allowed. For instance, when the controller is of a PD type
produces as its output

vi+1 ) + ri + ṙi both

relative positions and velocities are used. This control law

is similar to (4.8).

Denition 4.5

(Proportional asymmetry)

.

The control law with the dynamic

controller (4.11), the vehicle (4.10) and the input (4.13) is called bidirectional
control with proportional asymmetry.

Proportional asymmetry means that the asymmetry between front and rear errors is identical for all derivatives of the spacing error and the rear spacing error
is weighted just proportionally (with constant

i )

to the front error. There are

also other and more general types of asymmetry. For instance, the rear spacing
error can have a completely dierent controller. We do not discuss these cases
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in this chapter.

4.3.1 Laplacian properties
The inputs to the open loops in (4.13) are given in a vector form as

e = −Ly + r

(4.14)

e = [e0 , e1 , . . . , eN ]T , y = [y0 , y1 , . . . , yN ]T and r = [r0 , r1 , . . . , rN ]T . The
L = [lij ] ∈ RN +1×N +1 is the Laplacian of a path graph, which describes
communication structure of the platoon. L has the following structure


0
0
0
0
.
.
.
0




−1 1 + 1
−1
0
...
0 




−1
1 + 2
−2
...
0 
0

 .
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
(4.15)
L=
.
.
.
.
.

 ..


0
...
−1
1 + N −2
−N −2
0 




0
...
0
−1
1 + N −1 −N −1 


0
0
...
0
−1
1

with

matrix
the

It is a non-symmetric tridiagonal matrix. Next we state some useful properties
of

L.

Lemma 4.6.

Laplacian

L

in (4.15) and its eigenvalues

λi , i = 0, 1, . . . , N

have

the following properties:
a) The eigenvalues

λi

λ0 = 0

λi ≥ 0.
λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN ,

are all real and

b) With the eigenvalues ordered as

the smallest eigenvalue

and this eigenvalue is simple.

λmax , that is, λi ≤ λmax = 2 max(lii ).
be the matrix obtained from L by deleting the rst row and

c) The eigenvalues are upper-bounded by
d) Let

Lp ∈ RN ×N

λi (L) = λi (Lp ) for all
λi 6= 0. Thus, the matrix Lp is non-singular.
N −1×N −1
Let Lk ∈ R
be a matrix obtained from Lp by deleting the k th row
and column. Let the eigenvalues of Lk , 1 ≤ k ≤ N , be µ1 < µ2 < . . . < µN −1 .
the rst column (both correspond to the leader). Then

e)

Then

λj+2 ≥ µj ≥ λj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.

(4.16)

Proof. a) The fact that the eigenvalues are real follows from the fact that the
Laplacian is similar to a symmetric matrix [Fallat and Johnson, 2011, Lem.
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0.1.1]. If

i > 0 for i = 1, . . . , N ,

then the eigenvalues are also simple [Fallat and

Johnson, 2011, Lem. 0.1.1]. The fact

λi ≥ 0

follows from Lemma 2.1.

b) Since the eigenvalues are real, we can order them.

The graph contains a

directed spanning tree (rooted at the leader), so the zero eigenvalue is simple.
c) This follows from Gershgorin's theorem. All Gershgorin's circles are centered
at

lii

lii ,

and have a radius

the largest diagonal element

so to get the upper bound on eigenvalues, we take

max (lii )

as the center.

d) Combining the property that the rst row of

L

is zero and one of the eigen-

values is zero, similarity transformation reveals the eigenstructure described in
the lemma. It is also a consequence of the pinning control.
f ) This follows from [Fallat and Johnson, 2011, Thm. 5.5.6], which gives conditions of interlacing for totally nonnegative matrices.

Lp

is similar to a totally

nonnegative matrix [Fallat and Johnson, 2011, pages 6,7]. Both

Lp

and

Lk

can

be transformed to totally nonnegative matrices using similarity transform with
signature matrices

S = diag[1, −1, . . . , 1, −1].

|Lp | and |Lk | with
|Lk | is a principal submatrix of
Since Lp is similar to |Lp | and Lk to |Lk |, the eigenvalues
The results are

the absolute values taken element-wise. Since

|Lp |, interlacing occurs.
Lk and Lp interlace as

of

well.

Applying e) successively, the same result is obtained for arbitrary principal submatrix.
In the literature the authors often work with non-sigular Laplacian as in d).
This scheme, where the leader is not part of the formation, is called a pinning

control. In our case the leader pins only to the vehicle with index
weight is

ρ1 = 1.

1

and the

We will use this convention often. For convenience, the pinned

Laplacian has a form


1 + 1


 −1
 .
Lp = 
 ..

 0

0

−1

0

...

1 + 2

−2

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

...

−1

1 + N −1

...

0

−1

.

0







.
.
.
.


−N −1 

0

(4.17)
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Leader

0

...

c

R(s)

G(s)

1
...

ỹc

+

...

o

...

R(s)

G(s)

...

...

ỹo

+

N

yo

rc
Tco (s)
Figure 4.4: Block diagram showing the transfer function

Tco (s).

4.3.2 Transfer functions
In this chapter we will consider transfer functions in the pinned platoon, i.e.,
in which the leader is excluded from the formation and the pinned Laplacian is

Lp

in (4.17).

The reason is that whenever there is the zero eigenvalue of the

Laplacian, the

H∞

norm of any transfer function is innity [Li et al., 2011],

due to the rigid drift of the formation. The pinning from the leader keeps" the
formation in place and does not allow the vehicles to get arbitrarily far away
from the leader, provided that the pinned system is stable.
We are interested in how the vector of external inputs
of the controller) aects the vector of positions

y

r

(acting at the inputs

of vehicles. This is in general

described by a transfer function matrix

y(s) = T(s)r(s).

(4.18)

(s)
,
(o, c)th element of matrix T(s) ∈ RN ×N is denoted by Tco (s) = yrco(s)
c = 1, . . . , N, o = 1, . . . , N . The transfer function Tco (s) therefore describes the
eect of the external input rc acting at a vehicle indexed c (called a control
vehicle ) on the position yo of the vehicle with an index o (called an output
vehicle )see Fig. 4.4. We will be interested in how the properties of Tco (s)
scale with a growing number N of vehicles and the distance δco in a graph. We
use the statement from c to o with the meaning of from the input rc of the
vehicle c to the output yo of the vehicle o. The indices c and o can be chosen
arbitrarily. Note that due to bidirectional architecture, for any selection of c, o
the transfer function Tco (s) depends on the whole formation.
The

Since the graph of a platoon is a path graph, there is only one directed path
from the node

ϑi,j .
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c to the node o.

This path is a sequence of edges with the weights

The weight of the path is

ϑco =

Qo

j=c

ϑj,j+1 .

Since in our case

ϑi,i+1 = 1
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and

ϑi+1,i = i , we have


1
for c ≤ o,
ϑco =

Qc−1 
for c > o.
i=o i

(4.19)

The number of edges on the directed path from a node
graph distance between
form of

Tco (s)

c

o

and

and we denote it

Tco (s) = ϑco

λj

c to a node o is called the
We will use the product

that we derived in Theorem 3.3.

δco +1

where

δco .

is the

[b(s)q(s)]

j th

QN −δco −1
i=1

QN

i=1 [a(s)p(s)

[a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)]

+ λj b(s)q(s)]

,

(4.20)

Lp . The coecients γi ∈ R, γi ≤ γi+1 , are the
L̄co ∈ RN −δco −1×N −δco −1 that is obtained from Lp by

eigenvalue of

eigenvalues of the matrix

deleting all the rows and columns corresponding to the nodes on the path from

c

to

o,

see Theorem 3.10. Note that

L̄co

is a principal submatrix of

interlacing in the sense of Lemma 4.6 e) holds.
with

c = 2, o = 3

and

N = 4,

Lp ,

hence

For instance, for a formation

we delete the third and the fourth rows and

columns of


1 + 1


 −1
Lp = 
 0

0

−1

0

1 + 2

−2

−1

1 + 3

0

−1

0





0 
,
−3 

1

(4.21)

from which we get the reduced Laplacian

L̄co = L̄2,3 =


1 + 1
0

with the eigenvalues


0

(4.22)

1

γi = [1, 1 + 1 ].

Since we work with the pinned Laplacian

Lp ,

the leader is not considered to be

part of the platoon. To obtain the transfer function from the leader's input, we
can multiply the transfer function

M (s)

Tco (s)

with the open loop transfer function

(the eigenvalue corresponding to the leader is

Assumption 4.7.

λ0 = 0).

The system (4.20) is asymptotically stable for all

N.
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a(s)p(s)+λj b(s)q(s) must be stable for
λmin
is the lower bound on eigenvalues of Lp . Note that a(s)p(s)+λj b(s)q(s) is a standard form for the denominator in the root-locus theory for the system λj M (s)
with the gain λj see the discussion after Theorem 3.3 and Denition 3.4. Thus,
we just need to stabilize the single-agent system λj M (s) for a bounded interval
of the real gain λj ∈ [λmin , λmax ]. If λmin ≥ ε > 0, we can stabilize even a formation of unstable agents. From (4.16) it follows that also γi ∈ [λmin , λmax ], ∀i,

It follows from (4.20) that the polynomial
any

λj ∈ [λmin , λmax ], λj ∈ R

(similarly to [Fax and Murray, 2004]), where

so if the system is asymptotically stable, all its zeros are in the left half-plane
too.
We can rewrite the transfer function (4.20) into a more convenient form. Similarly to (3.22), we dene two types of transfer functions

Tj (s) =

a(s)p(s) + γi b(s)q(s)
λj b(s)q(s)
, Zij (s) =
.
a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s)

From the product in (4.20), we can form
and

N − δco − 1

of type

Tco (s) = Tco (0)

Zij (s).

N −δ
co −1
Y
i=1,j∈J

J

δco + 1

(4.23)

Tj (s)

transfer functions of type

So the transfer function can be written as

λj
Zij (s)
γi

N
Y

Tj (s),

(4.24)

j=1,j ∈J
/

j used for eigenvalues λj which are in Zij (s).
QN −δco −1
γi
i=1
QN
The term Tco (0) = ϑco
is the steady-state gain. Recall also that in the
j=1 λj
b(s)q(s)
1
previous chapter we used transfer functions Fj (s) =
λj Tj (s) = a(s)p(s)+λj b(s)q(s) .
where the set

is the set of indices

The next technical Lemma is proved in Section 4.11.1.

Lemma
4.8.
√
=

−1.

Let

λj M (ω0 ) = αj + βj for some
λi > 0, λj > 0, γi > 0 it holds

frequency

ω0 > 0, αj , βj ∈ R,

Then for

|Ti (ω0 )| > 1 and λj ≥ λi , then |Tj (ω0 )| > 1 and αj < −1/2.
|Ti (ω0 )| ≤ 1 and λj ≤ λi , then |Tj (ω0 )| ≤ 1 and αj ≥ −1/2.
|Zij (ω0 )| ≥ |Zij (0)| for {αj ≤ −1 and γi ≥ λj }.
|Zij (ω0 )| ≥ |Zij (0)| for {−1 < αj ≤ − 12 and γi ≤ λj }.
|Zij (ω0 )| ≤ |Zij (0)| for {αj > − 12 and γi ≥ λj }.

a) If
b) If
c)
d)
e)

The most important result following from a) is the relation between the closed76
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loop and open-loop frequency response. Namely,

<{λj M (ω0 )} < −

1
2

λj M (ω0 )
> 1.
1 + λj M (ω0 )

⇐⇒

(4.25)

In words, in order to have the magnitude frequency response of the closed loop
greater than 1, it is necessary and sucient that the real part of the open-loop
frequency response is less than

− 21

on the same frequency. We will use this fact

many times throughout this chapter.

4.3.3 Steady-state gain of transfer functions
First we study one of the important control-related characteristic of a transfer
function in a platoonits steady-state gain

Tco (0).

We assume that there is at

least one integrator in the open-loop to enable the vehicles to track the leader's
constant velocity or position. With

η≥1

we get

a(0)p(0) = 0.

After excluding

the leader, the steady-state gain follows from (4.20) as

δco +1

Tco (0) = ϑco

[b(0)q(0)]

QN −δco −1
i=1

[γi b(0)q(0)]

QN

j=1 [λj b(0)q(0)]

QN −δco −1
= ϑco

i=1
QN
j=1

γi

λj

.(4.26)

As follows from Lemma 3.7, the steady-state gain does not depend on the dynamic model of an individual agent, it is only a function of the structure of the
network (λj and

γi

are both related to

Lp ).

We can now apply the previous

result to get the steady-state gain of the transfer function

Tco (s)

in vehicular

platoons.

Theorem 4.9.

The steady-state gain

|Tco (0)|

in platoon with the pinned Lapla-

cian (4.17) is given by




Q
P

ϑco 1 + c−1 i c−j
i=1
j=1
Tco (0) =


Po−1 Qi


ϑco 1 + i=1 j=1 o−j

The proof is in Section 4.11.2. Note that for
not depend on

o

as

ϑco = 1

for

for

c ≤ o,

for

o < c.

(4.27)

c ≤ o,

the steady-state gain does

c ≤ o.

A change in the distances may be even more relevant to platoon control.

Corollary 4.10.

Let

∆i = yi−1 − yi

be the intervehicular distance. Then the
77
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steady-state gain of the transfer function

|T∆,o (0)| =



0

Qc−1 
i=o

i

for

o ≥ c,

for

o < c.

T∆,o (s) =

∆o (s)
rc (s) equals

(4.28)

∆o (s)
Proof. The transfer function T∆,o (s) can be calculated as T∆,o (s) =
=
rc
(Tc,o−1 (s)−Tc,o (s))rc (s)
yo−1 (s)−yo (s)
=
=
T
(s)
−
T
(s).
For
o
≥
c
we
have
c,o−1
c,o
rc
rc
T∆,o (0) = Tc,o−1 (0) − Tc,o (0) = 0 since by (4.27) for o ≥ c the steady-state gain
does not depend on

o.

o < c we get
Tc,o−1 (0) − Tc,o (0).

We get

For

the result by plugging (4.19) and (4.27) into


T∆,o (0) = ϑc,o−1 1 +

o−2 Y
i
X





o−j  − ϑc,o 1 +

i=1 j=1

o−1 Y
i
X

T∆,o (0) =


o−j 

i=1 j=1



= o−1 o . . . c−1 1 + o−2 + o−2 o−3 + . . . + o−2 o−3 . . . 1


−o o+1 . . . c−1 1 + o−1 + o−1 o−2 + . . . + o−1 o−2 . . . 1
= −o o+1 . . . c−1 = −

c−1
Y

i .

(4.29)

i=o
In the result we use absolute value, so

|T∆,o (0)| =

Qc−1
i=o

i .

4.4 Symmetric bidirectional control
Having the necessary results for general proportional bidirectional control, we
can specialize them to particular systems. We start with symmetric bidirectional
control, which is in the literature analyzed more often than its asymmetric counterpart. Since the front and rear spacing error are weighted equally, the constant
of bidirectionality

i = 1

for all vehicles. The controller input (4.13) has a form

ei = (yi−1 − yi ) − (yi − yi+1 ) + ri
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(4.30)
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and the Laplacians are


0

−1


0
L=
 ..
 .


0

0

0

0

0

...

2

−1

0

...

−1

2

−1

...

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

...

0

−1

2

...

0

0

−1

Lemma 4.11.

The eigenvalues


0

0


0
,
.. 
. 


−1

1

λi

of

L


2

−1


Lp =  ...


0

0

−1

0

...

2

−1

...

..
.

..
.

..


0

0

.. 
. (4.31)
. 


−1

1

.

...

−1

2

...

0

−1

in (4.31) have the following properties.

a) The eigenvalues are given as

λ0 = 0 




(2i − 1)π
(2i − 1)π
= 4 sin2
,
λi = 2 1 − cos
2N + 1
4N + 2

i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(4.32)

b) The eigenvalues are bounded as

4(2i − 1)2
(2i − 1)2 π 2
≤ λi ≤
.
2
(2N + 1)
4N 2

(4.33)

i  N . Then λi approaches zero as N grows with a

4π 2 (2i−1)2
1
λi ≈ 16N
2 +16N +4 = Θ N 2 . Specically, the smallest nonzero
1
eigenvalue λ1 = Θ( N 2 ).
The reduced Laplacian Lp is a symmetric and positive denite matrix.
Let Lk be a matrix obtained from Lp by deleting k th row and column, 1 ≤ k ≤
N . Let the eigenvalues of Lk be γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ . . . ≤ γN −1 . Then
Further, assume that
quadratic rate,

c)
d)

λj ≤ γj ≤ λj+1 , j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.

(4.34)

Proof. a) The proof is in [Herman et al., 2013]. We just had to modify the result
to our numbering of vehicles.

b) From (4.32) using
2

sin x ≤ x

for

x ∈ (0, π/2)

we get

2

(2i−1) π
.
4N 2

The lower bound follows from (4.32) using

inequality [Özban, 2006]) as

λi ≥ 4



2 (2i−1)π
π 4N +2

2

=

λi ≤ 4



(2i−1)π
4N +2

sin x ≥ 2x/π

2

≤

(Jordan

4(2i−1)2
(2N +1)2 . The approximation
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Figure 4.5: The smallest three nonzero eigenvalues
matrix (4.31) for various

N

λ1 , λ2 , λ3

of the Laplacian

in logarithmic coordinates. The crosses indicate the

approximation by (4.35). The quadratic decay rate is apparent.

can obtained using small angle argument

λi = 4 sin2



π(2i − 1)
4N + 2




≈4

sin x ≈ x

π(2i − 1)
4N + 2

2
=

for

x

small as

4π 2 (2i − 1)2
=Θ
16N 2 + 16N + 4



1
N2


,

(4.35)

π 2 (2i−1)2
π 2 (2i−1)2
and λi >
4N 2
12N 2 . The quadratic approach was also shown
in [Barooah et al., 2009]. So the eigenvalues are bounded as λmin = 0 ≤ λi ≤

since

λi <

4 = λmax .
c) The eigenvalues of

Lp

in (4.32) are positive and the matrix is symmetric,

hence it is also positive denite.
d) Note that we work with reduced Laplacian
eigenvalue is

λ1 .

Lp ∈ RN ×N ,

whose smallest

Since this matrix is symmetric and positive denite, Cauchy

Interlacing Theorem holds (Lem. 2.2). The interlacing property (4.34) is stricter
than that of a general Laplacian of a path graph (4.16).

The approach of the three smallest eigenvalues to zero is shown in Fig 4.5.

4.4.1 Stability
As all the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are real, the poles of the overall formation
lie on the root-locus curve (Denition 3.4). The location of poles for a particular
system is shown in Fig. 4.6. The pole with the smallest real part of
approach the origin because

a(s)p + λ1 b(s)q(s) → a(s)p

as

λ1 → 0.

Tco (s)

will

Recall that

we assume at least one integrator in the open loop, hence there is at least one
pole at the origin in

Lemma 4.12.
80

a(s)p(s).

The overall formation is unstable for suciently large

N,

if

4.4. Symmetric bidirectional control

(a)

(b)

Tco (s) for R(s) = 10 s+1
s
1
and G(s) = 2
s +3s . This a PI controller applied to the double integrator with
friction. Fig. 4.6a shows all poles for N = 50. The red curve is the root-locus
s+1
curve for M (s) = 10 2
s (s+3) . Fig. 4.6b shows the location of the smallest nonzero
pole as a function of N . The triangle shows two poles at the origin, which are
Figure 4.6: The gure shows poles of a transfer function

present for each

N.

a) the open loop

M (s)

contains more than two integrators, i.e,

η > 2,

or

b) the open loop is unstable.

λi ∈ [0, 4], the roota(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s) must not enter the right-half plane for any
η ≥ 3, then in the open loop there are three poles at the origin.

Proof. It is clear that since the eigenvalues are bounded as
locus curve of

λi ∈ [0, 4].

If

Root-locus theory [Dorf and Bishop, 2008, pp. 418] tells us that the tangents
to the loci of poles at breakaway point are equally spaced over

η ≥3

the angle is at most

half-plane. Since the gain

120

◦

360◦ .

Thus, for

, hence at least one branch leaves to the right

λi can be arbitrarily close to zero (for N

large enough),

the poles of the formation will eventually be in the right-half plane. The same
argument that as
poles of

a(s)p(s)

λi

goes to zero, the poles of

a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)

go to the

shows instability when the open loop itself is unstable.

The same result about instability of more than two integrators was shown in
[Barooah and Hespanha, 2005].
The fact that the eigenvalues of the formation approach the imaginary axis
makes the overall system very slow and the transients take very long time to
settle. A response to the step in leader's position is shown in Fig. 4.7. As can
be seen, there is a standing-wave pattern. According to [Martinec et al., 2014],
the movement of the leader causes a wave, which propagates in the formation
and reects on both ends. The sum of the incident and reected wave causes the
standing-wave pattern. The propagation of the wave is seen from Fig. 4.8. The
reections are the reason for very long transients. Thus, when the wave-absorber
81
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: The gure shows response to the step in leader's position for vehicles
with

Tco (s)

all agents for
various

N.

R(s) = 10 s+1
s
N = 50, while

for

and
Fig.

1
s2 +3s . Fig. 4.7a shows transients of
4.7b shows response of the last vehicle for

G(s) =

The response with more agents is much slower.

is implemented at either of the platoon end, the transient is qualitatively shorten
[Martinec et al., 2014].

Figure 4.8: Propagation of wave in a symmetric bidirectional system with models

R(s) = 10 s+1
s

1
s2 +3s . As time grows, the wave gets closer to the
platoon end. There it reects in phase and travels back.
and

G(s) =

4.4.2 Performance measures
As symmetric control was investigated many times, much is known about its
performance. For instance, the response of such platoon to white noise grows
without bound with the platoon size [Barooah and Hespanha, 2005], which shows
some kind of string instability.

A similar claim was established for a circular

system in [Bamieh et al., 2012]. The eect of nonlinear coupling is discussed in
[Hao and Barooah, 2013].
The series of papers using port-Hamiltonian approach analyzed scaling of the
eect of disturbance on the system energy.

[Knorn et al., 2014] shows that

for a system with integral control the eect of the disturbance is bounded re82
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gardless of the number of vehicles. [Knorn et al., 2015] discusses the eect of
measurement errors on the distances between vehicles. If the vehicle open-loop is
passive from the controller input to the derivative of the output (velocity), then
the network is passive [Arcak, 2007]. For instance, the bidirectional platoon of
double-integrator vehicles is a passive system, as also follows from [Knorn et al.,
2014].
First we can derive the steady-state gain of the transfer function

Tco (s)

and

T∆,co (s).

Corollary 4.13.

The steady-state gains of symmetric control are

|Tco (0)| =

|T∆,co (0)| =



c

for

o ≥ c,


o


0

for

o < c.

for

o ≥ c,


1

for

o < c.

(4.36)

(4.37)

i = 1, ∀i.
Tco (0) grows linearly with
with N ). This means that

The proof is just by direct calculations from (4.27) using the fact that
Hence, the steady-state gain of the transfer function
the index of the control node (and, in turn, can grow
it is not bounded in

N.

The distances change by 1 for each car ahead of the

control node, while they remain unchanged for the vehicles behind. Since the
control node and

c−1

vehicles ahead of it increased their distances by 1, the

vehicle changed its position by

c.

Thus, the steady-state gains to positions and

distances are in agreement. Examples of the steady-state gain are in Fig. 4.15.

4.4.3

H∞

norm of transfer functions

All results in this section are valid for symmetric control with pinned Laplacian
dened in (4.31). As a tool for analysis of scaling we will use the

H∞

norm. It

is dened as

Denition 4.14
function matrix

([Zhou et al., 1996, p.

G(s)

which is analytic for

100])

.

H∞ norm of a transfer
is dened as

The

<{s} > 0

kG(s)k∞ := sup σmax [G(s)] = sup σmax [G(ω)],
<{s}>0

where

σmax (·)

(4.38)

ω∈R

is the largest singular value.
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When we consider a simple transfer function, the denition reduces to

kG(s)k∞ =

supω∈R |G(ω)|.
First we show a couple of auxiliary results, which will be needed later in this
chapter. First we investigate the

H∞

norm of the the system

corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue

Lemma 4.15.

Suppose that

M (s)

λ1

T1 (s) = λ1 F1 (s),

of the Laplacian.

contains neither pole nor zero in the closed

right half-plane (CRHP), except for two poles at the origin, i.e., η = 2. Let
λ1 M (s)
, where λ1 in (4.32) is the smallest eigenvalue of Lp . Then for
T1 (s) = 1+λ
1 M (s)
N large, the norm kT1 (s)k∞ grows linearly with N, i.e., kT1 (s)k∞ = Θ (N ).

The proof is in the Section 4.11.3.
order of

N,

that is,

Recall that

k1 N ≤ kT1 (s)k∞ ≤ k2 N

Θ(N )

means scaling in the

(see page xi for details).

The

result means that the peak in the magnitude frequency response of a closed loop
corresponding to the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian grows linearly
with the number of vehicles in the platoon. The result holds for any open-loop
model satisfying the conditions in the lemma.
Nevertheless, for one integrator in the open loop, we can prove that the norm is
bounded. First we need the following result, proved in Sec. 4.11.4.

Lemma 4.16.

Suppose that

M (s)

contains neither pole nor zero in CRHP,

except for one pole at the origin, i.e., η = 1. Then there exists κ0 > 0 such that
κM (s)
for a system Tκ (s) = 1+κM (s) holds kTκ (s)k∞ = 1 for any 0 < κ ≤ κ0 .

From this we can easily derive the boundedness of

H∞

norm of

Ti (s) for a vehicle

having one integrator in the open loop.

Lemma 4.17.

Suppose that

M (s)

contains neither pole nor zero in CRHP,

except for one pole at the origin. Then there exists a

kTi (s)k∞ ≤ ξ
Proof. Fix

κ0

for any

ξ, 1 ≤ ξ < ∞

such that

0 < λi ≤ 4.

as in Lemma 4.16. Consider an interval

upper bound on eigenvalues of

Lp .

λi ∈ [κ0 , 4]

4 is the
Ti (s) does

where

Since this interval is bounded and

not have any pole on the imaginary axis (follows from Assumption 4.7), then also

Ti (s) is bounded. That is, there exists λm ∈ [κ0 , 4]
kTm (s)k∞ = ξ ≥ kTi (s)k∞ for all λi ∈ [κ0 , 4]. Recall that for λi ≤ κ0
kTi (s)k∞ = 1. Hence, for all λi ∈ (0, 4] kTi (s)k ≤ ξ .

the frequency response of
such that
we have

Having the result on

H∞

norm of

T1 (s)

(Lemma 4.15), we can generalize the

results of [Hao and Barooah, 2013; Veerman et al., 2007] for transfer function

T1N (s) = yN (s)/r1 (s).
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vehicle behind the leader to the last vehicle in the platoon. As

grows, also

c=1

Theorem 4.18.

contains neither pole nor zero in the closed

Suppose that

M (s)

and

o=N

N

the graph distance between vehicles

grows.

right half-plane (CRHP), except for two poles at the origin, i.e.,
the norm of the transfer function
i.e.,

kT1N (s)k∞

for any

M (s)

η = 2.

Then

scales linearly in

N,

kT1N (s)k∞ = Θ(N ).

The proof is in Sec. 4.11.5.

N . Let
yN (s)
be the transfer function from the input of the last vehicle to its
rN (s)

However, there is a transfer function which scales quadratically with

TN N (s) =
output.

Theorem 4.19.

Suppose that

M (s)

contains neither pole nor zero in the closed

right half-plane (CRHP), except for two poles at the origin, i.e.,
the norm of the transfer function kTN N (s)k∞ for any

2
in N , i.e., kTN N (s)k∞ = Θ N .

M (s)

η = 2.

Then

scales quadratically

The proof is in Sec. 4.11.6. This is basically a consequence of the linear scaling
of the peak in

T1 (ω)

and the linear scaling of

TN N (0)

as

N

grows. Despite the

fact that the graph distance between the input and output is zero (both are at
the last agent), the scaling is quite badquadratic.
Linear and quadratic scaling is illustrated in Fig.
whenever the index the control node grows with
while it remains linear when the index is xed.
linear growth of the steady-state gain with

N,

4.9.

It is apparent that

the scaling is quadratic,

This is a consequence of the

c.

It is also interesting to compare transfer functions between agents with dierent

η = 2, kT1N k∞ ≥ kT1,o k∞ for any o. The
Zij (s) in the product form (3.22). The zeros

distances. We can show that with
reason is the presence of terms
of

Zij (s)

will interlace on the root-locus curve with the poles. The reason for

interlacing is Lemma 4.11 d). Hence, the eect of pole causing increase of the
magnitude frequency response will be mitigated by a nearby zero.
transfer function

T1N (s)

does not have any block

Zij (s),

so its

H∞

Only the
norm must

be the largest of all. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.

4.4.4

H∞

norm of the transfer function matrix

When we work with the reduced Laplacian

Lp ,

we get rid of the eigenvalue at

zero. For a system with symmetric and non-singular Laplacian
of the

H∞

Lp ,

calculation

norm of the transfer function matrix becomes an easy task.
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Figure 4.9: The norms of several transfer functions in logarithmic scale with

correspond to

N

6.9s3 +33s2 +49s+23
1
, G(s) =
s3 +4.5s2 +4.5s
s(s+3) . The crosses
2
and asterisks to 0.6N . It is clear that kTN N (s)k∞ scales

growing. The models is

0.8N

R(s) =

kT1N (s)k∞ only linearly. The norm was calculated using
norm function in Matlab.
quadratically, while

Let

T(s)

be the transfer function matrix from the input vector

y(s), i.e., y(s) = T(s)r(s).
supω∈R σmax (T(ω)) (Def. 4.14).
position vector

Lemma 4.20.

The

H∞

kT(s)k∞ = max
i

Its

H∞

norm is dened as

norm of the transfer function matrix

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)

T(s)

r(s) to the
kT(s)k∞ =
is

= max kFi (s)k∞ .
∞

i

The proof is in Sec. 4.11.7. Since for any transfer function

(4.39)

kT (s)k∞ ≥ |T (0)|,

we have a simple corollary for any model of vehicle.

Corollary 4.21.

Assume that

at least quadratically with

kT(s)k∞ ≥

N,

η≥1

in

M (s). Then
c > 0,

the norm

kT(s)k∞

scales

i.e. for some

b(0)q(0)
≥ cN 2 .
a(0)p(0) + λ1 b(0)q(0)

(4.40)

Proof. From (4.39) we have

kT(s)k∞ = max kFi (s)k∞ ≥ kF1 (s)k∞ ≥ |F1 (0)| ≥
i

and since
86

λ1 = Θ

1
N 2 , the result follows.



1
.
λ1

(4.41)
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(a)

(b)

T1,o (s)the control node
c = 1 and output node o varies. The eect of complex zeros is especially
seen in T1,1 (s), where the response goes up and down based on poles and zeros.
b) shows kT1,o (s)k∞ as a function of o. It grows with distance δ1o . In both cases
s+1
10
the model is R(s) =
s , G(s) = s2 +5s .

Figure 4.10: a) The magnitude frequency responses of
is xed

This result holds for any open-loop model with at least one integrator.
Now we can use Lemmas 4.15 and 4.17 the derive scaling of the

H∞

norms of

the transfer function matrix.

Theorem 4.22.
for

η

Suppose that

M (s) has neither poles nor zeros in CRHP, except
kT(s)k∞ scales with N as

poles at the origin. Then the norm

kT(s)k∞

and for

η≥3



Θ N 2 
=

Θ N 3 

for

η = 1,

for

η=2

the system becomes unstable for

(4.42)

N

large enough.

The proof is in Section 4.11.8. Again, this result holds for any symmetric vehicle
platoon having one or two integrators, respectively, and the result does not
depend on the open-loop model. The scaling of

H∞ norm of the transfer function

matrix is shown in Fig. 4.11. The system with one integrator in the open-loop
scales quadratically, while the system with two integrators scales even cubically.
For one integrator, the quadratic growth is a consequence of the quadratic growth
of the steady-state gain in Corollary 4.21 and boundedness of the blocks

Ti (s)

Lemma 4.17. For two integrators, the quadratic scaling of the steady-state gain
is combined with linear growth of the norm of

T1 (s).
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kT(s)k∞ as a function of N for dierent models M1 (s) =
η = 1 and M2 (s) = 10 s3s+1
+5s2 with η = 2. The solid line

Figure 4.11: The norm

s+1
10 s3 +5s
2 +6s

with

is the norm calculated in Matlab using the norm function in Control System
Toolbox.
line is

The crosses correspond to the norm obtained by (4.39) and dashed

0.1N 3

(blue) and

0.2N 2

(red). It is clear that platoon with one integrator

scales quadratically and with two integrators cubically (Theorem 4.22).

4.5 Asymmetric bidirectional control
As we discussed in the previous section, the transients in symmetric bidirectional control are very long, because the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian
approaches zero quadratically fact (Lemma 4.11). To improve the convergence
time, proportional asymmetry was rst proposed in [Barooah et al., 2009]. It
was shown in the paper that the least-stable eigenvalue of the platoon converges
to zero slower than it does in symmetric control. Later this was generalized to
multidimensional systems in [Hao et al., 2011]. For double integrator system the
same authors show in [Hao and Barooah, 2012] that asymmetry even achieves
a uniform bound on eigenvalues.

We will generalize it in this section to any

open-loop model and varying asymmetry along the platoon.
A uniform bound on eigenvalues might seem as a very good solution for platoons,
since the convergence time is improved. However, [Tangerman et al., 2012] shows
that for the double-integrator model the

H∞

norm of the transfer function from

the leader's position to the last vehicle grows exponentially with

N.

So the

uniform bound on eigenvalues must be paid for by very bad scaling in frequency
domain.

This result will be extended to any model of the vehicle having at

least two integrators in the open loop and also to any transfer function in the
formation. Moreover, we discuss the behavior of systems with only one integrator
in the open loop and show, how to design a string-stable controller.
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Figure 4.12: The eigenvalues

λi

of the Laplacian matrix

Lp . i = 0.2, N = 50.

The green square shows the bound (4.44).

4.5.1 Laplacian properties
Let us rst show the asymmetric pinned Laplacian again for convenience.


1 + 1


 −1
 .
Lp = 
 ..

 ...

0

−1

0

...

1 + 2

−2

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

0

−1

1 + N −1

...

0

−1

.

0







.
.
.
.


−N −1 

0

(4.43)

1

We can add to the properties in Lemma 4.6 a very important one. We prove
that Laplacian of asymmetric control with forward asymmetry (i

i ≥ 1)

< 1

for all

achieves a uniform bound on eigenvalues.

Denition 4.23 (Uniform boundedness). The eigenvalues λi of a matrix Lp ∈
RN ×N are uniformly bounded from zero if there exists a constant λmin > 0 such
that λi ≥ λmin for i = 1, . . . , N and λmin does not depend on N .
We now state uniform boundedness of asymmetric bidirectional control.

Theorem 4.24.

If there is max < 1 such that i ≤ max ∀i and ∀N , then the
eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian Lp in (4.43) are uniformly bounded from
zero with a bound

λmin ≥

(1 − max )2
.
2 + 2max

(4.44)

The proof is in Sec. 4.11.9. This theorem states that if all cars have larger weight
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to the front spacing error, then uniform bound on eigenvalues is achieved. The

Lp

eigenvalues of

are illustrated in Fig. 4.12. When all the cars use the same

constant of bidirectionality

i = , ∀i,

we can nd even a closed-form expression

for the eigenvalues [Herman et al., 2013].

√
λi = 1 +  − 2  cos θi ,
where

θi

is the

ith

solution of

(4.45)

sin(N θi ) −

q

1


sin((N + 1)θi ) = 0.

λi ≥ (1 − )2 .

bound of course holds also for this case as

The uniform

A similar claim was

done in [da Fonseca and Veerman, 2009; Tangerman et al., 2012]. In this case
we can also calculate the eigenvectors as

wi,k =

r !k
1
sin(θi k).


(4.46)

This exponential scaling of eigenvectors is the rst sign that certain properties
of asymmetric distributed control need not scale well.
The opposite case where the constants of bidirectionality are greater than one
was for a special case of identical values analyzed in [Tangerman et al., 2012].
It was shown there that apart from one eigenvalue very close to zero, the others
are uniformly bounded as well.

4.5.2 Stability and steady-state gains
In the introduction we stated that asymptotic stability is a necessary condition
for string stability. Let us now investigate stability with asymmetric control.

Lemma 4.25.

λi of the pinned Laplacian are uniof the platoon are uniformly bounded

Suppose that the eigenvalues

formly bounded. Then the eigenvalues
from the origin, that is, for any

νi

N,

|νi | ≥ ξ > 0, ∀ i
for some constant

ξ

(4.47)

depending on the open-loop model

M (s)

and

λmin .

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the product form in (3.21), or in
general, of the block diagonalization from the paper [Fax and Murray, 2004]. The
eigenvalues

ν

are given as roots of

a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s).

Since the eigenvalues

of the Laplacian are real and non-negative, we can use root-locus theory.

In

root locus, the poles of the closed-loop polynomial start at the poles of the
open loop (for gain equal to zero) and they go to zeros of the open loop as
the gain increases.
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In our case the gain

λi ≥ λmin > 0,

so the poles of the
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(a)

(b)

N = 50,
s2 +1.4s+0.45
100s+100
R(s) =
and G(s) =
s2
s3 +5s2 . This system has 4 integrators in the
open loop. Fig. 4.13a shows all eigenvalues. The dashed curve is the root-locus
Figure 4.13: The gure shows the eigenvalues of the formation with

curve for

M (s)

and it is apparent that it enters the right half-plane. Fig. 4.13b

shows location of the smallest nonzero pole as a function of
show the bound on eigenvalues

N.

The black squares

νi .

formation cannot get arbitrarily close to the poles of the open loop. The most
important open-loop poles are the

η

poles at the origin. It follows that

ν

cannot

get arbitrarily close to the origin, the distance is lower bounded by the smallest
root of

a(s)p(s) + λmin b(s)q(s).

This result generalizes the result of [Hao and Barooah, 2012; Tangerman et al.,
2012] from the double-integrator system.
Unlike in symmetric bidirectional control, vehicles in asymmetric platoon can
have more than two integrators in the open loop. Although the root-locus plot
of the roots at the origin will enter the right half-plane, thanks to the bound
on eigenvalues

λmin ,

the eigenvalues of the formation still can remain in the left

half-plane. To achieve that, we have to guarantee that the root-locus curve lies
in the left half-plane for

λmin

λi ∈ [λmin , λmax ].

Therefore, for the gain lower than

the root locus can be in right half-plane, for larger gain it cannot.

An

example of a four-integrator system is shown in Fig. 4.13.
When the pinning control scheme is assumed (the leader is excluded from the
formation), we can stabilize even a formation of unstable systems. Again, this
is achieved thanks to the bound. An example is shown in Fig. 4.14.

Steady-state gain
As in the section on symmetric control, we start with analysis of the steady-state
gain.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: The gure shows the eigenvalues of the formation with

s+1
R(s) = 200 s+15
at 0.5).

Fig.

curve for

and

G(s) =

1

s2 −0.5s .

4.14a shows all eigenvalues.

M (s)

N = 80,

This system has unstable open loop (pole
The dotted curve is the root-locus

and it is apparent that it starts in the right half-plane.

Fig.

4.14b shows a detail of the poles the near imaginary axis. The black ellipse is
the unit circle

eφ .

Corollary 4.26.

1 ∀i,

The absolute value of the eigenvalues is bounded as

If there is a maximal asymmetry

then the steady-state gain is upper bounded as

for all

N

and for all

c, o.

Proof. We can bound the product in (4.27) as



|ν| ≥ 1.

max such that i ≤ max <
Tco (0) ≤ 1−1max . This holds

Qi

i
j=1 c−j ≤ max . Then the
P∞
ϑco 1−1max , since i=0 imax =



Pc−1
Tco (0) is Tco (0) ≤ ϑco 1 + i=1 imax ≤


Po−1 Qi
1
. The same holds for ϑco 1 +

≤ ϑco 1−1max . If c ≤ o,
i=1
j=1 o−j
1−max
Qo
δco
then all the weights are 1 and ϑco = 1. If c > o, then ϑco =
i=c−1 i ≤ max < 1.
1
1
Therefore, Tco (0) ≤ ϑco
1−max ≤ 1−max .
bound on

The bound on

max = 0),

Tco (0)

for the predecessor-following control strategy is one (note

which is the minimum amidst all control strategies. The steady-state

gains for a xed control node and a varying output node for several strategies
are in Fig. 4.15a, while the gain from
grows with

c,

for a xed

c,

c

to

c

is in Fig. 4.15b. Although the gain

N of agents.
i ≤ max < 1 ∀i

it does not grow with the number

follows from Corollary 4.10, in asymmetric control with
change in distance will be less than one since

Qc−1
i=o

As
the

i < 1 .

4.5.3 Inverse optimality
We have seen that asymmetric platoons have uniform bound on eigenvalues
and that they have bounded steady-state gain.
additional useful property.
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In this section we prove an

We prove that a local static state feedback with
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(a) Fixed c = 15, varying o.

(b) Varying c and o, o = c.

Figure 4.15: Steady-state gains for dierent choices of

c and o and for asymmetry

 = 0.9.
a xed coupling gain of the controller is an optimal controller for asymmetric
platoons for any platoon size. In other words, one xed controller is an optimal
distributed controller for the platoon. We will rely on the results presented in
section 2.4.1.
Similarly to Lemma 2.9 we need to dene a couple of matrices. In this section
the open loop (the vehicle model with the dynamic controller) of the vehicle is

A, B, C .

given in a state-space form with matrices
Laplacian

Lp

We work here with pinned

in order to get rid of the eigenvalue at zero. The platoon has a

model

ẋ = (I ⊗ A − Lp ⊗ BK)x + (I ⊗ B)r

(4.48)

y = (I ⊗ C)x.
Let

V

be the matrix of eigenvectors of

Lp

such that

V −1 Lp V = Λ

with

Λ

being

a diagonal matrix.

Corollary 4.27.

Consider Lp in (4.43) with  ≤ max < 1 for all N . Further
Q2 , R2 , K2 be given as in Theorem 2.10. Then the local state2+2
feedback control law u = cLp ⊗ K2 with c ≥ (1− max)2 is the optimal control law
max
with respect to (2.39) for all N .
let the matrices

Proof. Recall the properties of the pinned Laplacian: the eigenvalues are real,
(1−max )2
positive and bounded from below as λi ≥ λmin ≥
2+2max for all i ≥ 1. These
properties satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.10 and the result follows.

The theorem can be explained as follows. When a static state-feedback matrix

K2

is calculated, it suces to take a xed gain for any platoon size to achieve

optimality. Hence, it is not necessary to increase the gain with the platoon size.
Inverse optimality might seem as a very good result, but there is at least one important caveat. The eigenvectors of the Laplacian

Lp

are exponentially weighted
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with growing index, similarly to (4.46). Then the matrix

R1 = (V −1 )T V −1

has

very large entries in the top-left corner and very low entries in the bottom-right
corner. It follows from (2.40) that the resulting criterion (2.39) almost ignores
the contribution of the agents at the end of the platoon. The reason will become
apparent in the next subsection.
The result on inverse optimality is for the state-space description. To obtain a
transfer function

Tco (s)

for this system, one can use Corollary 3.9.

4.5.4 Exponential growth
So far all the properties of asymmetric control seemed to be benecial.

It is

inversely optimal for any number of vehicles, its steady-state gain is bounded
regardless of the number of vehicles and the eigenvalues do not approach zero for
any

N.

Let

Tmin (s)

However, there is a price to payexponential scaling of the
be the transfer function of the closed-loop system with

as a proportional gain (λmin

Tmin (s) =

is the lower bound on

λmin b(s)q(s)
.
a(s)p(s) + λmin b(s)q(s)

|Tj (0)| = 1
kTj (s)k∞ ≥ 1.

Note that
hence

>0

for any

j

H∞

norm.

λmin

acting

λi , i ≥ 1)
(4.49)

due to at least one integrator in the open loop,

It was proven in [Tangerman et al., 2012] that the magnitude of the response
of the last vehicle grows exponentially in

N

when asymmetric control is used.

However, the analysis was done only for one transfer function in the platoon and
one inputthe movement of the leader. Moreover, only the double-integrator
model of the vehicle was considered.

The next theorem, proven in Appendix

4.11.10, extends the exponential scaling to an arbitrary transfer function in a
nite platoon and arbitrary dynamics of the vehicle. The test involves only the
closed-loop

Tmin (s)

of an individual agent.

Theorem 4.28.

If kTmin (s)k∞ > 1 and the eigenvalues of Lp are uniformly
bounded from zero, then there are two real constants ξ > 0 and ζ > 1 depending
δ +1
only on λmin , λmax and M (s), such that it holds kTco (s)k∞ > ζ co
Tco (0) ξ 2 .
That is, the norm kTco (s)k∞ grows exponentially with the graph distance δco .

Note that the theorem does not assume that the control is asymmetric and
neither it assumes any type of the open-loop dynamics. The sucient conditions
are only the uniform boundedness and the norm of individual agent's closed loop
greater than one.
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(a) c = 3, o ≥ c, i ∈ [0.4, 0.6]

(b) kTco (s)k∞ for a), c = 3

(c) c = 105, o ≤ c, i ∈

(d) c = 105, c ≥ o, i ∈

[0.4, 0.6]

[1.4, 1.6]

|Tco (ω)| as a function of c kept xed and o varying with
N = 110. The model is a PI controller R(s) = s+1
s designed for a vehicle model
1
G(s) = s2 +5s
, hence η = 2 and the vehicle can track the leader moving with
constant velocity. i were randomly generated in the given range. Fig. 4.16b
shows kTco (s)k∞ for the pairs c, o used in a) in semilogarithmic coordinates. It
Figure 4.16: Scaling of

is clear that the norm scales exponentially.

rc applied at the control node gets exponentially amplied
c and o. In other words, if the control node is
on position yo of the o node is the larger the larger is the

The eect of the input

with the graph distance between
kept xed, its eect

distance between the two nodes.

Hence, we have string instability even for a

nite platoon.
Figure 4.16 shows scaling for a third-order model with varying asymmetry in a

c ≤ o, then kTco (s)k∞  1 for large δco (Fig. 4.16a). In Fig.
kTco (s)k∞ changes with a graph distancec = 3 is kept xed
and o is varied, so that δco grows with growing o. If o < c, then Tco (0) given in
δ
(4.27) might decrease faster than ζ co grows and the norm might be less than
given range. If

4.16b we show how

one (Fig. 4.16c). A step response of the platoon is shown in Fig. 4.17. Front
asymmetry (i

< 1)

has very large oscillations and rear asymmetry (i

> 1)

has

very long transients.
Note that even when static state feedback is used, the proof for Theorem 4.28
holds. Dene the transfer function

K
Tmin
(s) = λmin K2 (sI − (A − λmin BK2 ))−1 B.

(4.50)
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(a) N = 50, i = 0.5 ∀i, c = 1, o varying

(b) N = 20, i = 1.5 ∀i, c = 20, o varying.

Figure 4.17:

a) A response of the platoon to step in the leader's position.
s+1
1
s , G(s) = s2 +5s . The system has two integrators in the open loop, so
exponential scaling with distance occurs. Large oscillations are a consequence of

R(s) =

exponential scaling with distance. b) response to step in input of the last agent
for

N = 20 and rear coupling stronger than front.

The response is very slow due

to presence of an eigenvalue very close to zero [Tangerman et al., 2012].

.

Corollary 4.29.
If

Consider transfer functions

Tco (s) =

yo (s)
rc (s) in system (4.48).

K
kTmin
(s)k∞ > 1 and the eigenvalues of Lp are uniformly bounded from zero,
kTco (s)k∞ ≥ ζ δco Tco (0)ξ 2 , where ζ > 1, ξ > 0 depend on the open-loop

then

model.

Proof. Corollary 3.9 gave us the transfer function

λ1 = 0 .

Tco (s)

for a system where

Since in the proof of Theorem 4.28 we excluded the leader from the

formation, we have to use the formula (3.36) to obtain the transfer function. It
reads

Tco (s) = Ms (s)a(s)p(s)Sco (s) =
with

Ms (s) =

c(s)
a(s)

= C(sI − A)−1 B

c(s)
a(s)Sco (s) = c(s)Sco (s)
a(s)

(4.51)

and


QN −δ −1 
[b(s)]δco i=1 co
a(s) + γi b(s)

Sco (s) =
.
QN 
j=1 a(s) + λj b(s)

(4.52)

The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.28. We can form

λj b(s)
a(s)+γi b(s)
a(s)+λj b(s) and Zij (s) = a(s)+λj b(s) from (4.51) the same way as in the
proof of Thm. 4.28. By this we form N −δco −1 terms Zij (s) and δco terms Tj (s).
c(s)
The only remaining term is
a(s)+λ c(s) , where λr is an eigenvalue which was used

Tj (s) =

r
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in neither in

Zij (s) nor Tj (s).

The magnitude frequency response of this transfer

function is bounded, hence it does not change the exponential scaling.

The interpretation of this corollary is the following: no matter if the control uses
a static state or dynamic feedback, if the single-agent transfer function has the

H∞

norm greater than 1, exponential scaling occurs for a system with uniformly

bounded eigenvalues.

Particular systems
Two integrators in the open loop are necessary for tracking of the leader moving
with a constant velocity (Lemma 4.2). However, for at least two integrators in
the open-loop we have

kTmin (s)k∞ > 1

(Lemma 4.3).

Now we state several special cases of the previous theorem. We are aware that
some of the them are immediate corollaries of the others, but we want all the
cases to be clearly stated.

Corollary 4.30.

The exponential scaling in sense of Theorem 4.28 occurs if

either of the following holds.

a)

η = 1, kTmin (s)k∞ > 1

and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are uniformly

bounded.
b)

K
η = 1, kTmin
(s)k∞ > 1

and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are uniformly

bounded.
c)

η≥2

and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are uniformly bounded.

d)

η≥2

and the control is asymmetric with

e)

η≥2

and the control is predecessor following with

f ) the open-loop model

M (s)

i ≤ max < 1, ∀i.
i = 0, ∀i.

is unstable.

Proof. Parts a)-e) are immediate consequences of Theorem 4.28, 4.24 and Lemma
4.3.

Statement a) is almost a restatement of Theorem 4.28.

b) follows from

Corollary 4.29. Statement c) follows due to norm of system with two integrators
Lemma 4.3. d) follows from c) because asymmetric control achieves a uniform
bound on eigenvalues, see Theorem 4.24. In e) predecessor following has uniform
bound as well, so exponential scaling occurs.
Note that in f ) although not explicitly stated, uniform boundedness is necessary
for asymptotic stability of the platoon (see discussion in Sec.

4.5.2).

We will
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use Nyquist criterion of stability. In order to stabilize an unstable system, the
frequency response of open loop
counter-clockwise direction.
which
loops

M (s)

must encircle the point

−1 p

times in

That means that there exists a frequency

<{λi M (ω0 )} < − 12 for each λi . Hence, by Lemma 4.8 a) for all
holds |Ti (ω)| > 1. This satises the condition in Theorem 4.28.

ω0

for

closed

For instance, if the vehicle model contains two integrators in the open loop,
there is no controller which would prevent exponential scaling. Thus, we cannot
have a good behavior with a uniform bound and two integrators.

The same

holds for a platoon of unstable agents. The price for stability is the exponential
scaling on the

H∞

norm. The main results of [Seiler et al., 2004; Tangerman

et al., 2012] are special cases of Theorem 4.28, since asymmetric Laplacian with

i ≤ max < 1

has uniformly bounded eigenvalues.

Moreover, even though the controller in asymmetric platoon is a static state
feedback and it is inversely optimal, if the vehicle model contains two or more
integrators, exponential scaling is unavoidable.

This means that one of the

best possible controllers (optimal) still cannot circumvent bad properties of the
communication topology. Nevertheless, even a platoon with only one integrator
in the open loop can exhibit exponential scaling.
We have not yet discussed the eect of unstable zeros of the open loop. When

η = 1 the closed
kTmin (s)k∞ = 1. However, the

the open loop is stable but has zeros in the right half-plane, for
loop

Tmin (s)

can usually be tuned such that

standard limitations hold, i.e., the system response will be very slow and the
vehicles might exhibit undershootsee Fig. 4.18.
Also note that for

η ≥ 2,

the norm

kT(s)k∞

of the transfer function matrix

also scales at least exponentially (all the transfer functions in the platoon do
so).

Note that the proof of Lemma 4.20 should not be used for asymmet-

ric bidirectional control, since the asymmetric Laplacian does not have a uniIn this case kT(s)k∞ can be upper bounded by
(V )
kT(s)k∞ ≤ σσmax
max
kF
(s)k
i
i
∞ with V being the matrix of eigenvectors of
min (V )
Lp , which might be a very conservative bound. In the next section we will see
tary matrix of eigenvectors.

that the norm can grow much better than indicated by this upper bound.

4.6 Design of a string stable controller
We have extensively discussed scaling in platoons which are comprised of vehicles
having two integrators in the open loop.

In symmetric control the scaling of

individual transfer functions is linear or quadratic, while scaling of the transfer
function matrix is cubic. When asymmetry is introduced, everything gets even
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(a) R(s) = −1.4 s+1
, G(s) =
s+2

(b) R(s) = 10 s+1
, G(s) =
s+2

s−1
s(s+3)

s+1
s(s+3)

.

Figure 4.18: a) Response of the platoon with open loop containing CRHP zero.
It is clear that the response is slow and the system even exhibits undershoot.
The gain of the controller is the maximum for which stability is achieved. b) If,
on the other hand, there is no CRHP zero, the gain can be much higher and the
response is faster. In both cases,

N = 80.

worse and the scaling becomes exponential. Hence, having two integrators in the
open loop means very bad transients when the platoon gets large. Nevertheless,
two integrators are necessary to enable vehicles track the leader's movement
(Lemma 4.2).
Thus, so far we have discussed situations in which the system scales badly. In
this section we provide a test for string stability.

One of the most common

yi (s)
yi−1 (s)

≤ 1 ∀ i, used
∞
e.g., in [Milanés et al., 2014] (see [Ploeg et al., 2014] for other denitions). In

string stability conditions in vehicular platoons is

other words, the eect of disturbance at one vehicle must be attenuated when
propagated along the platoon.

However, in a bidirectional platoon the signal

can propagate in both directions.

Denition 4.31

(Bidirectional string stability)

string-stable if for an input

o

rc

.

The bidirectional platoon is

acting at any vehicle

c

the output

yo

at a vehicle

satises

yo (s)
yo−1 (s)

≤1

∀ o ≥ c;

∞

yo−1 (s)
yo (s)

≤1

∀ o < c.

Similarly to (4.49), for the upper bound on eigenvalues

Tmax (s) =

λmax b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s) + λmax b(s)q(s)

be the corresponding closed loop.

(4.53)

∞

λmax

let

(4.54)

We can now state a very simple sucient

condition for the bidirectional string stability, again involving only a norm of
the closed loop of an individual agent.
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Theorem 4.32.

If kTmax (s)k∞
is bidirectionally string stable.

The rst part states that the

= 1,

H∞

then

norm of

kTco (s)k∞ = |Tco (0)|

Tco (s)

and the platoon

equals the steady-state gain of

the transfer function (which is only a function of the interconnection structure).
If

λmax does not depend on N , the bidirectional
i and for an arbitrary transfer function.

string stability holds for all

N,

all

η = 1 there almost always exists a controller
kTmax (s)k∞ = 1. It is just necessary to scale the

Note that due to Lemma 4.16, for
which satises the condition of

gain of the controller such that the real part of the open-loop frequency response

λmax M (ω)

is greater than

The condition

− 12 .

kTmax (s)k∞ = 1 provides a simple
G(s) in a platoon of

controller for a vehicle model

way how to tune a SISO
arbitrary size.

As follows

from the previous discussion, both for symmetric and asymmetric control, there
must be at most one integrator in the open loop to achieve

kTmax (s)k∞ = 1.

Systems with one integrator are appeared in the literature on distributed platoon
control [Barooah et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2012b], despite the fact that they cannot
track the leader's position. This is usually overcome using leader's velocity as the
reference velocity.

However, this is a centralized information and the leader's

velocity needs to be broadcast perpetually, which requires a communications
infrastructure. The control law is shown in (4.9).
It remains to show how the norm of the transfer function matrix

Theorem 4.33.
norm

kT(s)k∞

Suppose that kTmax (s)k∞ = 1 and i ≤ max
scales linearly with N , i.e. kT(s)k∞ = Θ(N ).

T(s)

< 1.

scales.

Then the

The proof is in Sec. 4.11.12. Linear scaling is the best among the cases discussed
in this thesis. It is achieved only when there is one integrator in the open loop
and with asymmetric control. Linear sclaling is conrmed in Fig. 4.19. Thus,
asymmetry for one integrator in the open loop is a very good solution, while for
two integrators it is the worst solutionthe scaling is exponential.

4.6.1 Design of a predecessor following controller
For a platoon with uniformly bounded eigenvalues it follows from Theorem 4.28

kTmin k∞ = 1 is necessary for string stability.
T (s) = M (s)/(1 + M (s)).
that

Lemma 4.34.

If the model of the vehicle

G(s)

Denote a standard closed loop

has neither poles nor zeros in

CRHP, except for at most one pole at the origin, then there always exists a
predecessor following controller (
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= 0)

achieving

kT (s)k∞ = 1.

4.6. Design of a string stable controller

10(s+1)
s3 +5s2 +8s . This system has
and the scaling is linear. Calculated using the norm function in Matlab.

Figure 4.19: Scaling of

kT(s)k∞

for

M (s) =

η=1

G(s) satises the conditions
kT (s)k∞ = 1 just by decreasing

This can proved as follows. Since the vehicle model
in Lemma 4.16, it is always possible to achieve

the gain. The controller can then be designed just to improve the transient.
In addition to that, the controller should be designed to make the closed loop
achieve a positive impulse response. Together with

H∞

guarantees string stability for predecessor following in

norm equal to one, this

L1

norm [Eyre et al.,

1998]. The necessary conditions for positive impulse response are dominant real
pole and no real zero right from this pole [Darbha, 2003]. Besides of string stability, positive impulse response guarantees monotone step response, so the car
will not be required to go backwards when there is a larger gap than required.
In general, vehicles in platoons should never be required to go backwards. However, it is still not known if we can always guarantee an existence of a controller
which has both

kT (s)k∞ = 1

and positive impulse response for any

G(s)

having

neither poles nor zeros in CRHP.
Although in general we cannot guarantee better transients of predecessor following (PF) compared to asymmetric bidirectional control, we believe that PF
oers many advantages:

1) simple architectureno need for a backward sensor,
2) developed theory for a closed-loop controller design (e. g.,

H∞

approach),

3) handling of heterogeneitycontroller for each car can be easily designed separately,
4) faster convergence time for the same maximal control eortwith the same
controller the PF has a larger spectral gap (larger

λmin )

The performance could then be compared by simulations. Note that bidirectional
architecture might still be needed in some applications, e.g., for safety reasons
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(a) Settling time

(b) Total error

(c) Max. overshoot

Figure 4.20: Characteristics of response to leader's step in position for dierent

N.

constants of bidirectionality as a function of
nates. In Fig. 4.20a the crosses are

0.37N 2

Notice semilogarithmic coordi-

(blue) and

0.81N

(red). Then it is

apparent that symmetric control scales quadratically and asymmetric linearly.
In Fig. 4.20b asymmetric control laws scale exponentially, while symmetric only
quadratically. In Fig. 4.20c asymmetric control has exponential scaling, while
symmetric remains bounded at 1.

(if the vehicle from behind approaches too quickly, the car should accelerate in
order to prevent crash).

4.7 Architecture comparison
Here we compare the control architectures discussed so far.
compare several characteristics of the control law scaling.

In Fig.

4.20 we

Namely, transient

time, l2 norm of the error (total error) and overshoot. We assumed for simplicity

∆ref = 0. The transient time t0 is dened as the smallest time for which for all
i holds |y0 (t) − yi (t)| < 0.03, ∀t > t0 . The total error is calculated as E =
PN R ∞
2
i=1 0 (y0 − yi ) dt.
Transient of asymmetric platoon with two integrators in the open loop have
already been shown in Fig. 4.17a. For only one integrator in the open loop we
show it in Fig.

4.21.

The vehicle model is

G(s) =

we show the response of the systems with controller

1
s(s+0.5) .

In the top row

R1 (s) = 1.

Exactly the

same open-loop system was used in [Barooah et al., 2009]. It is clear that if the
controller is not designed properly, for larger asymmetries exponential scaling
occurs. Indeed, the case with

i = 0.1

satises the conditions for Theorem 4.28.

In the bottom row we show the response of the system in which the controller

2.4s+1
0.05s+1 is designed such that is satises the conditions in Theorem
4.32. It is apparent that the transient for i = 0.9 takes the same time as it did

R2 (s) =

with

R1 (s).

When the constant of bidirectionality is decreased, it does not start

oscillating as the previous controller did. Moreover, the transient is much better.
Note that a platoon with such open-loop could not be analyzed by any of the
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(a) R1 (s),  = 0.9

(b) R1 (s),  = 0.5

(c) R1 (s),  = 0.1

(d) R2 (s),  = 0.9

(e) R2 (s),  = 0.5

(f) R2 (s),  = 0.1

Figure 4.21: Comparison of dierent levels of asymmetry for a static controller
(top row) and dynamic controller (bottom row),

(a) Pred.fol., R2 (s)

(b) R2 (s),  = 0.9

N = 30.

(c) R3 (s),  = 0.9

(d) Control eort

Figure 4.22: Responses to leader's step in position for dierent architectures for

N = 150.

Notice oscillations in the position of the second vehicle in Fig. 4.22c.

R2 (s), red - asymmetric control
R3 (s) for the rst three vehicles.

In 4.22d: blue - predecessor following for

R2 (s),

green - asymmetric control with

with

approaches in literature so far. This illustrates that the conditions of Theorem
4.32 should be taken into account when designing the controller.
It is clear that one should not expect for a certain asymmetry that the transient
will be good for another one, unless the conditions in Theorem 4.32 are satised.
For constant of bidirectionality close to one we can achieve similar responses,
while for small

i

the responses are much better for the controller taking into

account Theorem 4.32.
The comparison of predecessor following and asymmetric architectures is in Fig.
4.22. We use

R2 (s) and R3 (s) = 1.5 = 1.5·R1 (s) dened above.

We increased the

gain of the static controller in order to have the same control eort for all control
architectures. Note that

R2 (s)

achieves

kT (s)k∞ = 1

for predecessor following

(PF). In addition to that, it also has a positive impulse response. It is apparent
from Fig.

4.22 that for the same maximal control eort, the PF achieves the
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Symmetric

Property

Asymmetric,

i ≤ max < 1

η=1

η=2

η=1

η≥2

|Tco (0)|

N

[4.13]

N

bounded[4.26]

bounded[4.26]

kTco (s)k∞

N

[4.32, 4.13]

N 2 [4.19]

bounded[4.26, 4.32]

ζN

[4.28]

N

[4.28]

kT(s)k∞

N

2

N

[4.22]

[4.13]

3

[4.22]

N

[4.33]

ζ

Table 4.2: Scaling properties of various control laws with proportional asymmetry. In brackets we show the corresponding Lemma, Theorem or Corollary. We
consider the best case possible, that is, the controller is properly tuned. Mainly,
for systems with one integrator, we assume that conditions in Theorem 4.32
are satised.

The constant

ζ > 1.

For

η > 2

the symmetric control becomes

asymptotically unstableLemma 4.12.

best transient response among the cases shown.
the response of

R1 (s)

in Fig. 4.21a and

R1 (s)

Moreover, examining closely

in Fig. 4.22c one sees that the

positions oscillate when converging to the desired state while the response with

R2 (s)

is monotone.

4.7.1 Complete list of properties
A comprehensive overview of the properties of individual control scenarios discussed so far is shown in Table 4.2. The scaling shown there is the best possible,
hence, for control with one integrator, we assume that the conditions in Theorem
4.32 are satised. In Table 4.3 we discuss general properties of symmetric and
asymmetric distributed control.
Once again we remark that the results are very general and they do not depend
on particular model of the vehicle. Only the number of integrators matter, not
the particular open-loop model. We therefore show the inherent limitations of
the communication topology and of the requirements on the vehicles.

For in-

stance, when no communication is allowed and when the topology is asymmetric,
exponential scaling must occur and there is no linear controller to prevent it.
On the other hand, when the leader's velocity is communicated, performance
can be very good.
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Control law

Symmetric

Advantages

Easy analysis

Asymmetric,

i ≤ max < 1

Bounded steady-state gain

Worst scaling of

N

3

Can stabilize unstable

M (s)

Bounded transient time
Inversely optimal for a xed gain
Good scaling for
Disadvantages

Very slow transients

Large peaks and control eort
for unstable

η≥3
M (s)

Unstable for
unstable

η=1

and

M (s)

and

Exponential scaling of
for

η≥2

η≥2
H∞

and for unstable

norm

M (s).

Table 4.3: General properties of symmetric and asymmetric control

4.8 Time-headway spacing policy
Having the xed-distance approaches completely analyzed, we can investigate
the eect of the time headway. This section should give some reasons why time
headway can behave well. The discussion here is not intended to be complete,
it should just illustrate the key facts.
Time-headway spacing policy increases the desired distance with velocity of the
vehicle, that is

∆ref = ∆min + vi Th ,
where

Th

(4.55)

is the headway constant and

∆min

is the minimal distance which the

vi Th states that the vehicle,
vi , passes the current location of the vehicle ahead in Th seconds.

vehicle should keep from its predecessor. The term
travelling with

This is similar to the recommendation to human drivers: they should keep the
gap equivalent to

2

seconds.

Assume that the controller input (4.13) is changed to

ēi = (yi−1 − yi − ∆min − vi Th ) − (yi − yi+1 − ∆min − vi Th ) + r̄i .
We set in this section that all cars have the same asymmetry
the vehicle transfer function as

G(s) = G0 (s) 1s . G0 (s)

i =  ∀i.

(4.56)
Factor

is the transfer function
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∆min

Ms (s)
1−

yi−1

−

yi+1

r̄i
ei
+
−

ēi
+
−

G0 (s)

R(s)

vi

1
s

yi


Th − Th
1−

Figure 4.23: Schematic of bidirectional control with time-headway policy.

from controller output to velocity

vi .

Dene another control

ei = (yi−1 − yi ) − (yi − yi+1 ) + ri .
where

ri = −∆min + ∆min + r̄i .

Then

(4.57)

ēi = ei − (Th − Th )vi .

This control law

can be schematically depicted as in Fig. 4.23. We can view the velocity feedback
loop as a transfer function

Ms (s) =

R(s)G0 (s)
.
1 + Th (1 − )R(s)G0 (s)

(4.58)

yi (s)
1
εi (s) = s Ms (s). If neither R(s) nor G(s) have
poles on the positive real axis, then Ms (s) does not have a pole at origin. Thus,

The open loop then is

Mh (s) =

it contains no integrator.

It follows that the open loop

integrator (from velocity to position), hence
the open loop

Mh (s)

η = 1.

Mh (s)

has only one

Note that the input

ei

to

is identical to the original control signal in bidirectional

control with xed distance (4.13).

Remark 4.35.

Note that neither of the theorems in this chapter can be directly

applied to analysis of time headway, except for when predecessor following is

Ms (s)
Since the last vehicle has no

used. The reason is that the velocity feedback from the time headway in
corresponds to the constant of bidirectionality

i .

N = 1, while for the others it is 1 − . Hence, in
order to have homogeneous platoon, we set the control law of the last agent to

follower, the feedback gain is

eN = (1 − )(yN −1 − yN ) + rN ,

(4.59)

By this we changed the last row of the Laplacian, but we achieved homogeneous
platoon. Then only the steady-state gain of transfer function (Theorem 4.9) is
dierent, but the results on string stability remain valid (Theorem 4.32). For
predecessor following all the results in this chapter hold without change, because
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(a) Th = 2s,  = 0

(b) Th = 0.7s,  = 0

(c) Th = 2s,  = 0.8

(d) Th = 2s,  = 0.8

N = 10 using dierent time headways
M (s) = s2s+2
3 +2s . The leader's acceleration was a(t) = 1, t ∈ [1, 5], a(t) =
−1, t ∈ [41, 45] and a(t) = 0 otherwise. The crosses are for system with Mh (s) =
2s+2
s(s2 +2s+(1−)Th (2s+2)) with η = 1. a), b): response of predecessor following, c)
response of asymmetric bidirectional control with  = 0.8. Fig. d) shows relative

Figure 4.24: Responses of platoon with
for model

error to original system when the last vehicle has modied control law (4.59).

the gain for all vehicles is one.

The simulations are in Fig.
following.

4.24.

The top row shows results for predecessor

It follows from the gure that the single-integrator approximation

with xed distance (using

Mh (s) =

original system with time headway.

2s+2
s(s2 +2s+(1−)T (2s+2)) ) is identical to the
When the time headway was suciently

large, the response was string stable, while it was string unstable for lower value

Th . String stability can be decided from the norm of closed loop T (s) =
Mh (s)
1+Mh (s) : for Th = 2s we get kTmin (s)k∞ = 1, while string instability for the
second case (Th = 0.7s) follows from kTmin (s)k∞ = 1.18. When asymmetric
of

control is used, as expected, the response is a bit slower. Fig. 4.24d shows how
dierent the response of the platoon is when we change the control law of the
last agent to (4.59). The error is about

10%,

which is tolerable. Moreover, it

will get lower when the number of agents increases. For predecessor following
the error will be zero.
We have shown that using time-headway spacing policy, we get rid of one inte107
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grator in the open loop, so only one integrator remains. Then, as follows from
Theorem 4.32 and Lemma 4.16, bidirectional string stability is achievable. This
is in agreement with [Middleton and Braslavsky, 2010], where string stability
with suciently large time headway is also proved.

4.8.1 Model for a real trac
It is well known that when human drivers are driving a car on the road, no string
instability is seen if the conditions are good. We will analyze a reason why it is
so. As a model, we will use so called Intelligent Driver Model (IDM), presented
in [Treiber and Kesting, 2013, pp. 188]. The model used for individual vehicle
is

ẏi = vi
"
v̇i = a 1 −
where

vfree



v

δ

vfree


−

∆∗ (v, vi − vi−1 )
yi−1 − yxi

2 #

(4.60)

,

is the velocity which the driver would use when travelling on an

a > 0 is a acceleration constant and δ > 0. The
∆∗ (v, vi − vi−1 ) is dened as


vi (vi − vi−1 )
∗
√
,
(4.61)
∆ (v, vi − vi−1 ) = ∆min + max 0, vi Th +
2 ab

empty road (freeway velocity),
desired distance

where

∆min

Th is a desired time headway
b is a comfortable deceleration which the driver wants

is a minimal distance to the car ahead,

from the vehicle ahead and
to take.

Since we are interested in autonomous platooning, the freeway velocity



v

δ

vfree

→ 0. Further, assume
steady-state conditions, in which yi−1 − yi = ∆min + vi Th and vi = vi−1 , so
−vi−1 )
∆∗ (v, vi − vi−1 ) = ∆min + vi Th + vi (v2i√
= ∆min + vi Th . In order to inab
makes no sense or can be set suciently high, so

vfree

vestigate string stability, we will linearize the system (4.60) at this steady-state
equilibrium. Denote

−vi−1 )
∆min + vi Th + vi (v2i√
∆∗ (v, vi − vi−1 )
ab
f (·) =
=
yi−1 − yi
yi−1 − yi
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such that

v̇i = g(·) = a − af 2 (·).

The linearized model is

∆ẏi = ∆vi
∂g(·)
∂g(·)
∂g(·)
∂g(·)
∆v̇i =
∆yi−1 +
∆yi +
∆vi−1 +
∆vi
∂yi−1
∂yi
∂vi−1
∂vi
with

∆yi−1 , ∆yi , ∆vi−1 , ∆vi

(4.63)

are the deviations in positions and velocity from

the steady-state. The partial derivatives are

vi (vi −vi−1 )

√
∆min + vi Th +
∂g(·)
2 ab
= 2af (·)
∂yi−1
(yi−1 − yi )2

,

(4.64)

−vi−1 )
∆min + vi Th + vi (v2i√
∂g(·)
ab
,
= −2af (·)
∂yi
(yi−1 − yi )2

(4.65)

vi

√
∂g(·)
= −2af (·) 2 ab ,
∂vi−1
yi−1 − yi
2vi −vi−1
√
T
h+
∂g(·)
2 ab
= 2af (·)
.
∂vi
yi−1 − yi
We evaluate the partial derivatives at equilibrium

∆min + v̄Th .

Note that

f (·) = 1

(4.66)

(4.67)

vi = vi−1 = v̄, yi−1 − yi =
ψ = ∆min2a+v̄Th . Then

in equilibrium and denote

the linearized model (4.63) is

∆ẏi = ∆vi




v̄

∆v̇i = ψ (∆yi−1 − ∆yi ) + √ (∆vi−1 − ∆vi ) −
{z
} 2 ab |
{z
}
|
distance err.

velocity err.

Th ∆vi
| {z }


.

(4.68)

absolute vel. feedback

The linearized model consists of two parts: a standard predecessor following part
(distance and velocity errors) and a negative absolute velocity feedback. Due to
the latter term the model has only one integrator in the open loop. To see this,
consider the standard regulation error

∆ỹi = (∆yi−1 − ∆yi ). Then,
∆ỹi to ∆yi as

the model

(4.68) can be written as a transfer function from

√v̄ s + 1
∆yi (s)
2 ab
Mh (s) =
=ψ
.
∆ỹi (s)
s(s + ψTh )
This is a PD controller applied to second order model with damping

(4.69)

ψTh .

That

means, similarly to (4.58), that the time headway acts as a damping in the
system. As follows from Table 4.2, this system can be tuned such it is string
stable. To conclude, the tools used in this chapter can also be used to describe
models of the real trac.

Consequently, the case with xed distance is the

hardest to achieve, as it requires two integrators in the open loop.
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(a) N = 10

(b) N = 180

Figure 4.25: Response of the IDM model with parameters from [Treiber and
Kesting, 2013, pp.
hence

∆i = 6

1m/s2

190].

The platoon initially travelled with velocity

and at time

t = 10

the leader decelerated for

(speed dropped from 4 to 3).

linearized system (4.68).
apparent. For

N = 180

1s

vi = 4 ,

with deceleration

In a) the crosses show response of the

The match is satisfactory and string instability is

(b) the cars did not undershoot the minimal distance

due to nonlinear terms.

Note that for typical parameters given in [Treiber and Kesting, 2013, pp. 190]
(a

= 1, b = 1.5, vfree = 120km/h, ∆min = 2, δ = 4, Th = 1),

model has its norm
unstable.

Mh (s)
1+Mh (s)

∞

= 1.02,

the linearized

which means that the system is string

Indeed, this is conrmed in Fig.

4.25a.

Looking at the simulation

results, it is apparent the response of the vehicles is growing with the distance
from the leader. But when the distance gets too small, the nonlinear eects take
place and the response of the platoon will be better. The main fact is that the
cars do not crash, as follows from Fig. 4.25b. The reason is that the cars are
not allowed to go backwards. Anyway, the response is still very oscillatory. For

Th = 2

the

H∞

norm is equal to one.

4.9 Open problems
The most important limitations of the results in this chapter is that they are
derived for homogeneous platoons. In practice, every platoon is heterogeneous.
Hence, it could be interesting to see how the results here change when the vehicles
are not identical. There are some works on robust control of networked systems,
such as [Trentelman et al., 2013; Li et al., 2012], which might allow to analyze
properties of heterogeneous platoons.
The results in this chapter might also be generalized to other graphs. Quite logically, when the communication topology is a strongly connected tree, asymmetric
towards the leader, then exponential scaling is expected. It is also interesting to
investigate the properties of platoons where the vehicle uses data not only from
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the nearest neighbors, but also from other vehicles nearby. As stated in [Middleton and Braslavsky, 2010], this should change the behavior only quantitatively,
not qualitatively. But there is no proof yet.
Everything derived in this section was done using linear control law and linear
models of the vehicles. At least the maximal braking and acceleration force is
limited for every real vehicle, so a static nonlinearity is always present. Moreover,
a nonlinear control law which might improve transients and scalability can be
used instead of (4.13).

However, analysis would be very complicated and the

results would hold probably only for particular models, such as in [Hao and
Barooah, 2013].

4.10 Conclusion
We investigated asymmetric control of vehicle platoons where only one Laplacian
is used. We say that this control strategy uses proportional asymmetry. First we
analyzed scaling of steady-state gain of the platoon. It was proved that it grows
without bound with

N

for a symmetric bidirectional control scheme, while it

stays bounded in a presence of asymmetry. We proved that for more than one
integrator in the open loop, the asymmetric bidirectional control is not scalable,
because

H∞

distance.

norm of any transfer function grows exponentially with the graph

This happens despite that fact that the controller was designed to

be LQR optimal.

The norm of the transfer function matrix with asymmetric

control and one integrator in the open loop scales linearly, which is the best
among the cases discussed in this thesis. For symmetric architecture, the norm
of the transfer function matrix scales quadratically with

N

for one integrator in

the open loop, while for two integrators in the open loop it scales even cubically.
If we allow the vehicles to know the leader's velocity (which requires communications), only one integrator in the open loop can be present. Then we provide
a simple design method for tuning the controller to achieve bidirectional string
stability. In this case a string-stable predecessor following controller can always
be designed. Such controller has much simpler implementation and can achieve
faster transients than asymmetric bidirectional control with the same maximal
control eort.
The properties of individual control strategies are summarized in Tables 4.2 and
4.3. We conclude that for symmetric interaction everything scales polynomially,
while for asymmetric control boundedness is achievable, but also exponential
scaling can occur.

Time headway acts as a damping, so it can have a good

scaling, because it has only one integrator in the open loop.
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4.11 Appendix
In this section we provide the proofs which were too long to be shown in the
main body of the text. Majority of the proofs here are an exercise in frequency
responses combined with the product form of a transfer function.

4.11.1 Proof of Lemma 4.8
Proof. Proof of a): Recall that

λi M (ω0 ) = α + β

(with

√

−1 = )

is the value

of the frequency response of the scaled open loop. Then the squared modulus of
the frequency response of the closed loop

|Ti (ω0 )|2 =

λi M (ω0 )
1 + λi M (ω0 )

2

=

|Ti (ω0 )|

is

α2 + β 2
.
(α + 1)2 + β 2

Note that by assumption the magnitude

|Ti (ω0 )| > 1.

(4.70)

From (4.70) we have

α2 + β 2
1
>1⇒α<− .
2
2
(α + 1) + β
2

(4.71)

λj = κj λi with gain κj ∈ h1, λmax
i i. The corresponding closed loop
κj λi M (s)
λj
transfer function is Tj (s) =
with κj =
1+κj λi M (s)
λi . The value of λi M (ω0 )
is still written as α + β . The squared modulus of the closed-loop frequency
response at ω0 is
We write

|Tj (ω0 )|2 =
Since

α < − 21 , κj

2

κj λi M (ω0 )
1 + κj λi M (ω0 )

=1−

is real and greater than

2κj α + 1
.
(κj α + 1)2 + κ2j β 2

(4.72)

1 and the denominator is positive,

the

sign of the fraction must be negative and (4.72) is greater than 1. This proves
the statement.
Proof of b) follows from a). Suppose that

|Ti (ω0 )| > 1,
|Tj (ω0 )| ≤ 1.
a) also

|Tj (ω0 )| > 1

λj < λi . Then by
|Ti (ω)| ≤ 1. Hence,

for

which contradicts the assumption

Zij (s) can be written as Zij (s) =
κij = λγji given as

Proof of statements c)-e): The transfer function

1+γi M (s)
1+λj M (s) . Its squared modulus at

1 + κij (αj + βj )
|Zij (ω0 )|2 =
1 + (αj + βj )
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ω0
2

is using


= κ2ij 1+



1
κij

−1



2αj + 1 +

(αj + 1)2 + βj2

1
κij


 .(4.73)

4.11. Appendix



mij =

Denote the numerator

2

|Zij (0)| =
2
since (αj + 1) + βj > 0. If mij
the statements in the Lemma.
steady-state gain is

αj ≤ −1
hence mij ≥ 0

and

γi ≥ λ j ,


− 1 2αj + 1 +

1
κij



.

The square of the

κ2ij . If

mij > 0, then |Zij (ω0 )|2 > |Zij (0)|2 = κ2ij
≤ 0, then |Zij (ω0 )|2 ≤ |Zij (0)|2 . Let us analyze

2

c) If

1
κij

then




−1 ≤ 0

1
κij

and also



1
κij

2αj + 1 +



≤ 0,

which proves the statement c).

−1 < αj ≤ − 12 and γi ≤ λj , so κij ≤ 1,


2αj + 1 + κ1ij ≥ 0, mij > 0 and d) is proved.

d) If

αj > − 12 and γi ≥ λj ,
mij ≤ 0 and e) is proved.

e) If

then




−1 ≤ 0

1
κij

then

and





1
κij


−1 ≥ 0

2αj + 1 +

1
κij



and also

≥ 0,

hence

4.11.2 Proof of Theorem 4.9
Proof. As stated before, we will work with

Lp = [lij ].

We begin by calculating

the product in the denominator of (4.26). The product of all

λi 's

equals

det Lp .

Note that the pinned Laplacian is nonsingluar. The recursive rule to calculate
the determinant of a tridiagonal matrix is

Dn = ln,n Dn−1 − ln,n+1 ln+1,n Dn−2 , [Horn and Johnson, 1990, Lem. 0.9.10]
where Dn is the determinant of the submatrix of size n. We begin from bottom
right corner of Lp . Then D1 = 1 (the bottom right element) and D2 = 1. Then
D3 can be calculated as D3 = (1 + N −2 )D2 − N −2 D1 = 1. By induction, the
QN
determinant of Lp is det Lp =
j=1 λj = 1 for any size of Lp .
Now we calculate the product in the numerator of (4.26). It equals the determinant of

L̄co .

Suppose that

c ≤ o.

If

o < c,

L̄co = diag(L1 , L2 )

1 + 1

 −1

L1 =  .
 .
 .
0

c

and

o

The matrix

L̄co

reads

then the indices

swapped and only the weight of the path is dierent.

are

with

−1

0

..

0



1 + 2

−2

...

0

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

.
.
.




.



...

0

−1

.

(4.74)

1 + c−1
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L2 has the same structure as Lp , hence det L2 = 1.
L1 ∈ R(c−1)×(c−1) and L2 ∈ R(N −o)×(N −o) .

The matrix
are

The dimensions

L1 of size n × n can be recursively calculated as det L1,n =
(1 + n ) det L1,n−1 − n det L1,n−2 . Let us start from the bottom right corner
again. Then det L1,1 = 1 + c−1 and det L1,2 = 1 + c−1 + c−1 c−2 . The
The determinant of

determinant

det L1,3 = (1 + c−3 ) det L1,2 − c−3 det L1,1
= 1 + c−1 + c−1 c−2 + c−1 c−2 c−3 .
The pattern is now apparent and the determinant of

det L1 = 1 +

c−1 Y
i
X

L1

(4.75)

is

c−j .

(4.76)

i=1 j=1
The sum goes from 1 to

o,

so

c−1

is then

c−1

c is part of the path from c to
detLp = det L1 det L2 , the
 steady state gain
Pc−1 Qi
= ϑco 1 + i=1 j=1 c−j .

because the vehicle

vehicles remain. Since

L1 det L2
Tco (0) = ϑco det det
Lp

4.11.3 Proof of Lemma 4.15
Proof. We will show the proof in two steps. First, we show that we are interested
in low frequencies and then we introduce an approximate system and prove its

b(s)q(s)
T1 (s) = λ1 a(s)p(s)+λ
,
1 b(s)q(s)
T1 (0) = 1.

linear scaling. Note that we use the system
a multiple of the diagonal block and

First we show that we are interested in low frequencies. Fix

ξ

be

ξ = maxλi ∈[κ,4]

b(s)q(s)
λi a(s)p(s)+λ
i b(s)q(s)

∞

of

T1 (s)

λ1

Then let

. Since the poles do not lie on the

imaginary axis and the interval of gains is bounded,
If we can show that with

κ > 0.

so it is

ξ

is bounded from above.

decaying to zero (and with

λ1 < κ) the H∞ norm
ξ . Let us do that.

grows without bound, it will sooner or later exceed

λ1 → 0 quadratically fast in N . Hence, the gain in the
T1 (s) very small and decaying
are interested in low-frequency behavior, so ω is small.

We know from (4.35) that

closed loop gets to zero, making the bandwidth of
to zero. Therefore, we

Let the open loop be written as

M (s) =
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dm sm + dm−1 sm−1 + . . . + d1 s + d0
.
2
s (cn−2 sn−2 cn−3 sn−3 + . . . + c1 s + c0 )

(4.77)

4.11. Appendix
Calculating its frequency response, separating to real and imaginary part, we
get

M (ω) = −

d0 co + O(ω 2 )
d0 c1 − d1 c0 + O(ω)
−
.
ω 2 (c20 + O(ω 2 ))
ω (c20 + O(ω 2 ))

(4.78)

We can neglect the higher order terms in the numerator and denominator, since

ω

<{M (ω)} ≈ − ωd02cco2 = −gc ω12

is small. Hence the real part

part

={M (ω)} ≈

d0 c1 −d1 c0
ωc20

and the imaginary

0

=

−gi ω1 , so the approximated open loop frequency

1
1
− gi .
ω2
ω

(4.79)

response reads

M (ω) = −gr
We dened

gr =

d0
co and

gi =

d0 c1 −d1 c0
.
c20

The approximated frequency response of the closed loop is then

T 1 (ω) =

λ1 M (ω)
. Its squared modulus is
1+λ1 M (ω)

T 1 (ω)

2

=

λ1 gi2 ω 2 + gr2



2

(gr λ1 − ω 2 ) + λ21 gi2 ω 2

ωm
vs
u
2
gr u
t 2gi
λ1 + 1 − 1.
ωm =
gi
gr

We can calculate the frequency

Plugging this frequency for

ω

.

for which (4.80) attains its maximum. It is

(4.81)

to (4.80), we get the maximal modulus as

(4.82)

max |T 1 (ω)|2
ω

=

gi4

gi4

(4.80)

p

2gi2 λ1 λ21

gr +
p
p .
p
p
p
2
2
2
gr + 2gi λ1 λ1 + (−2gr gi gr + 2gi2 λ1 + 4gi2 gr3 )λ1 − 2gr2 gr + 2gi2 λ1 + 2 gr5
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Dene

τ=

p
2gi2 λ1 + gr

and

τ 2 = 2gi2 λ1 + gr .

Then we simplify (4.83) to

gi4 λ21 τ
√
2
4
2
ω
gi λ1 τ + 2gr gr (2gi λ1 + gr ) − gr τ (2gi2 λ1 + gr ) − gr2 τ
g 4 λ2 τ
gi4 λ21
= 4 2
=
√ i 12
√
gi λ1 τ + 2gr gr τ − gr τ 3 − gr2 τ
gi4 λ21 + 2gr gr τ − gr τ 2 − gr2
4 2
gi λ1
gi4 λ21


=
=
√
√

√
2
gi2 λ1 + gr τ − gr gi2 λ1 − gr τ + gr
gi4 λ21 −
gr τ − gr
max |T 1 (ω)|2 =

gi4 λ21


=
p
√
√ p
gi2 λ1 + gr 2gi2 λ1 + gr − gr gi2 λ1 − gr 2gi2 λ1 + gr + gr
=
q
gi2 λ1 + gr 1 +
We can use

gi4 2
2gr2 λ1

√

gi4 λ21

q
2gi2
2λ − g
λ
−
g
g
1+
r
r
i 1
gr 1

1 + x = 1 + 12 x − 18 x2 + . . .

+ ... ≈ 1 +

gi2
gr λ1

max |T 1 (ω)|2 =
ω

−

to expand

q

2gr
−

gi4 2
2gr λ1

ω

2gi2
gr λ1

= 1+

,

(4.83)

gi2
gr λ1

−

(4.84)

from which we can get after neglecting the term with

max |T 1 (ω)| ≈

1+

.
+ gr

gi4
2gr2 . Plugging this to (4.83) we get

2gi2 λ1

r

2gi2
gr λ 1

λ21

the nal result

gr
= Θ(N ),
gi2 λ1

because the eigenvalue is in order of

(4.85)

1/N 2 .

T1 (s) with open loop
M (s) and its approximation by T 1 (s) using the open loop (4.79) is shown in Fig.

Simulation of frequency responses of the original system
4.26.

4.11.4 Proof of Lemma 4.16
1
s Ms (s) with
Since by assumption the open loop has no pole in CRHP ex-

Proof. First factor the open-loop transfer function as

Ms (0) < ∞.

|Ms (ω)|
κ 1s Ms (s)
1+κ 1s Ms (s) ∞

cept for one at the origin, we get
there exists
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κ>0

such that

≤ξ <∞
= 1.

M (s) =

for all

ω.

We prove that

4.11. Appendix

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.26: The magnitude frequency responses of

|T1 (ω)|

(black) as a function of N for dierent models is in Fig.

(red) and
4.26a.

|T 1 (ω)|

The peaks

N = 50, 150, . . . , 1050 (right to left). The original model was
s2 +5s+2
M (s) = s4 +8s3 +15s2 and the approximation M (s) = 0.304s+0.133
. It is apparent
s2
that responses are almost identical. Fig. 4.26b shows the true and approximated
correspond to

norm of

T1 (s).

The blue points are the values obtained by (4.85). Fig. 4.26c

shows the relative error
of

N.

kT1 (s)k∞ −kT 1 (s)k∞
kT1 (s)k∞

of the approximation as a function

It decays to zero.

It was shown in Lemma 4.8 b) that in order to achieve

ω ≥ 0,

we require that the real part of

1
κ ω
Ms (ω)

1
κ ω
Ms (ω)
1
1+κ ω
Ms (ω)

is greater than

≤ 1 for all

− 21

for all

ω.

We will show that it is always possible to scale the open-loop transfer function

M (s)

to achieve that.

ω to capture the frequency response of the open
γ(ω)+δ(ω)
, where α(ω), γ(ω) are real parts of the frequency
α(ω)+β(ω)
response of the denominator (resp. numerator) and β(ω), δ(ω) are imaginary

We dene several functions of
loop. Let

Ms (ω) =

parts. The frequency response of the open loop then is

κ

1
− γ(ω) + δ(ω)
Ms (ω) = κ
ω
ω α(ω) + β(ω)
− α(ω)γ(ω) + β(ω)δ(ω) + (α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω))
=κ
ω
α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω)
(α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)) + (α(ω)γ(ω) + β(ω)δ(ω))
= −κ
.(4.86)
ω(α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω))

Ms (s) has neither poles nor zeros
β(0) = δ(0) = 0. The real part of (4.86) is


1
α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)
< κ Ms (ω) = −κ
.
ω
ω(α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω))

Since we expect that

Note that since

ω 6= 0.

ω ∈ R,

on the imaginary axis,

(4.87)

α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω) 6= 0 for any
|Ms (ω)| ≤ ξ < ∞ for all ω and note that (4.87)

in the denominator the term

Recall that we expect
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can be written as

−κ

1 α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)
1
= −κ ={Ms (ω)}.
2
2
ω
α (ω) + β (ω)
ω

|={Ms (ω)}| ≤ ξ because |Ms (ω)| ≤ ξ .
ω → 0. The limit is


0
α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)
= .
lim −κ
ω→0
ω(α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω))
0

The term

(4.88)

It follows that (4.87) can be

unbounded only as

(4.89)

By using the L'Hospital rule we obtain


lim

ω→0

−κ

α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)
ω(α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω))


=

φ1 ψ0 − φ0 ψ1
,
ψ02

(4.90)

ψ0 , ψ1 are coecients of s0 , s1 , respectively, in the denominator of the open
0 1
loop Ms (s) and φ0 , φ1 are coecients of s , s , respectively, in the numerator of
the open loop Ms (s). It follows that (4.90) is bounded. Then
where

κ

1 α(ω)δ(ω) − β(ω)γ(ω)
≤ ζ < ∞.
ω
α2 (ω) + β 2 (ω)

(4.91)

So the absolute value of the real part of the frequency response of

1
bounded. We require that <{κ
ω Ms (ω)}

κ≤

≥

1
κ ω
Ms (ω)
κ as

1
.
2ζ

(4.92)

We have shown that there always exists

κ 1s Ms (s)
1+κ 1s Ms (s) ∞

is

− 12 . We can calculate

κ

for which for the closed loop holds

= 1.

4.11.5 Proof of Theorem 4.18
kT1 (s)k∞
kTi (s)k∞ ≤ kT1 (s)k∞

Proof. Lemma 4.15 shows that

grows linearly in

from the proof that

for

i>1

and

N

N.

It also follows

suciently large. To

see this, consider (4.85). By Theorem 3.3 the transfer function

T1N (s)

can be

written as

T1N (s) =

N
Y
i=1

Ti (s) =

N
Y

N
Y
λi b(s)q(s)
= T1 (s)
Ti (s).
a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)
i=1
i=2

This follows from the fact that
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ϑ1N = 1

and

QN

i=1

λi = det Lp = 1.

(4.93)

4.11. Appendix
Let

ωm

be the frequency at which

T1 (ω)

attains its maximum. It follows from

Ti (s), i > 1

Lemma 4.8 a) that at this frequency for all transfer functions

|Ti (ωm )| ≥ 1

since

kT1N (s)k∞ ≥

λi ≥ λ1 .
N
Y

holds

Hence, from (4.93) we have

|Ti (ωm )| ≥ |T1 (ωm )| ≥ c1 N.

(4.94)

i=1

c2 N .

In the second part we show that the norm is upper bounded by

QN

To do

i=2 |Ti (ωm )| is bounded for frequency ωm . We use the
same approximation of the open-loop frequency response as we did in the proof
this, we show that

of Lemma 4.15, that is

M (ω) = −

gi
gr
−
ω2
ω

and the frequency

ωm

(4.95)

is dened in (4.81).

squared frequency response of

T i (ωm )
with

τ=

√

gr

q

2

=

(τ −

g2

2 gir λ1 + 1.

T i (ωm )
√

Since

Dene

T i (ω) =

λi M (ω)
.
1+λi M (ω)

The

is using this approximation

gr )gi4 λ2i

λ2 g 4 τ
√i i 2
√
+ gr (gi λi − gr τ + gr )2

λ1 is small, we approximate τ ≈

√

(4.96)


gr 1 +

gi2
gr λ1 .



Then

T i (ωm )

2

λ1 + ggr2
gi6 λ2i λ1 + gi4 gr λ2i
i
= 6 2
=
gi λi λ1 + gi4 gr (λi − λ1 )2
λ1 + ggr2 (1 −
i

=

We can bound

λ1
≤
λi

1
,
(1 − λλ1i )2

λ1 /λi

π2
(4N +2)2
(2i−1)2
(2N +1)2

⇒ T i (ωm ) ≈

1
.
1 − λλ1i

λ1 2
λi )

≈

gr
gi2
gr
(1
gi2

−

λ1 2
λi )
(4.97)

using (4.33) as

=

π2
.
(4i − 2)2

(4.98)
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Then

T i (ωm ) ≤ 1 +
N
Y

π2
(4i−2)2 −π 2 . The product then is


N 
Y
π2
1
≤
1
+
(4i − 2)2 − π 2
1 − λλ1i
i=2
i=2
 Y

N 
∞ 
Y
2
2
≤
1+ 2 ≤
1+ 2 .
i
i
i=2
i=1

|T i (ωm )| ≈

i=2

N
Y

(4.99)

The product can be bounded as ([Melnikov, 2011])

∞ 
Y
i=1

2
1+ 2
i

It follows that

√
sinh 2π
= c2 .
= √
2π



|T1N (ωm )|

|T1N (ωm )| ≈

N
Y

(4.100)

is bounded as

T i (ωm ) ≤ |T1 (ωm )|

i=1

N
Y

|T i (ωm )| ≤ |T1 (ωm )|c2 ≤ c2 N.

i=2
(4.101)

For other peaks caused by blocks
lower than that of

λi

T1 (s).

Ti (s)

in (4.93) we know that their value is

Moreover, at higher frequencies the blocks

Ti (s)

with

very low have they roll-o, hence the frequency response is suciently low.

So it is the peak of

T1 (s)

that sets the

H∞

norm of

T1N (s)

and this peak scales

linearly by (4.94) and (4.101).
Note that the proof of the upper bound is not complete. For a complete proof
it would be necessary to prove that the frequency response is bounded for any
xed frequency for any

N.

Currently, we do not have such a proof.

4.11.6 Proof of Theorem 4.19
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.11, we will work with the approximate open

M (s) dened in (4.79). Consider the
<{λ1 M (ωm )} with ωm dened in (4.81).
loop

real part of the frequency response
This corresponds to the frequency

where the approximate closed loop has its maximum. The real part of the open
loop reads

−gi2 λ1

α = <{λ1 M (ωm )} ≈
gr

q

1 + λ1

2gi2
gr

−gi2 λ1
≈
≤ −1
g4
gi2 λ1 − gi2 λ21
−1
r

for

λ1 → 0,

(4.102)
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since

gi , gr

are xed. This is the frequency response of the open loop scaled by

the smallest gain possible,

λ1 .

Hence, for all other open loops

λi M (ωm )

it is

−1.

also less than

The transfer function

TN N (s)

TN N (s) = TN N (0)T1 (s)

can be by (4.24) written as

N
−1
Y
λN
λi
Z1N (s)
Zii (s),
γ1
γi
i=2

(4.103)

a(s)p(s)+γ1 b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λN b(s)q(s) . By Cauchy Interlacing Theorem
QN −1
QN −1
γi ≥ λi . It follows from Lemma 4.8 c) that i=2 λγii Zii (ωm ) ≥ i=2 λγii Zii (0) =
1, because α < −1. Therefore, we get
where we dened

Z1N (s) =

TN N (ωm ) ≥ TN N (0)T1 (ωm )

λN
Z1N (ωm ).
γ1

It follows from Corollary 4.13 that

|T1 (ωm )| = Θ(N ) (recall that at ωm
2
Hence, TN N (0)|T1 (ωm )| = Θ(N ).

Z1N (ωm ) is bounded at ωm . We will have to work with
1
1
model M (s) = −gr 2 − gi , dened in (4.79), resulting in
ω
ω

the approximate

1+γ1 M (s)
.
1+λN M (s)

After evaluating the

λN
Z 1N (ωm )
γ1
with

τ = gr2

gi2

TN N (0) = N and from Lemma 4.15 that
the response T1 (ω) attains its maximum).

λN
γ1

We now prove that

Z 1N (s) =

(4.104)

1 + gr λ 1 −

q

1+

gi4
2gr2

| λγN1 Z 1N (ω)|

ωm

from (4.81), we get

τ + ( g2τγ1 − gr )2

2

=

at

i

(4.105)

τ + ( g2τλN − gr )2
i

2gi2 λ1
2
gr −gr . We can approximate the square root as

λ21 + . . ..

We keep only

q

1+

2gi2 λ1
gr

gi2

≈ 1 + gr λ1

q
1+

to get

2gi2 λ1
gr

=

τ ≈ gr gi2 λ1 .

Then the modulus simplies to

λN
Z r (ωm )
γ1

Note that for

N

≈

large,

2

λ1
γ1

−1

+

gi2
gr λ1

λ1
λN

2
−1 +

gi2
gr λ 1



2

λ1 → 0

and

2
−1
.
2
gi2
− 1 + gr λ1


≤

λN → 4.

λ1
λN

Then

λ1
γ1

gi2
gr λ 1

≈0

and

(4.106)



λ1
λN

2
−1 +
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gi2
gr λ 1

≈ 1.

We can write

λN
λ1
−1 .
Z 1N (ωm ) ≈
γ1
γ1
Let us show that

λ1

and

γ1

scale similarly with

Lp

of a principal submatrix of



L̄N N

2

0

...

2

−1

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

...

−1

2

...

0

−1

0

N.

Note that

γ1

is an eigenvalue

with a form

−1



−1
 .
=
 ..

0


(4.107)

.

0





0

. 
N −1×N −1
.
.
.  ∈ R

−1


(4.108)

2

This corresponds to a path graph with

N −1

agents where both the rst and

last vehicle is connected to the leader. The eigenvalues for such a graph are as
follows [Parlangeli and Notarstefano, 2012, Prop. 3.3]





iπ
iπ
2
γi = 2 cos
− 1 = 4 sin
.
N
2N

(4.109)

4π 2
4π 2
16N 2 +16N +4 and γ1 = 4N 2 we used the same apλ
1
proach as in (4.35). Hence, 1 < . We can get the result that
γ1
4
Then it follows that

0.75 ≤

λ1 =

λN
Z1N (ωm ) ≤ 1,
γ1

(4.110)

λN
γ1 Z 1N (ωm ) is bounded, regardless of the number
of agents. To conclude, we get the lower bound on the norm as

which means the the gain of

kTN N (s)k∞ ≥ TN N (ωm ) ≥ TN N (0)T1 (ωm )

λN
Z1N (ωm ) ≥ ζ1 N 2 ,
γ1

ζ1 = 0.75.
(4.111)

|TN N (ωm )| ≤ ζ2 N 2 . It follows from (4.110) that | λγN1 Z1N (ωm )|
QN −1 λi
show that
i=2 | γi Zii (ωm )| < ζ2 , that is, also this product is

Now we show that

≤ 1.
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bounded at

ωm .

Following the previous reasoning in (4.105), we can write

2

λi
Zii (ωm ) =
γi

τ+



τ+



τ
gi2 γi

− gr

τ

− gr

gi2 λi

2



2 ≈ 

λ1
γi

−1

λ1
λi

−1

2
2 ⇒

λ1
γi
λ1
λi

1−
λi
Zii (ωm ) =
γi
1−

.

(4.112)
We can bound the product

N
−1
Y
i=2

QN −1
i=2

λi
γi Zii (ωm ) as

λ1
λ1
1
1 − γNλ−1
γ2 1 − γ3
.
.
.
λ1
λ1
1 − λNλ1−1
λ2 1 − λ3
1
1 − γNλ−1
1
9
≤
≈ .
λ1
λ1
8
1 − λ2
1 − λ2

1−
λi
|Zii (ωm )| =
γi
1−
=

We used the facts that

λi+1 > γi

and

λ1
λ2

≈

≤

1−
1−

λ1
λ3
λ1
λ2

1−
1−

λ1
λ4
λ1
λ3

1−
...

1−

λ1
γN −1
λ1
λN −1

(4.113)

4π 2
16N 2 +16N +4
4π 2 9
16N 2 +16N +4

≈

1
9 for large

N.

It

follows that

|TN N (ωm )| = TN N (0)|T1 (ωm )|
≤

N
−1
Y
λN
λi
Z1N (ωm )
|Zii (ωm )|
γ1
γi
i=2

9
TN N (0)|T1 (ωm )| ≤ ζ2 N 2 .
8

(4.114)

ωm . If we decided
Ti (s) instead of T1 (s) in (4.103), the approach would be the same, just
the bounds would dier. The lower bound would be bounded as 1 > ζ1 > 0.75
9
and and the upper bound would be 1 ≤ ζ2 ≤ . Note that kT1 (s)k∞ > kTi (s)k∞ .
8
That is why we selected T1 (s) for analysis.
Combining (4.111) with (4.114) we get the quadratic scaling at
to choose

A numerical verication that the approximations work is Fig. 4.27.
Note that the proof of the upper bound is not complete. For a complete proof
it would be necessary to prove that the frequency response is bounded for any
xed frequency for any

N.

Currently, we do not have such a proof.

4.11.7 Proof of Lemma 4.20
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of [Li et al., 2011, Thm. 3]. Note
that we work with the reduced Laplacian

Lp .

Since

y = M (s)e and e = −Lp y+r,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.27: a) Relative error
quantity,

p(·)

χ=

(c)

t(·)−p(·)
, where
t(·)

t(·)

is a true value of the

is the approximated value using our low-frequency approximation

in (4.111), (4.107) and (4.113).

It is apparent that the approximations work.

TN N (s) and quadratically for others. b)
λN
Z
(ω
)
at ωm (frequency at which T1 (ω) attains its maxi1N
m
γ1
mum) with its approximation by (4.107) and lower bound 0.75. c) True value of
QN −1 λi
the product
i=2 γ |Zii (ωm )| at ωm with its approximation using (4.112) and
The error decays to zero linearly for
True value of

i

bounds (4.113). It is apparent that the bound is not exceeded. The model in all
cases was

G(s) =

s3 +7s2 +19s+18
s4 +8s3 +19s2 , R(s)

=

s+3
s2 +8s+19 .

we can write

y(s) = M (s) (−Lp y(s) + r(s)) ,

(4.115)

from which we get the transfer function matrix

T(s)

as

y(s) = (I + M (s)Lp )−1 M (s)r(s) = T(s)r(s).
Let

y = V ŷ

(4.116)

r = V r̂ with Lp V = V Λ and Λ = diag[λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN ]. Then we
V ŷ(s) = M (s) (−Lp V ŷ + r), from which follows

ŷ(s) = M (s) −V −1 Lp V ŷ(s) + V −1 r = M (s) (−Λŷ(s) + r̂(s)) . (4.117)
and

can rewrite (4.115) as

We can separate

ŷ(s)

to get

ŷ(s) = (I + ΛM )−1 M r̂(s) = T(s)r̂(s).
The transfer function matrix

(4.118)

T(s) = diag[F1 (s), F2 (s), . . . , FN (s)]

is block diag-

onal matrix with blocks

Fi (s) =

b(s)q(s)
1
= Ti (s).
a(s)p(s) + λi b(s)q(s)
λi

Note that when (4.116) is transformed to

ŷ(s) = V −1 T(s)V r̂(s).
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r̂

and

(4.119)

ŷ ,

we get
(4.120)

4.11. Appendix
Comparing (4.118) with (4.120) it follows that
reduced Laplacian

Lp

is symmetric, its matrix

T(s) = V −1 T(s)V .
of eigenvectors V is

Since the
a unitary

matrix. This means that the norms of the transfer function matrices are equal,
i.e.,

kT(s)k∞ = kT(s)k∞ = maxi

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λi b(s)q(s)

∞

= maxi kFi (s)k∞ .

4.11.8 Proof of Theorem 4.22
Proof. Consider

η = 1.

We know from Corollary 4.21 that the steady-state
b(0)q(0)
a(0)p(0)+λ1 b(0)q(0) scales quadratically. By Lemma 4.17, for one
integrator in the open loop the H∞ norm of any Ti (s) = λi Ti (s) is bounded.
gain of

F1 (s) =

Then the scaling of

kT(s)k∞

must be quadratic because of the scaling of the

steady-state gain.
For two integrators in the open loop, the peak in the frequency response of

b(s)q(s
T1 (s) = λ1 a(s)p(s)+λ
1 b(s)q(s)

scales linearly (Lem.

4.15).

Combining this with

the scaling of the steady-state gain we know that

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s) + λ1 b(s)q(s)

(4.121)

∞

b(s)q(s)
≥ a(s)p(s)+λ
for all
i b(s)q(s)
∞
∞
b(0)q(0)
b(0)q(0)
λ1 . It is easy to see from (4.41) that a(0)p(0)+λ1 b(0)q(0) ≥ a(0)p(0)+λi b(0)q(0) .

It remains to prove that

λi >

= Θ(N 3 ).

b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+λ1 b(s)q(s)

kT1 (s)k∞ ≥ kTi (s)k∞ . Let T1N (s) be the transfer funcN −1
tion T1 (s) for the platoon with N vehicles and T1
(s) be the corresponding transfer function for N − 1 vehicles. Then by Lemma 4.15 we know that
kT1N (s)k∞ > kT1N −1 (s)k∞ . Let λi be the eigenvalues of L ∈ RN ×N and µi be
N −1×N −1
the eigenvalues of the Laplacian L ∈ R
for a system with N − 1 vehicles. Then by Cauchy interlacing theorem λ1 ≤ µ1 ≤ λ2 . Hence, by continuity
N −1
we have that kT1
(s)k∞ > kTi (s)k∞ and further kT1 (s)k∞ ≥ kTi (s)k∞ for
all i > 1. Instability of systems with η ≥ 3 was already discussed in Lemma
Now we also show that

4.12.

4.11.9 Proof of Theorem 4.24
Proof. Before we proceed to the proof, we state one useful result [Horn and
Johnson, 1990, Cor. 6.1.6].

A = [aij ] ∈ Rn×n and let p1 , . . . , pn be positive numbers. Consider the
−1
matrix B = P
AP with P = diag(p1 , . . . , pn ) and bij = [pj aij /pi ]. Then all
Let
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eigenvalues of

A

lie in the union of Gershgorin disks


n 
[

1
z ∈ C : |z − aii | ≤

pi
i=1

n
X
j=1,j6=i



pj |aij | .


λi by transforming the reduced
B = P −1 Lp P . After the trans-

With this result we can get tighter bounds on
Laplacian

Lp

into a diagonally dominant form

formation, each row of

h
. . . 0 − pi−1
pi

B

(4.122)

reads

i
.
(1 + i ) − pi+1

0
.
.
.
pi i

(4.123)

To make it diagonally dominant, it must hold

−

pi−1
pi+1
+ (1 + i ) −
i ≥ 0 ∀i.
pi
pi

This is a dierence inequality with variable
We take

p


1+

1
max


,

which satises the inequality. Then

p

p.

as

1
p=
2
N −1

(4.124)

(4.125)

P

is a diagonal matrix

). Applying this transformation to Lp , we
i
h
. . . 0 − p1 (1 + i ) −pi 0 . . . .

The sum in each row equals the distance

get the

P = diag(1, p, p2 , . . . ,

ith

row

(4.126)

di = (1 + i ) − p1 i − pi

of Gershgorin's

circle from zero and should be positive. After simple calculations, we obtain

di = −
Then

di

1 − max
i 1 − max
+
.
2 max
1 + max

(4.127)

in the equation above is minimized for

 = max .

Therefore, the small-

est distance of Gershgorin disks from zero, hence also the lower bound on the
eigenvalues is

λmin ≥ −

1 − max
1 − max
(1 − max )2
+
=
.
2
1 + max
2 + 2max

Furthermore, it is positive for any

i ≤ max ,

making

(4.128)

B

diagonally dominant.

To summarize, we found a bound which does not depend on the matrix size.
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αj<-1

-1<αj<-0.5

λj
γi

To Tλj(s)

Growth of λj and γi

λj and γi to form Zij (s).
|Zij (ω0 )| > 1 is not guaranteed.

Figure 4.28: Matching of

Zij (s)

for which

Dashed pairs are the two

4.11.10 Proof of Theorem 4.28
Lp . Let ω0 be a frequency
Tj (s) and Zij (s) from (4.20)

Proof. In the proof we work with reduced Laplacian
at which

|Tmin (ω0 )| > 1.

The key idea is to form

as follows:

a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s) from the denominator of (4.20). Let
αj + βj = λj M (ω0 ). Since |Tmin (ω0 )| > 1, from Lemma 4.8 a) we know
1
that αj < − .
2

1. Take each term

αj ≤ −1, then nd γi such that γi ≥ λj . Form Zij (s) using such γi and
λj . Then by c) in Lemma 4.8 for such Zij (s) holds |Zij (ω0 )| ≥ |Zij (0)|.

2. If

−1 < αj ≤ − 21 , then nd γi such that γi ≤ λj . Form Zij (s)
γi and λj . Then by Lemma 4.8 d) |Zij (ω0 )| ≥ |Zij (0)|.

3. If

4. Form as much

Zij (s)'s as possible using the steps 2) and
a(s)p(s) + λj b(s)q(s) to form Tj (s).

using these

3). Use

(δco + 1)

remaining terms

(N − δco − 3) Zij (s)'s to satisfy either c) or d) in
γi with λi+2 for αj ≤ −1 and γi with λi for −1 < αj ≤ 0.5
(see Fig. 4.28). These Zij (s)'s all have gain greater than their steady-state gain
at ω0 . The remaining two Zij (s)'s might have gain lower than their steadystate gain. Since λj and γi are bounded, there is a lower bound ξ such that
|Zij (ω)| ≥ ξ for these two.
Lemma 4.6 f ) allows us to nd
Lemma 4.8we pair

The transfer function

Tco (s)

given in (4.20) is using such

Tj 's

and

Zij 's

written

as

Tco (s) = ϑco

N −δ
co −1
Y
i=1,j∈J

The set

J

is the set of

λj

Zij (s)

N
Y
j=1,j ∈J
/

1
λj

N
Y

Tj (s).

(4.129)

j=1,j ∈J
/

used to form some of

Zij 's.

The terms

ϑco

QN

1
j=1,j ∈J
/
λj
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and steady-state gain of

Zij (0)

do not aect the shape of the magnitude fre-

quency response, only its value.

kTmin (s)k∞ > 1, it follows from a) in Lemma 4.8 that for all transfer
Tj (s) we have |Tj (ω0 )| > 1. Due to the lower and upper bounds on
eigenvalues, there is a minimum ζ > 1 of modulus frequency response |Tj (ω0 )|,
attained for some λj with λmin ≤ λj ≤ λmax . Then we get the lower bound
QN
δco +1
on the modulus of product of Tj (s) in (4.129) as
.
j=1,j ∈J
/ |Tj (ω0 )| ≥ ζ
Clearly, this part of (4.129) scales exponentially with δco .
Since

functions

All but two blocks

Zij (s)

amplify at

ω0 ,

so

ing the steady-state gain) and the norm of

QN −δco −1
i=1

Tco (s)

is

|Zij (ω0 )| ≥ ξ 2 (excludfrom (4.129) kTco (s)k∞ ≥

ξ 2 Tco (0) ζ δco +1 .

4.11.11 Proof of Theorem 4.32
kTmax (s)k∞ = 1, then kTco (s)k∞ = |Tco (0)|. As in
Zij 's and Tj 's in a suitable way. Let
αj + βj = λj M (ω0 ) at some frequency ω0 . Since kTmax (s)k∞ = 1, it follows
1
from Lemma 4.8 b) that |Tj (ω0 )| ≤ 1 ∀ω0 , ∀λj ≤ λmax and αj ≥ − , ∀ω0 .
2
Proof. First we prove that if

the proof of Theorem 4.28, we will form

γi with unique λj such that γi ≥ λj to form
Zij (s). Then e) in Lemma 4.8 implies that |Zij (ω0 )| ≤ |Zij (0)| for all i, j . Since
αj ≥ − 21 for all ω0 , we have that kZij (s)k∞ = |Zij (0)| for all pairs γi ≥ λj . All
remaining terms Tj (s) in (4.129) by Lemma 4.8b) satisfy |Tj (ω0 )| ≤ 1 for all
ω0 . Hence, all transfer functions in the product (4.129) have their norm norm
less than or equal to one and kTco (s)k∞ is bounded by its steady-state gain.
Using Lemma 4.6 f ) we can pair all

Now let us go analyze the bidirectional string stability. Consider

rc

o≥c

and let

be the input at the control node. Then the rst transfer function in (4.53)

can be written as

rc (s)Tc,o (s)
Tc,o (s)
yo (s)
=
=
yo−1 (s)
rc (s)Tc,o−1 (s)
Tc,o−1 (s)
QN −δco −1
a(s)p(s) + γj,o b(s)q(s)
b(s)q(s) j=1
=
.
QN −δco
a(s)p(s) + γj,o−1 b(s)q(s)
j=1
L̄o−1 and L̄o be
o − 1 and from c

Let

the submatrices of

to

to

o,

respectively.

respectively. Because of the fact that

L̄o−1 and L̄o must interlace in
and γj,o by Lemma 4.6 f ) such
of
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L̄o

Lp

(4.130)

γj,o−1

is a submatrix of

L̄o−1 ,

and

the eigenvalues

a sense of f ) in Lemma 4.6. We can pair
that

c
γj,o ,

corresponding to the paths from

Their eigenvalues are

γj,o−1 ≤ γj,o

and form

Zij (s)

γj,o−1

as above.

4.11. Appendix
a(s)p(s)+γj,o b(s)q(s)
≤ 1 ∀j. Only one term in (4.130) with a form
a(s)p(s)+γj,o−1 b(s)q(s)
∞
b(s)q(s)
a(s)p(s)+γ
b(s)q(s) remains. Its H∞ norm is equal to its steady-state gain by

Then,

i,o−1

yo (s)
yo−1 (s) is one, since by Theorem 4.9
the steady-state gain is identical for all the vehicles behind the control node.
yo (s)
Hence, k
yo−1 (s) k∞ ≤ 1 for c ≤ o.
b) in Lemma 4.8. The steady-state gain of

The other direction (c

≥ o)

has the ratio of outputs with the same structure as

(4.130), the only dierence is its steady-state gain. It follows from (4.27) that
the steady-state gain is


Tc,o−1 (0)
= o−1
Tc,o (0)
Since the norm

kyo−1 (s)/yo (s)k∞


Po−2 Qi
1 + i=1 j=1 o−j−1

 < 1.
Po−1 Qi
1 + i=1 j=1 o−j

(4.131)

is at most 1, bidirectional string stability was

proved.

4.11.12 Proof of Theorem 4.33
Proof. Again we work with pinned Laplacian

Lp .

From Theorem 4.32 we know

T(s) have their H∞ norm
kTco (s)k∞ = |Tco (0)|. Since the Laplacian
1
is asymmetric, we can use Corollary 4.26 to get |Tco (0)| ≤
1−max . Hence, for
1
the modulus |T(ω)| of each element in T(ω) holds |Tco (ω)| ≤
1−max .
that all elements of the transfer function matrix
bounded by their steady-state gains,

The norm of the transfer function matrix can be calculated as

kT(s)k∞ =

sup σmax {T(ω)}.

(4.132)

ω∈[0,∞)

p
A ∈ C holds σmax (A) = λmax (AH A). Also recall that
H
H
2
tr(A A) =
A) ≥ λmax (AH A) = σmax
(A). The trace of T(ω)H T(ω)
i=1 λi (A P
N PN
H
H
is tr[T(ω) T(ω)] =
c=1
o=1 (Toc (ω)) Tco (ω). Now using the bound on
transfer functions Tco we can write
!
N X
N
X
2
sup σmax
(T(ω)) ≤ sup tr[T(ω)H T(ω)] = sup
(Toc (ω))H Tco (ω)

Note that for each matrix

PN

ω∈R

ω∈R

≤ sup
ω∈R

ω∈R

N X
N
X

|Toc (ω)||Tco (ω)|

c=1 o=1

1
=N
.
(1 − max )2
2

c=1 o=1
!
N X
N 
X

≤

c=1 o=1

1
1 − max

2

(4.133)
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supω∈[0,∞) σmax {T(ω)} ≤ N (1−1max ) .

From this we get

The upper bound was

proved.
Now we prove the lower bound. Note that

xH T(0)x

for any

x ∈ CN .

σmax (T(0)) ≥

Let us use

x=

supω∈R σmax (T(ω))
√1 1. Then we get
N

≥ σmax (T(0)) ≥

N N
N N
1 T
1 XX
1 XX
Tco (0) ≥
1 T(0)1 =
Tco (0).
N
N c=1 o=1
N o=1 c=o

(4.134)

 |Tc,c (0)| = |Tc,i (0)| for all i ≥ c and also |Tco (0)| =
j=1 c−j ≥ 1 since ϑco = 1 for o ≥ c. Plugging this to (4.134)

Note that by Theorem 4.9



ϑco 1 +

Pc−1 Qi
i=1

yields

σmax (T(0)) ≥

N N
N N
1 XX
1 N
N +1
1 XX
Tco (0) ≥
1=
(N +1) =
.
N o=1 c=o
N o=1 c=o
N 2
2

Thus, also the lower bound scales linearly with
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N,

(4.135)

which proves the result.

5 Platoons with dierent
Laplacians
Recalling the results of previous chapter, we know that there is basically no
good controller for a platoon with vehicles having two integrators in the open
loop when only proportional asymmetry is used.

It might seem that allowing

only one integrator in the open loop might be a solution. However, this requires
permanent communication of the leader's velocity or distances growing with
velocity (time headway).
Let us start this chapter with a simple quiz. Have a look at Fig. 5.1. All the
gures show responses of the platoon with the same vehicles, only the communication topology uses dierent weights. Therefore, the communication topology is
the same, only the Laplacian is dierent. One of the controllers is an LQ-optimal
distributed controller, it has a good convergence time and bounded steady-state
gain.

Which of the communication topologies would you think satises the

aforementioned qualities?

Without reading the previous chapter probably no

one would guess that this is the top right gure, which apparently has the worst
performance.

The bottom right gure, on the other hand, has quite a good

response. Surprisingly enough, almost nothing is known about the performance
of such system. A system with such a communication structure appeared in the
literature only recently and not many of its properties are known.
Let us now describe the individual communication topologies and introduce the
notation used in this chapter. The top left gure is a standard symmetric bidirectional control with

i = 1, ∀i, called SPSV. The abbreviation SPSV stands for

Symmetric position, symmetric velocity coupling. The top right gure is an
inversely optimal asymmetric bidirectional control, abbreviated as APAV (asymmetric position, asymmetric velocity), with

i = 0.5.

The bottom left gure is

a standard predecessor following, abbreviated as PF. The bottom right gure
shows a response of a controller which uses dierent asymmetry in position and
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(a) SPSV

(b) APAV, i = 0.5

(c) PF

(d) SPAV

Figure 5.1: Architecture comparison for a model
for dierent

N.

1
s2
The

R(s) = 7.6s + 2.2, G(s) =

The position of the last agent in the platoon is shown.

gures show response to the step in the leader's position. The controller used is
inversely optimal for asymmetric control with matrices

Q2 = I2 , R2 = 30.

Note

dierent scales in both axes.

dierent asymmetry in velocity. In fact, the coupling in position is symmetric
and in velocity asymmetric, hence the name Symmetric position, asymmetric
velocitySPAV.
The SPAV system is an instance of the distributed control system which uses
multiple Laplaciansthe model is of the form (2.23). An asymmetric Laplacian
is used for a coupling in velocity, while a symmetric Laplacian is used for a
coupling in position. As was written in the introduction to distributed control,
it is very hard to analyze such systems, since the block diagonalization similar
to [Fax and Murray, 2004] is not possible.

Nevertheless, the performance of

such systems can be superior to the performance of the systems with only one
Laplacian.
In this chapter we will rst introduce some results derived by prof. J.J.P. Veerman and his collaborators. Their work was the rst to calculate some properties of the system having two integrators and two Laplacians. They considered
double-integrator models with dierent coupling in position and velocity.

We

will review their results here, since they will be needed later on. Subsequently,
we derive conditions on the communication topologythe output state must
use symmetric coupling in order to guarantee good scaling.

Then we extend

the work by [Cantos and Veerman, 2014] to a third-order system and provide
132

5.1. Path and circular graph
an optimization procedure. To our best knowledge, this is one of the rst optimizations for vehicular platoons which allows simultaneous calculation of the
controller parameters and communication weights.
The results of this chapter appeared as the journal publication [Herman et al.,
2016d] and the conference paper [Herman et al., 2015c].

5.1 Path and circular graph
Every real platoon has a path graph topology (possibly with a coupling to the
leader for each vehicle). The leader is not inuenced by the in-platoon vehicles.
On the other hand, some properties of the standard platoon can be derived from
the graph having circular topology.

In this case, the leader becomes coupled

to the last vehicle and vice-versa. It is the relation between path and circular
communication topology which allowed J.J.P. Veerman and his collaborators to
derive some properties of the transients in platoons which have dierent coupling
in position and velocity. A system having a circular communication topology is
much easier to analyze than the system with a path-graph topology.
In this introductory section, we will not give the precise denitions of the terms
used here. They will be shown later on. For instance, the path system is dened
in equation (5.38), while circular system is dened in (5.42).

5.1.1 Assumptions
Here we review the basic assumptions, which will allow us to infer properties
of the path system from the properties of the circular system. The solution in
[Cantos and Veerman, 2014] is based on two main conjectures relating the path
and circular systems.

Although we cannot prove them, we use them here as

well. The nal justication of both conjectures is in the match of the predicted
and simulated values, as shown in Sec. 5.4.1. The rst one states that a local
behavior of both systems is identical.

Assumption 5.1.

If the path formation (5.38) is stable and ock stable, then

the behavior of a circular system is the same as in the path system for vehicles
reasonably far from the boundaries.

Flock stability is formally dened in Denition 5.8. It means that the distance
between the leader and the last vehicle scales less than exponentially in

N.

Assumption 5.1 allows to use properties derived for the circular graph (which
is much easier to analyze) in the path graph. It means that far away from the
boundaries, a signal will propagate the same way in a system with a path-graph
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interconnection structure as it does in the system with a circular topology.
A similar assumption has been made by others (see [Bamieh et al., 2002, 2012;
D'Andrea and Dullerud, 2003]) to simplify the analysis and make the system
spatially invariant. In fact, in solid-state physics this idea is known as periodic

boundary conditions and goes back to the beginning of the 20th century (see
[Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976]).
As in previous chapter, we want to guarantee good scaling of the transients in
platoon.

We denitely do not want transients to scale exponentially.

Better-

than-exponential scaling is captured by the term ock stability (see Def. 5.8).
In order to investigate ock stability in the path system using properties of a
circular system, we need an additional assumption about relations of the two
interconnections.

Assumption 5.2.

If the circular formation is asymptotically unstable, then the

path formation is either asymptotically unstable or ock unstable.

The explanation in [Cantos et al., 2014, Def. 3.2] is that the path system has nonnormal eigenspaces which makes the bad eects (instability) more pronounced.
To this explanation we can add an additional one based on the travelling wave
concept in distributed control [Martinec et al., 2014].

Asymptotic instability

can be caused by the travelling wave which is amplied as it travels in the
formation. The amplication will happen far from boundaries also in the path
system. This results either in an asymptotic instability or in a ock instability
(if the boundaries attenuate the signal suciently) of the path system.
Both assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for a system having agents of the
third order. It shows the initial-condition responses (the position of the vehicle
with index

35

is

y35 (0) = 2,

for the others

yi (0) = 0 for i 6= 35 and ∆ref = 0)
g s+g
M (s) = sv3 +asy2 and asymmetry

of the circular and path system. The model is

ρv = ρy = 0.33 (see (5.4) for explanation of these parameters).

There is the same

asymmetry in position and in velocity. As can be seen, the signal gets amplied
as it propagates from one agent to the other.

On the other hand, individual

agent's response goes to zero, until the amplied travelling wave gets back to
the agent after propagating through all other agents (see the sharp growth at
time

70

in Fig.

5.2a).

The initial responses of the path and circular systems

are the sameboth amplify the signal. However, in the circular graph it results
in asymptotic instability (the signal travels around the circle innitely many
times), while the path graph is stabilized thanks to boundary conditions.
As we want to prevent ock instability, based on Assumption 5.2, we have to
guarantee asymptotic stability of the circular system. This is the content of the
next section.
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(a) Circular system.

(b) Path system.

Figure 5.2: Signal propagation in an initial-condition response. a) response of
an asymptotically unstable circular system, b) response of a ock unstable path
system. In both cases

N = 70, a = 3, gy = 2, gv = 3, ρv = ρy = 0.33.

5.2 Necessary conditions for stability of circular
system
Based on the previous section, analysis of stability of the circular system might
be also useful in analysis of the path system (Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2). In this
section we nd necessary conditions for stability of a system in which multiple
Laplacians are used and the communication topology is a circular graph for each
state. The results here hold for general models and as in previous chapter the
distinguishing factor is the number of integrators in the open loop.

After we

derive the stability conditions for the circular system, we will in the next section
analyze properties of the path system.
It was shown in [Cantos et al., 2014] that the circular system must have symmetric coupling in position in order to achieve asymptotic stability. They considered
double integrators. This brings about the question: what happens when we have
a dierent open-loop model having two integrators? Is it still necessary to have
symmetric coupling in the output state? When there are three integrators, is it
possible to stabilize the system using symmetric coupling in the output state and
its derivative? In this section we answer these questions by deriving necessary
stability conditions.
The results of this section were published in [Herman et al., 2015c].

5.2.1 System model
We consider

N +1

identical agents which exchange information about their

states over a communication graph with a circular topology. The coupling can
be asymmetric and each state can use dierent asymmetry.
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All agents have identical SISO models of higher orderthe order

n

of the agent

can be arbitrary. We assume that the agent is modelled in a controller canonical
form

ẋi = Axi + Bei

(5.1)

A ∈ Rn×n , B ∈ Rn×1 . The state vector of the ith (i = 0, 1, . . . , N )
T
agent is given as xi = [xi,0 , xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,n−1 ] . Usually, the rst two states
are position and velocity, i.e. xi,0 = yi and xi,1 = vi , respectively. The matrices

with matrices

are given as



0

1

0

...

0


 0

A= .
 .
 .

0

1

...

0

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

.
.
.

−p1

−p2

...

−p0

.

 
0

 

0

 
 , B = . .

.

.


−pn−1

(5.2)

1

The characteristic polynomial of the open loop is clearly

p(s) = sn + pn−1 sn−1 + pn−2 sn−2 + pn−3 sn−3 + . . . + p0 .
We assume there are

0, . . . , η − 1.

η

integrators in the open loop, therefore

(5.3)

pi = 0

for

i =

The most common cases are one, two or three integrators. We will

call the state

xi,0

the output state (typically the position

yi ).

Except for the

poles at the origin, the open-loop model is supposed to be stable.

Remark 5.3.

The agent's model can be a combination of a plant (vehicle) model

and a dynamic controller. We assume in this case that (5.1) models an open
loop of the systemcontroller in series with plantcomposed together. It can be
the controller-canonical realization of the transfer function

M (s).

Although in

principle the agents can exchange all states, the dynamic controller may still be
necessary to satisfy the internal model principle, see Lemma 2.11. For instance,
in vehicular formations with a nearest-neighbor interaction, two integrators in
the open loop are necessary for leader tracking.

The agent can measure relative states to the neighbors (distance, relative velocity etc.)

or can use communication to obtain information about the states

of neighboring agents. Each state can use dierent asymmetry of the interacWe assume that m ≤ n states are exchanged and those are the states
xi,0 , xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,m−1 the output state (position) and its m − 1 derivatives.
We will use index i to denote the index of the agent while index j is used to
index the state of an individual agent. Thus, xi,j is the j th state of the ith
tion.

agent.
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The control law for each agent is given as

m−1
X

ei =

gj (1 − ρj )(xi−1,j − xi,j ) − ρj gj (xi,j − xi+1,j ).

(5.4)

j=0

gj are the coupling gains for the state j and ρj is the asymmetry of
coupling of the j th state. If ρj = 0.5, then the coupling of the state is symmetric,
The terms
if

ρj = 0

the agent looks only ahead and if

ρj = 1

it looks only behind. The

control law is a weighted error to the neighbor's states.

Remark 5.4.

Here we have to apologize to the reader of the thesis, because a

dierent type of asymmetry is introduced.



ρ
ρj

is used instead of

.

It emphasizes

j . Here
ρ = 0.5, while in previous chapter it was  = 1. Although
Laplacian dened using ρ can be recalculated to the Laplacian with i , we will
in this chapter stick to ρ. The reason is that all the derivations and also the

that

was the same for all states, while

is dierent for each state

the symmetry is

optimization are prepared using this notation.

Since we work with a circular communication topology, the Laplacians describing
the interconnections are given as the following circulant matrices



−ρj

1

0



1
−ρj
−(1 − ρj )


Lj = 
0
−(1 − ρj )
1

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

−ρj

0

...

0

...

0

...

−ρj

...

.
.
.

..

0

−(1 − ρj )

.


−(1 − ρj )


0


 ∈ RN +1×N +1
0


.

.
.

1
(5.5)

with

j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1.

The eigenvalues of the Laplacian

λj (θ)

=

Lj

are given as [Cantos and Veerman, 2014]
(5.6)

[1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρj ) sin θ]
√

2πk
−1. Since we are interested in behavior
N +1 , k = 0, 1, . . . , N and  =
of formations with large number of agents, we will treat the eigenvalues as a
with

θ=

continuous function of

θ ∈ [0, 2π].

The eigenvalues of

Lj

are complex unless

ρj = 0.5.
After the coupling of all the states is incorporated, the overall state space model
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has a form

ẋ = Ac x + Bc e.

(5.7)

The state vector is given as a stacked vector x = [x0,0 , x1,0 , . . . xN,0 , x1,1 , x2,1 ,
. . . , xN,1 , . . . , x1,n−1 , x2,n−1 , . . . , xN,n−1 ]T , that is, rst are the states xi,0 for all
N + 1 vehicles (positions), then the states xi,1 (velocities) for all vehicles, etc.
The matrices are



0

I

0

...

0


 0

Ac =  .
 .
 .

0

I

...

0

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

.
.
.

−P̂1

−P̂2

...

−P̂0

.



 
0

 

0

 
 , Bc =  .  ,

.

.

−P̂n−1

(5.8)

I

Ac ∈ R(N +1)n×(N +1)n and Bc ∈ R(N +1)n . We introduced the matrices P̂j =
Ipj + gj Lj . If we do not want to use coupling at the j th state, we can set gj = 0,
therefore gj = 0 for j ≥ m.

5.2.2 Stability analysis
We calculate the eigenvalues

T T
] ,
[w0T , w1T , . . . , wN


ν

of

Ac

as

In vector form with

0

I

...

0




 0

 .
 .
 .

0

...

0

.
.
.

..

.
.
.









  w1 
 w1 

=ν
.
 ... 
 ... 





.

−P̂0 −P̂1 . . . −P̂n−1
It follows that

Ac w = νw.

wj = νwj−1 .

w0





wn−1

w0



w0

The last row gives us

must be an eigenvector of all matrices

also an eigenvector of

Lj .

(5.9)

wn−1

−P̂0 w0 − P̂1 w0 ν − . . . − P̂n−1 w0 ν n−1 = w0 ν n .
Then

w =

P̂j ,

(5.10)
from which we get that it is

All circular matrices are simultaneously diagonalizable

by discrete Fourier transform, that is, the eigenvectors

(wj )k = eθk .

wj

of

Lj

have elements
(5.11)

Hence,

P̂j w0 = (Ipj + gj Lj )w0 = (pj + gj λj (θ))wj .
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From (5.10) we can get

N +1

characteristic equations of

Ac

of the form

ν n + (pn−1 + gn−1 λn−1 (θ))ν n−1 + . . .
+(p1 + g1 λ1 (θ))ν + p0 + g0 λ0 (θ) = 0.
Plugging the eigenvalues

λj

(5.13)

from (5.6), we get

ν n + (pn−1 + gn−1 [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρn−1 ) sin θ])ν n−1
+ . . . + (p1 + g1 [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρ1 ) sin θ])ν

(5.14)

+ p0 + g0 [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρ0 ) sin θ] = 0.
This is a complex-coecient characteristic polynomial. Note that this decomposition to

N +1

characteristic equations is similar to the block diagonalization

of Lemma 2.6.
Let

βj = 1 − 2ρj .

We can expand the eigenvalues (5.6) of Laplacian

Taylor series around

φ=0

Lj

in a

as


1
λj (θ) = βj θ + θ2 − βj θ3 . . .
2
6

(5.15)

5.2.3 Conditions on interconnection
Now we analyze the conditions for stability of the matrix
number of vehicles gets very high,

N → ∞.

Ac

in (5.7) when the

We are not interested in nding the

stability conditions for one particular model of the vehicle. Instead, we would
like to see what are the requirements on the communication topology.
Let us rst analyze the necessary conditions for stability when the polynomial
(5.14) is only real.

Lemma 5.5.

A necessary condition for asymptotic stability of (5.7) is that the

following real-coecient polynomials

ν n + (pn−1 + 2gn−1 )ν n−1 + . . . + (p1 + 2g1 )ν + p0 + 2g0 = 0,
n

ν + pn−1 ν

n−1

+ . . . + p1 ν + p0 = 0

(5.16)
(5.17)

are stable.

Proof. Set

θ=π

in (5.14) to get (5.16) and

θ=0

to get (5.17).

If (5.17) is not asymptotically stable (due to poles at origin), then the formation
will drift away, but still the agents might synchronize. The equation is a con139
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sequence of the zero eigenvalue of Laplacian. So for synchronization purposes,
stability of (5.17) does not have to be required (this is so-called cooperative
stability).
Since for stability the roots of (5.17) must be in the left half-plane, all the curves

ν(φ), φ ∈ [0, 2π]

start in the left-half plane. The only exception are the poles at

origin (there are

η

of

Ac ,

poles at the origin) in (5.17). In order to guarantee stability

the curves must not leave closed left half-plane. That is, they must not

cross the imaginary axis.
The following theorem shows that symmetric coupling in the output state

xi,0

is a necessary condition for stability when there are two integrators in the open
loop. Moreover, systems with three integrators cannot be stabilized for

N

large

enough.

Theorem 5.6.
Then as

Let

N → ∞,

η

be the number of integrators in the agent model (5.2).

the circular system (5.7)

1. is unstable if

η=2

2. is unstable if

η > 2.

and

ρ0 6= 0.5.

3. is unstable if the agent model (5.2) has eigenvalues in open right half-plane.

If

η = 1,

stability depends on the system and tuning of the parameters.

Proof. Since by Lemma 5.5
and

η

n−η

roots of (5.17) lie in the open left half-plane

of them are at the origin, we will be interested in the behavior close to the

origin. Let us investigate what are the roots of (5.14) as

θ → 0.

Since

θ

is small,

we can keep only two lowest order terms (to keep both real and imaginary parts)
of the Taylor expansion in (5.15), i.e.,

λj (θ) ≈ βj θ + 12 θ2 .

The polynomial (5.14)

is then




1
q(ν) ≈ ν n + pn−1 + gn−1 βn−1 θ + θ2 ν n−1
2





1 2
1 2
+ . . . + p1 + g1 β1 θ + θ
ν + p0 + g0 β0 θ + θ = 0. (5.18)
2
2
We can decompose it to three polynomials as

1
q(ν) = q1 (ν) + θ2 q2 (ν) + θq3 (ν),
2
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where the polynomials are dened as

q1 (ν) = p(ν) = ν n + pn−1 ν n−1 + . . . + p1 ν1 + p0 ,
q2 (ν) = gn−1 ν

n−1

+ gn−2 ν

q3 (ν) = gn−1 βn−1 ν

n−1

n−2

+ . . . g1 ν + g0 ,

(5.21)

n−2

(5.22)

+ gn−2 βn−2 ν

We can convert the complex-coecient polynomial
coecient polynomial

q̂(ν)

(5.20)

+ . . . + g0 β0 .
q(ν)

in (5.18) to the real-

by

q̂(ν) = q(ν)q̄(ν),
where

q̄(ν)

(5.23)

has all coecients as complex conjugates of those in

q(ν).

Then we

can write

#
"

1 2
1 2
q̂(ν) = q1 (ν) + θ q2 (ν) + θq3 (ν) q1 (ν) + θ q2 (ν) − θq3 (ν)
2
2

2
1
= q1 (ν) + θ2 q2 (ν) + [θq3 (ν)]2
2
1
2
2
= q1 (ν) + θ q1 (ν)q2 (ν) + θ4 q22 (ν) + θ2 q32 (ν).
4
The polynomial
terms with

θ4

q̂(ν)

is stable if and only if

q(ν)

is stable. Since

θ

(5.24)

is small, the

can be neglected in (5.24). Then equation (5.24) has a form



q̂(ν) ≈ q12 (ν) + θ2 q1 (ν)q2 (ν) + q32 (ν) .

(5.25)

This can be viewed a closed-loop polynomial of the system

Mrl (ν) = θ2

Mrl (ν)

q1 (ν)q2 (ν) + q32 (ν)
.
q12 (ν)

dened as

(5.26)

θ2 acts as a gain in the closed loop. The closed-loop system θ2 Mrl (ν)/(1+
θ Mrl (ν)) is stable if and only if q̂(ν) is stable for all θ2 . Recall that there are
η integrators in the open loop of the system and pi = 0 for i = 0, . . . , η − 1.
η
η
Then ν can be factored out from q1 to get q1 (ν) = ν qˆ1 (ν), where qˆ1 (ν) has a
nonzero absolute term. Mrl (ν) then reads

The term

2

Mrl (ν) = θ2

ν η q̂1 (ν)q2 (ν) + q32 (ν)
.
ν 2η q̂12 (ν)

Such a system has

2η

poles at the origin.

(5.27)

By the root-locus rules [Dorf and

Bishop, 2008, p. 418], when we close the loop these poles will start to move on
the trajectories in a complex plane separated by angles

2π/(2η).

Therefore, if

there are more than 2 poles at the origin, at least one branch will go to the right
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half-plane. Thus, the system will be unstable for small

θ2 .

In order to cancel

the unwanted poles at the origin and keep at most two of them, we require that
there are at least

2η − 2

zeros at the origin in the numerator of

M (ν).

η = 2, then we need two zeros at the origin. That is, we must be able to
ν 2 out of the numerator of (5.27). Such a term is already present in
η
ν q̂1 (ν)q2 (ν). To make sure that ν 2 can also be factored out of q32 (ν), we require
that the absolute term in q3 (ν) is zero. This is achieved from (5.22) by setting
β0 = 0, which means ρ0 = 0.5. Then we obtain two zeros at the origin, as
If

factor

required. If the output state uses non-symmetric coupling, we cannot have two
zeros at the origin and the system (5.7) is unstable.

The root locus for one

particular system is shown in Fig. 5.3a for symmetric output state and in Fig.
5.3b for asymmetric output state.

η > 2 we require that there are 2η−2 zeros at the origin. Since the numerator is
ν η q̂1 (ν)q2 (ν)+q32 (ν), we can aect only the lowest η coecients of the numerator
to be zero, because both q̂1 (ν) and q2 (ν) have a nonzero absolute term which
cannot be changed by the interconnection. But for η > 2 we have that η < 2η −2
If

and we cannot have sucient number of zeros.

The system (5.7) is therefore

unstable.
Regarding c): for

θ

very low, the roots of (5.14) will be close to roots of (5.17),

which are by assumption unstable. Hence, the roots will also be unstable.

The stability conclusion is the same as for the symmetric circular system, where
we also cannot have more than two integrators ([Barooah and Hespanha, 2005]).
The symmetric coupling in the output state holds for all models and all orders
of the system. Thus, the results of [Cantos and Veerman, 2014; Herman et al.,
2016d] with symmetric coupling in positions are special cases of this theorem.
If the necessary conditions of Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6 are satised, then we
can use the imaginary axis as a guardian map.

Lemma 5.7.

The system (5.7) is asymptotically stable if the following equation

(ω)n + (pn−1 +gn−1 [1−cos θ+(1 − 2ρn−1 ) sin θ])(ω)n−1
+ . . . + (p1 + g1 [1−cos θ+(1−2ρ1 ) sin θ])(ω)

(5.28)

+ p0 + g0 [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρ0 ) sin θ] = 0.
has no solution for all

ω ∈ R.

Proof. As discussed above, by Lemma 5.5 all curves
plane or at the origin.
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ν(θ)

start in the left half

Suppose that the necessary conditions following from

5.2. Necessary conditions for stability of circular system
Theorem 5.6 are satised.

When the curves

axis, the system (5.7) is stable.

ν(θ)

do not cross the imaginary

Therefore, there must not exist a solution to

(5.14) which has purely imaginary roots. That is why when

ω

is plugged for

ν

to (5.14), it must not have a solution. This fact is captured by (5.28).

5.2.4 Simulations
In this section we verify our results numerically for a particular system. Suppose that the model of the vehicle is a double integrator with a viscous friction

1
s2 +0.5s . Its outFor such a model we designed a controller

(velocity feedback), given in a transfer function as

G(s) =

yi .
14.3s2 +14.3s+3
. The controller connected in series with the vehicle model
R(s) =
s2 +3s
form the open loop M (s) = R(s)G(s). The open loop has 2 integrators, hence
put is the vehicle's position

it satises Internal Model Principle for tracking of a ramp signal, caused by the
platoon's leader moving with a constant velocity.
The open loop can be modelled in a controller-canonical form as


0


0
A=
0

0

 
0

 

 
h
0 
0
,B =  ,C = 3
0
1 

 

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

−1.5



−3.5

14.3

14.3

i
0 .

(5.29)

1

[y, v, c1 , c2 ]T with the states being position, velocity, controller
state 1 and controller state 2, respectively. We will use the terms in the matrix C
as coupling coecients, i. e., g0 = 3, g1 = 14.3 and g2 = 14.3. That is, position,
The state vector is

velocity and output controller state are used for control.
The overall system has a form



0

I

0

0



 0
Ac = 
 0


0

I

0

0

0

I



 
0

 

 

0
,Bc =   .

0

 

−3Ly −14.3Lv −14.3Lc − 1.5I −3.5I
The Laplacians have a form of (5.5) with asymmetries

(5.30)

I
ρy , ρv , ρc

for

Ly , Lv , Lc ,

respectively. We will vary the asymmetries to illustrate the stability and instability. The characteristic equation (5.14) has now a form

ν 4 +3.5ν 3 +(1.5+14.3λc (θ))ν 2 +14.3λv (θ)ν +3λy (θ) = 0.

(5.31)
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(a) Symmetric position
Figure 5.3: Root locus plots for

(b) Asymmetric position
Mrl (s)

from the proof of Theorem 5.6.

(a) Symmetric position: ρy = 0.5, ρv = (b) Asymmetric position:
0.45, ρc = 0.35

ρy

=

0.48, ρv = 0.45, ρc = 0.35

N = 1000 calculated using dierent formu∇ - calculation based on (5.14), o - calculation based on (5.18) and + shows
eigenvalues of Ac . Note dierent scales of axes.
Figure 5.4: Eigenvalue locations for

las.

First we illustrate the root-locus approach used in the proof of Theorem 5.6.
The transfer function is

q1 (s)q2 (s)+q32 (s)
. In this case, the polynomials
q12 (s)
2
2
1.5s , q2 (s) = 14.3s + 14.3s + 3 and q3 (s) = (1 −

Mrl (s) =

q1 (s) = s4 + 3.5s3 +
2ρc )14.3s2 + (1 − 2ρv )14.3s + (1 − 2ρy )3. Fig. 5.3 shows a plot of root-locus
of Mrl (s) for: a) ρy = 0.5, ρv = 0.45, ρc = 0.35 (symmetry in position) and b)
ρy = 0.48, ρv = 0.45, ρc = 0.35 (small asymmetry in position). It is clear that
are

for the asymmetric position the roots lie in the right half-plane, so the system
(5.30) gets unstable. When there is a symmetry in position and an asymmetry
in other states, stability is achieved.
Fig.

5.4 illustrates that the eigenvalues

νi

of the second-order Taylor series

approximation (5.18) match those calculated using exact formula (5.14) and also
those obtained as the eigenvalues of

Ac .

The gure also conrms Theorem 5.6,

since the system with the asymmetric coupling in the position is asymptotically
unstablethe eigenvalues are in the right half-plane.
For three integrators in the open loop it is impossible to design an interaction
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Figure 5.5: Eigenvalues for

5

N = 100 for a system with three integrators (5.32).
o - calculation based on (5.18) and + shows

- calculation based on (5.14),

eigenvalues of

Ac .

achieving asymptotic stability. Let us show it using the following model



0

I

0

0



 0
Ac = 
 0


0

I

0

0

0

I

 
0

 

 

0
 , Bc =  

0

 


−3Ly −14.3Lv −14.3Lc −3.5I
with

ρy = 0.5, ρv = 0.5

controller state.

and

ρc = 0.3,

(5.32)

I

that is, the only asymmetry is in the

The eigenvalues are shown in Fig.

5.5.

As expected, such a

system is unstable.

5.3 Platoon with third-order vehicles
Having the necessary conditions on stability of the circular system, we can go
back to platoons.

In this section we will consider a vehicle model which has

friction. This requires an integral action in the controller. Thus, the model is of
the third order. We will analyze the properties of such platoons and propose an
optimization procedure for controller parameter tuning.
The results here are based on the papers [Cantos and Veerman, 2014; Cantos
et al., 2014]. We will use the approach presented there and also some results.
Basically, this section shows that the approach there is applicable to more complicated systems as well. After deriving the transient properties, we propose an
optimization procedure for controller design.
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5.3.1 System model
We assume

N +1 identical vehicles travelling on a line, indexed as 0, . . . , N .

The

rst vehicle with index 0 is a leader which is driven independently of the the
rest of the formation. Unlike standard double integrator models [Bamieh et al.,
2012; Tangerman et al., 2012; Cantos et al., 2014], real systems have a friction,
i. e., there is a feedback from velocity, which eventually makes the vehicle to
stop. The vehicle model is

ÿi = −avi + Fi ,
where

yi

(5.33)

ith vehicle, vi = ẏi is its velocity, a ∈ R is the
Fi is the input to the vehicle, which is usually the

is the position of the

viscous friction coecient and
force acting on it.

In order to enable the vehicles in the platoon to track the leader moving with a
constant velocity, we need to satisfy the Internal Model Principle (Lemma 2.11)
which in our case means the presence of two integrators in the open-loop model
of each vehicle.
(ẏi

= vi ),

Since one integrator is already present in the vehicle model

it suces to add an integral action into the controller of each vehicle.

The controller is given as

c̄˙i = ei
with

ei

(5.34)

dened in (5.35) and

c̄i

The input to the vehicle is then

is the state of the integrator in the controller.

Fi = c̄i .

Each vehicle uses only the information obtained from its nearest neighbors  the
vehicle in front of it and behind. The goal of the vehicle is to keep a prescribed
spacing to them, i.e.,

yi−1 − yi → ∆ref

with

∆ref

being the desired distance

between the neighboring vehicles. The controller input

ei comes from the relative

spacing and velocity errors as

h
i
ei = gy (1 − ρy )(yi−1 − yi − ∆ref ) − ρy (yi − yi+1 − ∆ref )
h
i
+gv (1 − ρv )(vi−1 − vi ) − ρv (vi − vi+1 ) ,
where the position asymmetry is labeled as

gy , gv ∈ R

ρy ,

velocity asymmetry as

ρy = 0.5

and asymmetric otherwise (the same for

To simplify the analysis, we introduce error variables
implies
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ρv

and

are weights of position and velocity errors. The coupling in position

is symmetric if

∆ref 0,i

(5.35)

ρv ).

zi = yi − y0 + ∆ref 0,i

with

being the reference distance between the leader and the ith vehicle. This

zi−1 − zi = yi−1 − yi − ∆ref

and

żi−1 − żi = ẏi−1 − ẏi .

The single vehicle

5.3. Platoon with third-order vehicles
model combined with the controller then has a form

c¯˙i = ei .

z̈i = −ażi + c̄,
We use a minor state transformation

(5.36)

ci = c̄i −avi to obtain a controller-canonical

form of the individual-vehicle model

    
ż
ż
0
 i  i  
z̈  =  z̈  = 0
 i  i  
...

zi

ċi

0

   
z
0
  i  




1  żi  + 0
 ei .

1

0

0
0

−a

z̈i

In a vector form we write the overall system of

(5.37)

1

N +1

vehicles (including the

leader) as

 
  
z
z

  
d 
ż  = Ac ż  ≡ 
  
dt  
z̈
where

z̈

z = [z0 , . . . , zN ]T .

0

I

0

0

−gy Ly

−gv Lv

 
z
 


I  ż 
,
0

−aI

z̈

Let us call the system (5.38) a path system, since the

communication topology is a weighted path graph.

RN +1×N +1

(5.38)

The Laplacians

Ly , Lv ∈

of the path graph are dened as




... 0




1
−ρy 0 . . . 0
−(1 − ρy )


Ly = 
0
−(1 − ρy ) 1 −ρy . . . 0

,


.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.. .
.
.
.
.
.

0

0

0

0

. . . −1 1

0
0
0
0 ... 0




1
−ρv 0 . . . 0
−(1 − ρv )


Lv = 
0
−(1 − ρv ) 1 −ρv . . . 0

.


.
.
.
.
.
..


.
.
.
.
. .. 
.
.
.
.

0

0

(5.39)

0



0

0

0

(5.40)

. . . −1 1

The last vehicle has no follower, so it uses only front spacing and velocity errors.
This type of boundary condition is called regular boundary condition [Cantos
and Veerman, 2014]. The second boundary condition is that the leader is driven
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independently of the platoon (zeros in the rst rows of

Ly , Lv ).

We assume that initially the system in (5.38) is at stand-still and then the leader
starts to move with unit velocity:

zi (t) = 0

for

i = 1, . . . , N, t < 0,

(5.41)

y0 (t) = 0, t < 0, y0 (t) = t, t ≥ 0.

5.3.2 Review of previous work
This chapter builds on the results of works [Cantos et al., 2014; Cantos and
Veerman, 2014].

Both papers deal with a signal propagation in systems with

nearest-neighbor interaction. The vehicle model is a double integrator, i.e.,

ei

with

ei

z̈i =

given by (5.35).

The work [Cantos et al., 2014] analyzes a system with a circular topology. We
call such system a circular system. The interaction between the leader and the
vehicle

N

is added. The most important condition for stability of this circular

system is that

ρy = 0.5

[Cantos et al., 2014, Prop.

3.5]there must be a

symmetric coupling in the position. This was generalized in Theorem 5.6. For
stable circular systems it is shown in [Cantos et al., 2014, Thm.

4.8] that an

external input or a disturbance causes two signals to propagate in the system in
opposite directions and with dierent velocities. These so-called signal velocities
are calculated from the phase velocities [Cantos et al., 2014, Lem. 4.4]. We will
use the same ideas in this chapter (Sec.

5.3.5) to describe a stable system in

terms of traveling waves.
The paper [Cantos and Veerman, 2014] studies transients in path systems. Its
main result is the description of the transient in the path graph using two travelling waves, attenuated at the boundaries [Cantos and Veerman, 2014, Thm.
3.5]. The connection of the circular system from [Cantos et al., 2014] to the path
system (which is the one we are really interested in) was conjectured in [Cantos
and Veerman, 2014] as follows: the asymptotic instability of the circular system
should imply either ock or asymptotic instability of the path system.

Flock

stability is dened as follows.

Denition 5.8

.

(Flock stability, [Cantos and Veerman, 2014])

called ock stable if it is asymptotically stable and if
sub-exponentially in
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for the conditions (5.41).

The system is

supt∈R |z0 (t) − zN (t)|

grows
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5.3.3 Analysis of the circular system
ρy 6= ρv in the path system in (5.38), there are two dierent Laplacians Ly and
Lv which are not simultaneously diagonalizable. This prevents many convenient
If

approaches to guarantee stability such as a synchronization region [Zhang et al.,
2011] or LMI-based criterion [Massioni and Verhaegen, 2009].

Thus, stability

and performance analysis of the path system become very dicult.
To overcome this limitation, we invoke the Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 to extract
some properties of the circular system and apply them in the analysis of the path
system. So we assume in this section that the communication structure is the
circular graph with Laplacians

L̂y , L̂v .

These Laplacians are circulant matrices,

which are simultaneously diagonalizable. Note that we investigate the circular
system only in order to learn something about the path systemthe circular
system is not of practical interest by itself.

5.3.4 Stability of the circular system
When we assume the circular interaction topology, the state-space model has a
form

  
 
z
z
  

d
ż  = Âc ż  ≡ 
  
dt  

The Laplacians

I

0

0

 
z
 


I ż 
.
0

−gy L̂y −gv L̂v −aI

z̈

z̈

0

(5.42)

z̈

L̂y , L̂v


1


−(1 − ρ )

y
L̂y = 
.

.
.



−ρy

0

...

1

−ρy

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

.

−ρy

0

1

−ρv

0

...

−(1 − ρv )



1

−ρv

...

0

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

.
.
.




.




−(1 − ρ )

v
L̂v = 
.

.
.

−ρv

0

. . . −(1 − ρy )


−(1 − ρy )


0

,
.

.
.


.

. . . −(1 − ρv )

(5.43)

1

(5.44)

1

As discussed before, they are simultaneously diagonalizable by the discrete
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wm be the m-th eigenvector of L̂, that is the vector
2πm
N
θj
+1 j ,
j = 0, 1, . . . , N with
j -th component satises
√ (wm )j = e ≡ e
θ = 2πm/(N + 1) and  = −1. By [Cantos et al., 2014], we calculate the
eigenvalues λy of L̂y and λv of L̂v as
Fourier transform. So let

whose

λy (θ)

=

1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρy ) sin θ,

λv (θ)

=

1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρv ) sin θ.

Let us denote
and

λv

ψy = 1 − 2ρy , ψv = 1 − 2ρv .

(5.45)

We can expand the eigenvalues

λy

in the Taylor series

1
λy (θ) = ψy θ + θ2 −
2
1 2
λv (θ) = ψv θ + θ −
2
We now calculate three eigenvalues
for each

m.


ψy θ3 . . . ,
6

ψv θ 3 . . .
6

νm,i , i = 1, 2, 3

of

Âc

(5.46)
(5.47)

associated with

For simplicity of notation we drop the subscripts of

ν

wm

except from

when ambiguity seems possible. Similarly to (5.13), we calculate the eigenvalue
equation as

ν 3 + aν 2 + gv λv (θ)ν + gy λy (θ) = 0.
Substituting the expressions for

λy (θ)

and

λv (θ),

(5.48)

we get

ν 3 + aν 2 + gv [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρv ) sin θ]ν
+gy [1 − cos θ + (1 − 2ρy ) sin θ] = 0.
By letting

θ

equal

0

or

π

(5.49)

we get real polynomials

ν 3 + aν 2 = 0,

(5.50)

ν + aν + 2gv ν + 2gy = 0.

(5.51)

3

2

The equation (5.51) implies via Routh-Hurwitz criterion a simple necessary conditions for stability.

Lemma 5.9.
a > 0, gy > 0

The necessary conditions for the stability of (5.42) for all
and

gv > 0

and

N

are

a > gy /gv .

The next theorem guarantees stability of an arbitrarily large system with a
circular topology.

Theorem 5.10.
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and only if all of the below hold:

I. :

a > 0 ∧ gy > 0 ∧ gv > 0 ∧ a > gy /gv ,

II. :
III. :

ρy = 1/2,
1 − 2ρv ∈

agv − gy agv − gy
, p
− p
2gv 3
2gv 3

(5.52)

!
.

Proof. Let us call the statement Circular system (5.42) is stable as S. The
necessity of condition I. follows from Lemma 5.9 and the necessity of II. follows
from Theorem 5.6. We will use them to prove that given I. and II., then III. is
false is equivalent to S is false.
We know from (5.50) that

−a

is a solution of (5.49) and that it lies in the left

half-plane. By continuity of roots of polynomials all the solutions of (5.49) must
lie on a curve

ν(θ) starting at −a.

To have unstable roots on the curve

curve must cross the imaginary axis for some
purely imaginary solutions

ω (ω

θ ∈ (0, 2π).

ν(θ),

the

Then there must be

real) to (5.49). Substitute

ω

for

ν

into (5.49)

to get

−ω 3 − aω 2 + [(1−cos θ)−ψv sin θ]gv ω + gy (1−cos θ) = 0.

(5.53)

The real and imaginary parts of (5.53) are, respectively:

−aω 2 − gv ψv ω sin θ + gy (1 − cos θ) = 0,
2

−ω(ω − gv (1 − cos θ)) = 0.
So

S

(5.54)
(5.55)

is false if both of the last equations hold (i.e., (5.53) has a solution). The

ω = 0 or ω 2 = gv (1 − cos θ), where ω = 0 gives only the
2
`trivial' eigenvalue (namely θ = 0). Plugging the other solution ω = gv (1−cos θ)

equation (5.55) holds for
into (5.54) gives:

agv − gy
ψv = ± p
2gv 3
√

p

2(1 − cos θ)
.
sin θ

(5.56)

2(1−cos θ)
maps the unit circle onto [−∞, −1] ∪ [1, ∞]. So for |ψv | ≥
sin θ
there exists θ for which equation (5.53) is satised, the system then

The factor

agv −gy
√
3
2|gv |

|ψv | <
agv −gy
√
, then no imaginary solution exists and whole curve ν(θ) lies in the stable
3

has purely imaginary roots and therefore the system can be unstable. If

2|gv |

half-plane.
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Figure 5.6: Phase velocities calculated by (5.57) in
corresponding damping (dashed) as a function of
each

θ,

vehicles/s

θ.

(solid) and the

There are three waves for

two with negative velocity (blue and green) and one with positive (red).

The phase velocities in green have all high damping, so they do not aect the
signal velocity. The signal velocities from (5.60) are shown by red (c+ ) and blue
(c− ) crosses, the corresponding
6.2, gv = 10, ρv = 0.4.

damping by a red circle.

N = 500, a = 2, gy =

5.3.5 Signal properties
Similarly to [Cantos et al., 2014], we would like to obtain the signal velocity in
our circular system (5.42). By [Cantos et al., 2014, Lem. 4.4], the phase velocity

cm,i

and its damping

αm,i

for a mode associated with a given

θ = 2πm/(N + 1)

can be calculated as

cm,i = −={νm,i }/θ, αm,i = <{νm,i }, i = 1, 2, 3.

(5.57)

We are interested in modes with very low damping, since they travel in the
system with slow decaythey give us the signal velocity.
nd the eigenvalues

θ → 0.

ν(θ)

Thus, we want to

with small real parts. They are those corresponding to

To nd them, rst expand

ν(θ)

as


1
ν(θ) = n1 θ + n2 θ2 + n3 θ3 . . . .
2
6

(5.58)

We substitute the expansions (5.46), (5.47) and (5.58) into (5.49). Notice that

θ cancel in (5.49).
θ2 , and θ3 , etc. The coecients of these orders must be
zero and that will determine ni . The rst non-trivial equation is the coecient
1
2
2
of θ . It reads: O(2) : an1 + gv ψv n1 − gy = 0. We calculate n1 as
2

the expansion (5.58) works because the terms depending on
We collect terms of order

n1 =

Since for

θ

−gv ψv ±

p
2agy + gv 2 ψv2
.
2a

small by (5.58) and (5.57)

mines the signal velocities.
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(5.59)

={ν(θ)} ≈ n1 θ,

the coecient

−n1

deter-

5.4. Transients in the path system
Lemma 5.11.

gv ψv ±

c± =
where

The signal velocities are given as

c+ > 0

and

p

gv 2 ψv2 + 2agy
,
2a

c− < 0

(5.60)

(velocity in vehicles/second).

By the stability conditions we mentioned, (5.60) gives one positive real and one
negative real solution (red and blue crosses in Fig.
positive velocity
the wave with

c+

c−

5.6).

The wave with the

propagates in the direction with growing vehicle index and

the other way.

5.4 Transients in the path system
We have obtained enough properties of the circular system to derive the transients of the original path system (5.38). The transient we analyze is when the
platoon is in steady state and the leader starts to move with a unit velocity
(5.41).
We have Theorem 5.10 guaranteeing stability of the circular system which by
Assumption 5.2 allows for ock stability of the path system. The signal velocity
in (5.60) should remain the same in the path systemAssumption 5.1.

The

boundary conditions are the same as in [Cantos and Veerman, 2014]the leader
driven independently of the platoon and the agent

N

having no follower. For

stable systems (in both senses), the orbit of the last agent can be characterized

T is the smallest t > 0
zN (t) − z0 (t) = 0 and the amplitude Ai of the ith oscillation is Ai =
maxt∈[(i−1)T,iT ] |z0 −zN |. We can now restate [Cantos and Veerman, 2014, Thm.
by the following quantities (see Fig. 5.7): half-period

such that

3.5] for our system with friction.

Theorem 5.12.

If Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 hold and the path system (5.38) is

asymptotically stable, if the parameter values satisfy the conditions in Theorem
5.10 and as

N

tends to innity, the system (5.38) will behave as a wave equation

with boundary conditions. The signal velocities are given by (5.60). In particular,
if from an equilibrium position at rest, the leader starts to move with a unit
velocity at

t = 0,

then the characteristics of the orbit of

N
,
|c+ |
|Ak+1 /Ak | = |c− |/|c+ |,
1
1
T =N
+
.
|c+ | |c− |
A1 =

z0 (t) − zN (t)

are:
(5.61)
(5.62)
(5.63)
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z0 − zi with optimized controller (see Sec.
N = 250, a = 2, gy = 6.2, gv = 10 and ρv = 0.4.

Figure 5.7: Spacing error to the leader
5.4.2 and 5.4.3).

The proof of [Cantos and Veerman, 2014, Thm. 3.5] uses only boundary conditions and wave velocities, hence it remains valid for our case as well.

Note

that when the leader starts moving, this causes rst a wave with velocity
which then reects at agent

N

as a wave with velocity

c− .

c+ ,

Notice that we want

|c− |/|c+ | to be less than 1 to avoid exponential growth of the amplitudes.
gv and a must be positive, we want to keep ψv > 0, i.e., ρv < 1/2 and the

Since
agent

pays more attention to the front velocity error.

Remark 5.13.

The theorem has as a condition that the path system must be

asymptotically stable.

Indeed, it does not follow from any statement in this

section that the path system is proven to be stable.

Unfortunately, so far we

have no conditions for stability of the path system. From simulations it seems
that when the circular system is stable for any

N,

then the path system is stable

as well. But we have no proof for that. Thus, we have to test stability of the path
system for a given number of vehicles, for instance by looking at the eigenvalues.

5.4.1 Simulation verication
Fig. 5.8 numerically validates Theorem 5.12 by calculating the relative error
between the predicted and measured values as a function of
quantity of interest in Thm.

5.12  either

Ai , Ai+1 /Ai

N.
or

χ be a given
χpred be
χmeas be the

Let

T.

the value predicted by (5.61), (5.62) or (5.63), respectively, and

Let

value measured from the numerical simulations of a nite platoon. The error is
calculated as


ϑ = log
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χpred
−1 ,
χmeas

(5.64)
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0

A1

Relative error [−]

A2
−2

A

3

α1
−4

α2
T

−6
−8
50

100

200

400

800

N [−]
Figure 5.8: The numerical verication of (5.61), (5.62) and (5.63). The relative
errors are carried out with (5.64) for

ρv = 0.4. The α1 and α2
and A3 /A2 , respectively.

gy = 6.2, gv = 10, a = 2, ρy = 0.5 and
A2 /A1

are the attenuation coecients from (5.62) for

We can see that the relative error of each predicted parameter decreases exponentially with the increasing number of vehicles in the platoon. This conrms
the asymptotic formulas in Theorem 5.12 and also Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2.
The numerical simulations in Fig. 5.9 show that a platoon with a controller tuned
symmetrically (the left panel, SPSVsymmetric position, symmetric velocity)
has a very long transient. The transient is shortened for the case of the asymmetric controller (the middle panel, APAVasymmetric position, asymmetric
velocity), however, the overshoot of such a platoon is extremely large, which
is a consequence of Theorem 5.6 and Assumption 5.2the circular system is
unstable, hence the path system is ock unstable at best.

When we set the

asymmetry only in the velocity (right, SPAVsymmetric position, asymmetric
velocity), then both the transient and the overshoot are reasonable.
A better transient can often be achieved just by increasing the control eort. We
will show that when symmetric coupling in position is used, the control eort for
the response to leader's step in velocity is the same regardless of the number of
agents. Fig. 5.10 shows control eorts for dierent control architectures. It can
be seen that the maximal control eort remains bounded for SPSV and SPAV,
while it grows exponentially for APAV. The maximal control eort of the rst
vehicle is identical for all

N , while the control eort of the last vehicle decays for

SPAV and SPSV and grows exponentially for APAV. Hence, SPAV architecture
achieves better transient with almost the same maximal control eort as SPSV.
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ρx = 0.5, ρv = 0.5

ρx = 0.4, ρv = 0.4
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Figure 5.9: The numerical simulations comparing the responses of three dierent
control strategies for

N = 100,

when the leader changes its velocity from 0 to

1. The gure shows the relative positions to the leader
vehicles for three dierent combinations of

gy = 6.2, gv = 10

and

ρy

and

ρv .

z0 (t) − zi (t)

of all the

For all three cases were

a = 2.

(a) Max. cont. eort

(b) Max. e. of i = 1

(c) Max. e. of i = N

Figure 5.10: Maximal control eorts for the leader's step in velocity. a) Maximal
control eort among all agents, b) maximal control eort of the rst vehicle and
SPSV: ρy = ρv = 0.5, SPAV:
ρy = ρ√
=
0.4
.
Note
logarithmic coordinates in a)
v
c) is 1/ N , hence the maximal control eort of the

c) maximal control eort of the last vehicle.

ρy = 0.5, ρv = 0.4,

APAV:

and c). The dashed line in

last vehicle decays with rate this rate.

What is most surprising is the comparison of the convergence timethe time

Tf

it took the system to achieve

from Fig.

zi (t) < 0.03

for all

i

and

t > Tf .

As follows

5.11, the settling time in SPSV scales quadratically, while both in

SPAV and APAV it scales only linearly. That is, for the same maximal control
eort, SPAV has qualitatively dierent settling time than SPSV! At the same
time, for approximately 4 times shorter settling time in case of APAV the price
to pay is to have extremely large overshoots and control eort. Thus, SPAV is
the best solution among the cases shown. On the other hand, we admit that the
controller used was optimized for SPAV, see the next section.
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Figure 5.11: Settling time of the three architectures as a function of
blue dashed line is

10N 2

and red is

20N .

N.

The

Note logarithmic coordinates.

5.4.2 Optimization of controller parameters
The previous section gave us signal velocities and amplitudes of the transient,
which depend on the gains

gy

and

gv

and the velocity asymmetry

ρv .

In this

section we give an approach how to select these three parameters. We assume
that the friction

a

is given by the vehicle model and cannot be aected by the

designer.
We propose the following method for optimal (due to asymptotic formulas)
gain and asymmetry selection. It is based on minimizing the absolute value of
the spacing error of all vehicles in the formation, denoted as

E,

when the leader

starts to move from the stand-still. Therefore, the optimization has a form

min E = min

gy ,gv ,ψv

gy ,gv ,ψv

N Z
X
i=1

where the error is given by
over

∞

|z̃i (t)|dt,

(5.65)

0

z̃i (t) = z0 (t) − zi (t).

Clearly,

z̃0 = 0. E

is minimized

gy , gv , ψv .

Theorem 5.12 tells us that the system behaves as a wave equation with boundaries. After a unit change of leader's velocity, rst the signal spreads from the
leader to vehicle

N

with velocity

c+

and then it reects back with velocity

c− .

The graph of the response of the last vehicle in the formation must then be
almost triangular, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The error of the rst oscillation for the
last vehicle (before

Z

z̃N

gets back to zero for the rst time) is

T

|z̃N (t)|dt ≈

EN,1 =
0

1
T A1 .
2

(5.66)
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To get the error of the other vehicles we assume that the maximal value of

A
N i (the peaks are uniformly spaced from
A1
is almost a trapezoid
0 to A1 with distance
N ). Then the shape of the error


1
i
1
with one base of length T and the other with (N − i)
|c+ | + |c− | = T − N T =

i
T 1 − N . The absolute value of the error of the ith vehicle in the rst oscillation
is approximately the area of the trapezoid
the error of

ith

vehicle is given by

T

Z

A1
iT
N

|z̃i (t)| ≈

Ei,1 =
0

We have approximated the rst oscillations.



i
1−
.
2N

(5.67)

The errors of the others are cal-

culated in a similar same way, i.e. the period is again

T

and the amplitude is

obtained using (5.62). The total absolute value of the error of the
is

Ei =

R∞
0

|z̃i (t)|dt,

ith

vehicle

which is using the trapezoidal approximation given as the

sum of areas of all oscillations

Z

∞

|z̃i (t)|dt =

Ei =
0

=

∞
X

∞
X
Aj

Ei,j ≈

j=1

j=1

A1
iT
N


1−

i
2N



1

N
X

Ei ≈

N
X
A1
i=1

i=1

N

PN



j th oscillation and then the sum

< 1.

Our criterion (5.65) captures the sum of

E=

i
2N

(5.68)

We used (5.62) to quantify the amplitude of the

|c− |
of geometric series since
|c+ |

1−

.

|c− |
|c+ |

1−

N


iT


iT

1−

i
2N

Ei



of all agents. It can be calculated as

1
1−

|c− |
|c+ |

= A1

1
1−

|c− |
|c+ |

T C = JC.(5.69)

i
i
i=1 N 1 − 2N being a constant which cannot be changed by optimization. Thus, it suces to minimize J . After plugging from (5.63) and (5.62),

with

C=



it has a form

J=

A1 T
1−

|c− |
|c+ |


=

|c− | + |c+ |
|c+ ||c− |



N2
ˆ 2.
= JN
|c+ | − |c− |

(5.70)

The number of agents is not part of the optimization and does not aect the
minimum. Plugging for the signal velocities from (5.60) we evaluate the sums
and products as
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|c− |+|c+ | = (

p

gv 2 ψv2 + 2agy )/a, |c− |−|c+ | = (gv ψv )/a, |c− ||c+ | =

5.4. Transients in the path system
gy /(2a).

With these terms the criterion (5.70) becomes

p
Jˆ =
Since

a

gv 2 ψv2 + 2agy 2a
=
gv ψv
gy

s

1
2a
+ 2 2 2a.
gy 2
gv ψv gy

(5.71)

is a given constant and the square root is a monotone function, we get

the nal optimization problem

min

2a
1
+ 2 2 ,
gy 2
gv ψv gy

(5.72)

s.t. stability conditions in (5.52).
The nal criterion is a function only of the parameters

gy , gv

and

ψv ,

which the

platoon designer can aect.

Scaling of the absolute error
The total error (5.65) can be written using (5.69) and (5.70)

ˆ 2
E ≈ JC = JN

Lemma 5.14.
E(N ) ≈



N
X
i
i
1−
.
N
2N
i=1

The error

E

(5.73)

in (5.65) scales cubically with

N

as

Jˆ
N (N + 1)(4N − 1).
12

(5.74)

Proof. The proof is a simple manipulation of (5.73).

"
#


N
N
N
N
X
X
X
X
i
i
2N i − i2
Jˆ
2
2
ˆ
1−
= JN
=
2N
i−
i
N
2N
2N 2
2
i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1


Jˆ
N (N + 1) N (N + 1)(2N + 1)
Jˆ
=
2N
−
= N (N + 1)(4N − 1). (5.75)
2
2
6
12

ˆ 2
E ≈ JN

The scaling of

E

of dierent architectures with

N

calculated from simulations

is in Fig. 5.12. It is clear that the error is the smallest for asymmetry only in
velocity and also that the error of asymmetric control with identical asymmetries
scales exponentially in

N,

which conrms ock instability (ρy

6= 0.5).

Also the

predicted value (5.74) matches the simulated one.
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E(N ) for dierent architecturesSPSV with ρy =
ρv = 0.5 (line 1), APAV with ρy = ρv = 0.4 (line 2) and SPAV with ρy =
0.5, ρv = 0.4 (line 3). Line 4 shows estimate using (5.74). Other parameters
were gy = 6.2, gv = 10, a = 2.
Figure 5.12: Logarithm of

5.4.3 Optimization results
We used the function fmincon in Matlab to carry out the optimization of the
nonlinear criterion (5.72), subject to nonlinear stability constraints in (5.52).
The optimization terminated quickly and successfully and as it seems from Fig.
5.13, the global minimum was reached.

The code used for simulations in the

whole chapter can be obtained at [Herman et al., 2015a].
As follows from (5.72), the optimization procedure tried to increase the gains

gy and gv to decrease the criterion. Therefore we specied upper bounds on
gy , gv to limit the controller eort. The optimization was conducted for a given
friction a = 2 and we got the values gy = 6.2, gv = 10 and ρv = 0.4. The upper
bounds for both gains gy , gv were set to 10. To stay away from the ock stability
boundary, we changed the ock stability criterion in Thm. 5.10 to

ψv = 1 − 2ρv ∈
with

ε = 0.1.

!
agv − gy
agv − gy
+ ε, p
−ε ,
− p
2gv 3
2gv 3

(5.76)

The response is shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.9c.

5.4.4 Robustness evaluation
The optimization results should be veried to give robust results. The simplest
way to achieve robustness is to add some nonzero term

ε

to each of the stability

criteria (5.52), similarly to (5.76). Then the system is not allowed to operate on
the ock stability boundary.
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(a) Sens. to change in a.

(b) Sens. to change in ρv .

Figure 5.13: Sensitivities to dierent parameters. The plots show value of

E

in

(5.65) calculated from simulations.

The most important parameter of the system is the friction

a.

This might

change during the operation of the system and also might not be exactly known
apriori. Using the values

gy = 6.2, gv = 10, ρv = 0.4, N = 1200, we simulated the
a ∈ [1.4, 2.8] and calculated the norm of

response of the system for friction range

the error using (5.65). Fig. 5.13a shows how the norm changes with friction. We
see that the change is approximately linear in friction and the system has a good
performance for a wide range of

a.

The sharp growth for low friction caused by a

ock instability conrms the Assumption 5.2. The stability criterion of a circular


system in Thm. 5.10 is violated for

a ≤ 1.514

making the system ock unstable. As
at the critical point

since

ψv = 1 − 2ρv >

agv −gy

√

2|gv |3


,

N → ∞, the sharp growth appears exactly

a = 1.514.

ρv ∈
[0.34, 0.44] with the optimal value ρv ∗ = 0.37 (other parameters are gy =
8.3, gv = 10, a = 2, N = 1200). These are the values with ε = 0 in (5.76).
∗
It is clear that the value ρv is almost the minimum of the function E(ρv ). The
∗
better performance for lower (non-optimal) ρv ≤ ρv is due to asymptotic forThe Figure 5.13b shows how the error norm changes as a function of

mulas used. When the number of vehicles increases, the minimum will get closer
to

ρv ∗ .

Due to the sharp growth for

ρv < 0.36

we recommend using

to achieve robustness, as obtained using (5.76) with

gy = 6.2,

ε = 0.1.

ρv = 0.40

Then we get also

as above.

5.5 General models
We have necessary stability results for any system with circular topology and
a complete analysis of a particular systemthe third-order model having two
integrators in the open loop. Unfortunately, we have no universal result, similar
to those in the previous chapter. To the author's best knowledge, there is no
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Figure 5.14:

Eigenvalues of dierent systems for

N = 100.

Righta detail

around the origin.

result available so far.
In this section we will compare various characteristics of the platoon for the
fourth-order model (5.29). We will keep the same open loops, only the asymmetries in individual states will be dierent. We will abbreviate the dierent cases
as follows:

•
•

SPSV (Symmetric Position, Symmetric Velocity):ρx

•

APAV (Asymmetric Position, Asymmetric Velocity):

SPAV (Symmetric Position, Asymmetric Velocity):

= 0.5, ρv = 0.5, ρc = 0.5,
ρx = 0.5, ρv = 0.45, ρc =

0.35,
ρx = 0.45, ρv = 0.45, ρc =

0.45,
•

APSV (Asymmetric Position, Symmetric Velocity):

ρx = 0.45, ρv = 0.5, ρc =

0.5.
Let us start with the eigenvalues of the systems. They are shown in Fig. 5.14.
The eigenvalues of SPSV and APAV lie on the root-locus curve.
APSV achieve uniform boundedness of the eigenvalues.

APAV and

The most important

fact following from the gure is that the APSV case has eigenvalues in the right
half-plane, making the system unstable. Due to this fact we will not show any
other property for the APSV case.
The comparison of transients for dierent asymmetries is shown in Fig.
It shows the response of the formation to the conditions in (5.41).
that the completely symmetric interaction (Fig.

5.15.

It is clear

5.15a) has a very long tran-

sient. Contrary, when the coupling in all states is asymmetric (Fig. 5.15b), the
transient has a very high overshootthe ock instability appears, because of
the asymmetry in position. The symmetric coupling in position and asymmetric
coupling in the other states (Fig. 5.15c) shows a very good transient with a low
overshoot. The simulations therefore conrm the Assumption 5.2 even for the
fourth-order system. It also suggests that the partial asymmetry can substantially improve the transient for this fourth-order model. Thus, it seems that the
property of necessity of symmetric coupling in position is valid in general for
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(a) SPSV

(b) APAV

(c) SPAV

Figure 5.15: Comparison of dierent asymmetries for

N = 150.

Note dierent

scales in the y-axis.

systems with two integrators in the open loop. This would extend the results of
papers by [Hao et al., 2012; Cantos and Veerman, 2014; Herman et al., 2016d]
to more general models.
The following transient measures are evaluated for the conditions (5.41). Scaling
of settling time is shown in logarithmic coordinates in Fig. 5.16a. Clearly, the
SPAV and APAV both have comparable settling time (approx.

linear), while

SPSV scales quadratically. The maximal control eort (Fig. 5.16b) is bounded
for SPSV and SPAV, while it scales exponentially in APAV. The maximal distance to the leader
in

N

maxi,t zi (t)

(Fig. 5.16c) of SPSV and SPAV grows linearly

(this follows from 5.61 and logically, it takes the signal some time to reach

the last vehicle), but APAV scales exponentially.
Other important characteristic is the scaling of the

H∞

norm of the transfer

function matrix. It is shown in Fig. 5.16d. Based on the gure, SPSV scales
cubically (Theorem 4.22), SPAV grows only quadratically (we have no proof for
this) and APAV again exponentially (Theorem 4.28). The most important fact
is that SPAV achieved quadratic scaling, which is qualitatively identical to the
scaling of SPSV with only integrator in the open loop (Theorem 4.21) which
requires communicating the leader's velocity. That is, by introducing dierent
asymmetries, we can qualitatively achieve the same scaling, which for identical
asymmetries was possible only with communication.
A more thorough comparison of the scaling of the
function matrix

T(s)

is in Fig.

5.17.

H∞

norm of the transfer

There we illustrate scaling of the norm

for the system (5.29), which has two integrators in the open loop, and a system
with one integrator in the open loop, given as



0

I

0

0




Ac = 



0

0

I

0

0

0

0

I

−3Ly

−14.3Lv − 0.5I

−14.3Lc − 1.5I

−3.5I

 
0

 

 

0
,Bc =   .

 
0



(5.77)

I
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(a) Settling time

(b) Control eorts

(c) Maximal overshoot

(d) H∞ norms of T(s)

Figure 5.16: Various transient characteristics for dierent couplings in logarith-

4N 2
(blue). b) Scaling of maximal control eort among all vehicles and for any t.
APAV scales exponentially. c) Maximal overshoot taken as maxi,t zi (t), d) H∞
3
2
norms of the transfer function matrix. The dashed lines are 0.3N (blue), 2N
N
(red) and 100 · 1.075
(yellow).

mic coordinates.

a) Settling time: the dashed lines show

30N

(red) and

It is clear that SPSV-1 and SPAV-2 are qualitativelly the same (norm of SPAV2 is slightly larger), but SPAV-2 does not require any communication with the
leader. The best scaling is achieved for asymmetric control with one integrator,
APAV-1.

5.5.1 Local string stability
There is one very strong result presented in the paper [Martinec et al., 2016b].
The paper analyzes a local string stability in a path-graph topology. In order
to achieve the local string stability, the paper proves the fact that for a system
having two integrators in the open loop it is necessary to have a symmetric
coupling in the output state.
than discussed here:

The paper considers even a more general setup

the front spacing error can be processed by a dierent

controller than the rear spacing error.

So instead of having dierent weights,

even a dierent number of states can be present. The main result of the paper is
that when there is not a symmetric coupling in position, the wave propagating
in the system as a result of disturbance or initial conditions is amplied. The
reason is that the
164

H∞

norm of the wave transfer function (2.48) is greater than

5.6. Open problems

Figure 5.17:

H∞

norm comparison for systems (5.77), labeled as XPXV-1 and

having one integrator, and with open loop (5.29), labeled XPXV-2 and having
two integrators in the open loop.

one, i.e.,

kG(s)k∞ > 1.

This fact was named local string instability. Moreover,

due to the local nature of waves in the system, the results holds for more general
graphs as well.
However, no results were given for a system having three integrators in the open
loop. That is why the author of this thesis believes that Theorem 5.6 still makes
sense.

5.6 Open problems
As we stated in the introduction to this chapter, the research in vehicle platoons
with dierent Laplacians is still at its beginning. Therefore, there is a lot of open
problems.

To the best knowledge of the author, the only works dealing with

dierent Laplacians are [Hao et al., 2012; Cantos and Veerman, 2014; Cantos
et al., 2014; Herman et al., 2015c, 2016d,a].
The most important research direction is stability.

As follows from Theorem

5.12, we do not even have a stability condition for a path graph with the thirdorder agents. For second-order agents, quite thorough stability conditions are
shown in [Herman et al., 2016a]. However, even there are some conjectures. It
seems that whenever there is a greater asymmetry in position than in velocity,
the system will become unstable if the number of vehicles is large enough. On the
other hand, when there are larger asymmetries in other states than in position,
probably the system will be stable.

There are no proofs even for such simple

systems, so it would be very useful to nd some general conditions.
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Except for stability, analysis of transient properties is also very important. As
follows from the simulations in this chapter, SPAV control is superior to SPSV
and APAV. Nevertheless, the tests were done only numerically and there might
exist a case when it is not true. Most probably, the approach used in this chapter
for transient analysis would work also for higher-order systems. But it has to be
repeated for every single vehicle model.
Scaling of various norms for general models is denitely worth of research. First
step into this is done in [Herman et al., 2016a] for double-integrator models.
The paper analyzes

L2

norms of deviations as a result of disturbance.

It is

shown there that SPSV has quadratic scaling, while SPAV only linear. But no
generalization is available so far.
After we obtain some qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the platoon
with multiple Laplacians, some controller design procedure should be provided.
In this chapter we provide it for the third-order model, but still many conditions
are taken from circular, not path system.

What about general models?

How

do we select the individual asymmetries? This remains to be answered. But for
sure, the controller design should be able to nd the controller parameters along
with the asymmetries for individual states.

Separate design of the Laplacian

and controller parameters makes no sense due to qualitatively dierent scaling.
Partial asymmetry might also help in other types of graphs, which do not use
only nearest-neighbor interaction.

First steps into this eld is in [Herbrych

et al., 2015], where next-nearest-neighbor interaction is investigated. The most
interesting result there is a reectionless wave, which shortens the transient a
lot. This is a type of behavior which cannot appear in simple nearest-neighbor
platoons.

Since asymmetry in velocity shortens the transient in platoons, it

should do the same in general graphs.

5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we considered a novel approach to xed-distance platoons, in
which dierent Laplacians are used for dierent states. Such a system is very
rarely considered in the distributed-control literature. The analysis in this chapter is based on the ideas by J.J.P. Veerman about the similarity of certain properties of path and circular systems. It was shown that a symmetric coupling in the
output state is a necessary condition for stability of the circular system. Based
on the reasonable assumptions, we can transfer the same condition to the path
systems. Then we analyzed transients in a vehicular platoon with third-order
vehicles.
We have shown that when there is a symmetric coupling in position and asym-
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metric in velocity, much better transients can be achieved than are achievable
with proportional asymmetry.

This comes at no price: the implementation is

no more dicult than that of symmetric bidirectional control and the maximal
control eort is identical. The only diculty is the analysis of the system, since
a block diagonalization is not possible.

Numerical examples illustrating supe-

riority of SPAV to any other fully distributed control were shown.

It follows

that SPAV control achieves in some sense qualitatively similar as the symmetric
control with communicated leader's velocity. Hence, it seems that it is the best
strategy which does not require communication.
There is one important message of this chapter: one should never optimize with
respect to the Laplacian. The Laplacian is never given, it is only the communication topology which might restrict the designer. The particular elements in
the Laplacian should be given along with the controller parameters. We have
proposed such a procedure.
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The thesis dealt with scaling in vehicle platoons. It analyzed platoons in which a
vehicle can measure (or obtain) states of its nearest neighborsthe car ahead (its
predecessor) and the car behind (its successor). The coupling can be asymmetric,
that is, the vehicle pays more attention (greater weight) to the front spacing and
velocity error than to the rear one. Even dierent asymmetries in position and
velocity can be used. Such a control is called asymmetric bidirectional control.
In order to obtain some scaling properties, it was rst necessary to derive a
general structure of a transfer function in a network system of SISO agents. The
communication topology was a directed graph. The agents were assumed to be
identical and they used output feedback and only one Laplacian.

A transfer

function between an input of one node (called the control node) and an output
of another node (called the output node) was analyzed. It was shown that the
transfer function can be expressed in a convenient product form. The terms in
the numerator and the denominator have the same structurethey have a form
of a denominator polynomial of the closed loop of a single agent. The gains"
in these terms are given by poles and zeros of the single-integrator systems. It
follows from the product form that for at least one integrator in the open loop
the steady-state gain does not depend on the agent model. A result on a minimal
dimension of the controllable subspace of a network system is given.
Next, asymmetric vehicle platoons with proportional asymmetry were analyzed.
Proportional asymmetry means that only one Laplacian (identical for all states)
is used for coupling.

In this case the analysis is simpler, since the Laplacian

has only real eigenvalues and a convenient block-diagonalization procedure can
be used. Various characteristics were investigated: steady-state gain, possibility
of stabilization, transient time and in particular scaling of

H∞

norm of transfer

functions. The results are not limited to any particular model, the analysis works
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for an arbitrary model of the vehicle.

It was shown that the most important

distinguishing factor in scaling is the number of integrators in the open loop.
For one integrator the scaling can be good, while for two and more the scaling is
very bad. The results contain many cases previously discussed in the literature.
First, a symmetric bidirectional control was analyzed. It was shown that platoons with symmetric control suer from very slow transients, because the eigenvalues get arbitrarily close to the origin.

The

H∞

norms of various transfer

functions in the platoon scale linearly for one integrator, quadratically for two
integrators and the norm of the transfer function matrix scales cubically in the
number of vehicles.
When asymmetry is allowed, the Laplacian has uniform bounds on eigenvalues.
This in turn means that the platoon will not get arbitrarily slow with increasing
number of vehicles. It was proved that such platoons have bounded steady-state
gains and might be even inversely optimal. However, when there are at least two
integrators in the open loop, exponential scaling of the

H∞

norm must occur and

there is no linear controller which would prevent that. The same holds when the
vehicles have unstable open loop. If the vehicles are allowed to know the leader's
velocity, then only one integrator in the open loop is sucient for tracking. With
one integrator in the open loop, even bidirectional string stability is achievable.
A sucient condition is provided to achieve it and this condition can be used for
controller design for a platoon of arbitrary size. The reason is that this condition
requires only a single-agent model. Moreover, there always exists a string-stable
predecessor following strategy when the open loop has only one integrator. The
best possible scaling of the

H∞

norm of the transfer function matrix of the

platoon is linear, achieved with asymmetric control and one integrator in the
open loop.
The scaling results both for symmetric and asymmetric platoons show inherent
limitations of platoon control, imposed by the communication topology.

The

reason is that the results hold for arbitrary open-loop models. Just by slightly
changing the weights in the Laplacian, a qualitatively dierent behavior is obtained.

It seems that the weights in the communication topology are more

important than the agent model.
Time-headway spacing policy behaves as a system with one integrator in the
open loop, so the benet for changing the desired distance with velocity is in
much better scaling.
Since it was apparent that for two integrators in the open loop there is no good
controller with proportional asymmetry, an investigation of the eects of dierent
asymmetries in position and velocity was started. Analysis of such systems is
very dicult, because the system cannot be block diagonalized as in the case of
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identical asymmetries. That is, no general result was obtained.
The conjectures of Peter Veerman from Portland State University were used for
analysis. They are based on a relation of the path system to the circular system.
Using these conjectures, it was possible to prove that for two integrators in the
open loop the system must use symmetric coupling in position in order to prevent
exponentially increasing transients. For more than two integrators this cannot
be achieved. However, symmetric coupling in position does not disapprove using
asymmetry in other states, particularly in velocity.
A thorough analysis of a platoon where vehicles have second-order model with a
viscous friction, controlled by a PI controller, is provided. For such third-order
systems, properties of a response to the step in leader's velocity were derived.
It was shown that the behavior of the platoon is similar to the wave equation
where the two waves have dierent velocities. Having the transient properties, an
optimization procedure was proposed which optimizes the controller parameters
along with asymmetry in velocity. This optimization procedure thus takes into
account both the controller and the communication topology.
From numerical simulations it follows that for two integrators in the open loop,
a control with symmetric coupling in position but asymmetric in velocity is the
best among the cases considered in this thesis. It has a similar convergence time
as the completely asymmetric control and still keeps a bounded control eort
as the symmetric control does. Moreover, its

H∞

norm scales the same way as

it does when the leader's velocity is available. Hence, although using just local
information, it can compete with a control law having centralized information.
In addition, this partially asymmetric control law is no more complicated than
control laws with identical asymmetry. Since the analysis of this control law is
very dicult, there are still many open problems to be solved. But denitely it
seems as a promising solution.

6.1 Contribution of the author
Basically all theorems and lemmas, which do not have a direct reference to the
literature, are derived by the author of the thesis, with minor exceptions in
Chapter 5, where the ideas are often by prof. Peter Veerman.
The results of Chapter 3 were originally inspired by [Briegel et al., 2011], but
their results were extended to higher-order dynamics and directed graphs. The
product form is an original work of the author, as well as the relation to the
single-integrator case.

The remark on minimal dimension of controllable sub-

space is probably also new result. Theorem 3.10 was independently discovered
by [Abad Torres and Roy, 2013], but the author got to know this result after he
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published the paper [Herman et al., 2014b]. Moreover, the way of the proof is
dierent. On the contrary, the paper by [Torres and Roy, 2015] was inspired by
[Herman et al., 2014b], but it uses state-space techniques. Currently, a paper
[Herman et al., 2016c] which summarizes the results in Chapter 3 is submitted.
The investigation of scaling of the

H∞

norm in vehicular platoons was mainly

inspired by [Tangerman et al., 2012; Hao and Barooah, 2012; Bamieh et al.,
2012], which worked only for double-integrator models.

The result that the

scaling depends on the number of integrators was inspired by Seiler's result for
two integrators in the open loop [Seiler et al., 2004].

However, the author is

not aware of any paper dealing with scaling in general asymmetric or symmetric
platoons.

So except for scaling of the predecessor following, all the results in

Chapter 4 are the original work of the author.

This can be justied by the

fact that exponential scaling of the norm asymmetric platoons was presented as
[Herman et al., 2014a], published as [Herman et al., 2015b] and its extension is
conditionally accepted as [Herman et al., 2016b].
The comprehensive overview of scaling shown in Table 4.2 is presented for the
rst time in this thesis. The property of uniform bound on eigenvalues of platoon
appeared for the rst time in [Hao and Barooah, 2012; Tangerman et al., 2012].
Here the author generalized it to arbitrary asymmetric platoons. The conditions
that the type of scaling can be judged just by looking at the single-agent transfer
function corresponding to some eigenvalue of the Laplacian is also unique in
author's work. The result on inverse optimality of asymmetric platoons is new
in this thesis and was submitted as [Herman, 2016a].
The results in Chapter 5 are based on cooperation with Peter Veerman, so many
ideas in the chapter are identical to his papers. Namely, the relation between
the circular system and the path system is his idea and we only used it in
our joint paper [Herman et al., 2016d].

The same holds for the approach for

signal velocity, the use of boundary conditions and in general on the transient
description.

It was our joint work to extend P. Veerman's work to the third-

order vehicles, but the tools used are those derived by Peter Veerman. On the
other hand, the general proof of necessity of symmetric coupling in position in
circular systems is the work of the author, presented as [Herman et al., 2015c].
Also the optimization procedure for controller-parameter design was derived by
the author of the thesis.
The author continued the investigation of dierent asymmetries in cooperation
with Ste Knorn and Anders Ahlén from Uppsala. Together they derived scaling of the eect of the disturbance on the distances between cars for doubleintegrator systems. It was submitted as [Herman et al., 2016a]. This is probably
the rst paper which without any conjecture analytically proves better scaling
of symmetric control in position and asymmetric in velocity.
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6.2 Fulllment of the goals
Here it is stated where the goals of the thesis were, in the opinion of the author,
satised.
1.

Transfer functions in distributed control.

This is mainly dealt with

in Chapter 3, where the structure of a transfer function in distributed
control is discussed. The product form of a transfer function is derived and
the structure of a higher-order dynamics is related to a single-integrator
dynamics.
2.

Properties of asymmetric bidirectional control.

This is accom-

plished in Chapter 4, where asymmetric bidirectional platoons with proportional asymmetry are considered. Almost all the properties were obtained
using separation of the properties of the Laplacian and the single-agent
model. The main results are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
3.

Conditions when asymmetry/symmetry is benecial.

This is again

the content of Chapter 4. Asymmetric control achieves a uniform bound on
eigenvalues of the platoon, it has a bounded steady-state gain and can be
tuned to be inversely optimal. It can even stabilize a formation of unstable
vehicles. For one integrator in the open loop asymmetric control is a better
solution than symmetric. However, for two integrators in the open loop,
the exponential scaling does not allow asymmetry to be used. Symmetric
control in this case oers better (but still bad) polynomial scaling.

For

two integrators in the open loop, it seems that symmetry in position and
asymmetry in other states is a good solution.
4.

Scaling of

H∞

norm.

The scaling of

H∞

norm is presented in Table

4.2. The results are general, depending only on the topology and on the
number of integrators in the open loop.

The results shown are the best

achievable given the topology and agent model.
5.

Conditions for string-stable platoon.

This task is fullled in Section

4.6, where a condition on string stability is presented. This condition can
be satised only when the vehicles have only one integrator in the open
loop. In this case predecessor following controller can always be designed.
6.

Dierent asymmetry.

This is done in Chapter 5.

Unlike in previous

statements, the results in Chapter 5 hold for a particular model only. Wave
properties and some conditions on stability are shown. The controller parameters are obtained using optimization. It follows from the results in the
chapter that symmetry in position and asymmetry in velocity (and possibly other states) seems to be a very good solution for control of platoons
with vehicles having two integrators in the open loop. It does not require
communication at all.
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